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ABSTRACT
The overall aim of the research programme was to investigate 
threshold switching, both experimentally and theoretically, in thick 
devices based on chalcogenide glasses.
The experimental study included characterization of the switching 
material Si^ Ge^ q As^q Te^g by measurement of its electrical conductivity 
as a function of temperature and electric field.
The temperature dependence of threshold voltage was measured over 
a broad temperature range and could be explained in terms of two theoretical 
models. The models had a common feature in that they were based on the 
one-dimensional thermal model with an added independent condition for 
switching involving the presence of electric field. The importance of 
the restriction to one dimension was illustrated by solving the equations 
of the thermal model in two dimensions using a digital computer. The 
validity of the models was limited, however, because no modifications 
due to the presence of structural changes in the switching material were 
included in the models. It was concluded that the structural ciianges 
have to be studied and understood before a realistic quantitative model 
of switching can be developed.
The experimental study of structural changes in the threshold 
switching material comprised direct evidence of microcrystallites by the 
use of electron microscope and observations of changes in switching 
parameters during and after the forming stage.
The variation in threshold voltage and delay time has been analyzed 
by statistical methods which revealed that the variation has two 
components:
(i) slow semi-reversible ageing taking place throughout the life
of the device,
(ii) fast fluctuations occurring from operation to operation.
It was further shown that the latter variation is not random but 
that correlation exists between sequential fluctuations. A semi-quantitative 
theoretical model was presented to explain the observed phenomena in terms 
of microstructural changes in the glass during switching. This model
of satisfactorily predicting the experimental observations and of suggesting 
areas for future research.
Some direct experiments aimed at the elucidation of the mechanism 
of switching were conducted, but no definite conclusion could be reached. 
However, the overall results indicate that a satisfactory description of 
the switching phenomena could be achieved in terms of a thermal model 
with the inclusion of electric field effects and aspects of structural 
changes.
incorporates some simplifying assumptions but nevertheless it is capable
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CHAPTER 1
GENERAL INTRODUCTION
Since the subject natter of this thesi3 is related to the switching 
effect in chalcogenide glasses it is appropriate in this introductory 
chapter to discuss the nature of the materials and the physical effects 
with which we shall be concerned.
1.1 Chalcogenide Glasses
Chalcogenide glasses are non-crystalline solid substances containing 
one or more of the chalcogens: Selenium (Se), Sulphur (s) and Tellurium 
(Te). Selenium forms glass readily by cooling of the melt; amorphous 
sulphur is obtained by fast cooling of the liquid form; amorphous tellurium 
cannot be prepared in bulk, only as a chemical precipitate or by a vapour 
deposition technique. The fact that many elements can be added to these 
three basic elements and form two or more component chalcogenide glasses 
means that this class of substances is extremely large; already the 
number of binary glasses runs into several tens. For a given system of 
chaicogen elements there will be a range of compositions that can be 
quenched to the glassy state. Outside this range, the final material 
will be partly or wholly crystalline.
The most important non-chalcogen constituents of chalcogenide 
compounds are Lead (Pb), in crystalline, and Arsenic (As) in glassy 
compounds. Lead chalcogenides are highly photoconductive and are used 
for manufacture of infra-red detectors. Chalcogenide glasses are 
transparent to infra-red radiation to considerably longer wavelengths 
than oxide glasses; ASg Se^ glass has been an important material for 
making infra-red prisms. Amorphous selenium is the only known material 
suitable for xerography.
Not all of the chalcogenide glasses show the switching effect. It 
appears at present that the most suitable materials for switching 
applications are three or four component chalcogenide glasses containing 
germanium (Ge), silicon (Si), Indium (in), Antimony (Sb) or other elements.
So far nothing has been said about the properties of* chalcogenide 
glasses apart from that they are solid, non-crystalline and exhibit the 
switching effect. The other important property of the chalcogenide 
glasses is their semiconductivity. This means that their electrical 
conductivity at room tempera cure is in the range between a "bad" metal 
and a "bad" insulator. However, more important than the actual magnitude 
of the electrical conductivity is the way in which the conductivity changes 
with temperature. Thw conductivity of the chalcogenide glasses can in 
many cases be considered as being thermally activated over large ranges 
of temperature as found in the case of crystalline semiconductors. The 
activation energy roughly corresponds to one half of the energy of light 
quanta for which the chalcogenide glasses become transparent to light.
As this energy is of the order of 1 eV, the chalcogenide glasses are opaque 
in the visible range and are transparent to infra-red radiation.
An important property of chalcogenide glasses is that they can be 
prepared relatively easily. Although Chapter 4 indicates that the process 
of preparation is not as simple as taking a few components and melting 
them in a test-tube it is nevertheless much easier than the method of 
preparing crystalline semiconductors. The main reason for this is the 
relative insensitivity of the properties of chalcogenide glasses to the 
addition of impurities^ \
Some of the properties of chalcogenide glasses which are relevant 
for the switching effect are discussed in a greater detail in the next 
Chapter 2. This section is concluded by several remarks concerning the 
history of the chalcogenide glasses.
Amorphous selenium was discovered by Berzelius in 1817 ana is 
perhaps the oldest and the most famous of the chalcogenide glasses. 
Although several glassy chalcogenide compounds were known and used in 
some technical applications for a long time, it was not until late 1950's 
when serious interest and systematic research in chalcogenide glasses 
started^ ^ . As more chalcogenide glasses and amorphous semiconductors
in general were prepared and their properties reported the need arose for 
theoretical explanations. The first attempts to explain theoretically 
the electrical and optical properties of amorphous semiconductors are of
a relatively recent date (1960's) and it As possible to say that the
(5)subject is still in its very beginings' . The central problem is to 
calculate the electron energy spectrum in an amorphous semiconductor. The 
main difficulty here is the lack of a theoretical method which would give 
reliable wave-functions for the calculation of transport properties. The 
application of the methods used for the calculation of the electron energy 
spectrum of crystalline semiconductors during the past few decades to 
amorphous materials yields in all cases wave-functions which are incoherent 
(due to the disorder) to such a degree that the gap in the energy spectrum 
is not preserved and thus the classical method of calculation predicts 
always metallic properties contrary to the experimental observations^.
The search for new theoretical concepts of amorphous semiconductors 
becomes more widespread every year judging by the number of published 
papers and contributions at the conferences held on the subject^ ’ .
The discovery of the switching effect has undoubtedly played a 
major role in the stimulation of the theoretical interest in amorphous 
semiconductors.
1.2 Switching Effect
The switching effect can be somewhat loosely defined as a reversible 
change in the electrical conductivity of a solid under the influence of an
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applied electric field. Some amendments to this definition aro required 
to make it more precise and a few remarks are made relating to this.
Let. us first describe how the reversible change in the electrical 
conductivity of tne switching material is achieved technically. In the 
case of a two-terminal device a layer of the switching material (e.g. 
chalcogenide glass) is furnished with two electrodes (for the possible 
geometries see Pig. 4.1 and 4.2). This provides the means of changing 
the conducting state of the device by an applied electric potential 
difference. As the applied potential difference is increased to a certain 
critical value the change in the conductance of the switching device 
(usually an increase of conductance by several orders of magnitude) occurs. 
(This change in the conductance of the device is not necessarily due to the 
change in the conductivity of the switching material in the whole of the 
volume between the electrodes). The new state may last only for the time 
of application of the electric potential difference in which case the 
switching effect is specified as "the threshold switching effect", or the 
new conducting state may persist after the applied potential difference 
is removed and then we deal with "the memory switching effect". The memory 
switching effect is distinguished from dielectric breakdown by its revers­
ibility; if a suitable electric pulse (re-setting pulse) is now applied to 
the memory device, its state will revert back to the initial one.
There are many materials exhibiting the switching effect and accordingly 
a great variation in the switching characteristics. Apart from the 
chalcogenide glasses which are, at present, most widely used for the 
investigation of the switching effect and also promise the most useful 
applications, there is a large group of transition metal oxide glasses 
exhibiting the switching effect; some elemental amorphous semiconductors 
can be switched in thin film form and also a small group of crystalline 
semiconductors shows the switching behaviour. At present there is no
criterion which could be used for predicting whether a given material 
will show switching or not. (This question is discussed in section 2.2.5)- 
The large number of the switching characteristics can be classified 
broadly according to whether the performance of the device is current 
controlled (Fig. 1.1.a) or voltage controlled (Fig. 1.1.b). In the first
case the voltage-current characteristic (V-I characteristic) is multivalued 
in voltage ("S" shaped), in the second case of the voltage controlled 
device the V-I characteristic is multivalued in current ("N" shaped 
characteristic). Although strictly speaking both the "S" and "N" shaped 
characteristics conform to the above definition of switching, only the 
first behaviour is usually designated (and even then only in some cases) 
as the switching behaviour; the second type of behaviour is described as
"voltage controlled negative resistance".
(9)Fritzsche' ' subclassifies the performance of the devices having the
"S" shaped V-I characteristics according to whether their working point
dVcan be stabilised in the negative differential resistance region —  <0
dl
and whether the device exhibits the memory action into four groups:
(i) negative differential resistance without memory (e.g. thermistor)
(ii) switching without memory (threshold switelling)
(iii) negative differential resistance with memory
(iv) switching with memory.
In the cases (i) and (iii) the working point can be stabilised in the 
region of the negative differential resistance whereas the opposite is 
true in the cases of switching ((ii) and (iv)). The switching 
characteristics corresponding to the four groups of the above classification 
are schematically given in Fig. 1.2. Only the switching action of type (ii) 
is the subject of the present, thesis.
Several further categories can be added to supplement the above 
classification. For example Drake et al^*^ have added a further class
SCHEMATIC DIAQRAM3 O r :
(a.) c u r r e n t  c o n tro lle d , nego.ti.ve d if'feren tio .1 re s is ta n c e  device
(b) v o lta g e  c o n tro lle d  n eg ative  d iffe re n tia l re s is ta n c e  device.
(c) m e a s u r in g  c ir c u i t .
Fig. 1.2.
CLASSIFICATION OF* DEVICES AFTER FRITZSCHE, REFER TO
of a switching device with multistable series of characteristics. Tho 
performance of the device can be "switched" between these characteristics 
by suitable electrical pulses. A schematic representation of the 
characteristics of such a device is given in Pig. 1.?.a. In many cases 
the first switching performance of a device is different from the rest of 
the subsequent operations. An example of this behaviour^^ is given in 
Pig. 1.3«b. The device is initially in a high conductance state. At a 
certain value of the applied voltage a transition to the second high 
conductance state occurs. If the voltage is increased still further then 
switching in^o a highly resistive state occurs. Thereafter the device 
shows a normal switching behaviour. There are many special types of 
switching which, perhaps, would deserve to have their own category. At
(291present new types of switching are still being reported in tho literature' 
and any attempt to classify them, other than the basic classification of 
Fritzsche, would be premature.
The switching behaviour is sometimes reported to be polarity dependent,
i.e. the switching characteristics are asymmetric unlike those shown in
Figs. 1.1-3» The polarity effects occur when two different electrode
materials are used for the construction of a two-terminal device and they
f 12 )seem to be pronounced only at low temperatures' .
In this section an attempt has been made to introduce some basic 
features of the switching effect and its complexity in terms of the switch­
ing V-I characteristics. It has to be said, however, that the description 
of the switching effect in terms of the switching V-I characteristics is 
not sufficient and additional, secondary characteristics are needed to 
account for other essential features of the switching process. These are, 
for example, the dynamic response of a switching device to rectangular 
electrical waveforms, variation of the switching parameters with device 
geometry, ambient temperature or pressure .illumination, long term variation
of the parameters of the switching device, structural changes in the 
device, its life-time and other secondary characteristics.
The switching effect was defined as a reversible change in the 
electrical conductivity of a solid under the influence of an electric 
field. This definition thus excludes gases and liquids from consideration. 
The reversible changes in the conductivity of gas media have been known for
a long time (lightning, gas discharge). Reversible changes in the
(13)conductivity of liquids have been reported more recently' . The 
reversibility of the changes in electrical conductivity of gases and liquids 
may seem to be in many cases a trivial effect owing to their fluidity. In 
some cases, however, the essential mechanism of the reversible change may 
be closely related to that in switching solid materials (e.g. switching in 
liquid chalcogenides is probably closely related to the switching in 
chalcogenide glasses) and the fluidity is not an essential requirement 
for reversibility of the change in electrical conductivity.
The definition of the switching effect also eliminates from consider­
ation the changes in the electrical conductivity of a solid by means ether 
than electrical. It is known that certain solids change their electrical 
conductivity abruptly on heating as a result of a thermodynamic phase 
transition (e.g. VO^ at 68°C)^. It can be seen that such materials will 
also change their electrical conductivity under the influence of the electric 
field if the conditions are so arranged that the development of joule 
heating will effect the temperature rise necessary for the phase transition 
to occur. Such effects (when known to be operative) are excluded from 
the switching class as trivial. Another important non-electrical means 
of changing the properties of a switching material is high intensity 
illumination of certain switching materials by enegetic photons (by laser 
beam) or by electrons of suitable energy (by electron beam). There are
t E. N. Fuls et al., Appi. Phys. Lett. _10 (1967) 199.
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indications that the resulting phase transformation of the material is 
not achieved by straight forward heating as in the case discussed above 
but that the effect of the photon-electron interactions or electron-electron 
interactions is decisive in these experiments, although the inevitable 
heating plays a certain role^^’^"^. The important feature is that not 
only can the electrical conductivity of the material be reversibly changed 
by these means but also that other properties such as reflectivity, 
secondary emission yield, wettability, can be reversibly changed. This 
creates immense opportunities for technological applications of these 
effects. Some of these applications (e.g. information storage) are 
mentioned in the next section (1.3).
It was S. R. OvsMnsky who first realized the possibility of the 
application of the switching effect and also developed the first commercial 
devices in 1968. This year is usually considered as the date of the
discovery of the switching effect although several reports of this effect 
appeared e a r l ier^^^^. The possibility of technological applications 
of the switching effect and related phenomena has stimulated much of the 
experimental and theoretical research into amorphous semiconductors. At 
the present date by no means all of the effects of reversible changes in 
the non-crystalline materials are sufficiently well understood. Thus 
the understanding of the electrical switching effect^which is just one 
aspect of the more general reversible changes observed in non-crystalline 
semiconductors;will contribute to the elucidation of the related mechanisms.
1.3 Application of the Switching and Related Phenomena
The structure of all non-crystalline solids is, strictly speaking, 
a non-equilibrium one and as such is liable to change in time. In some 
technological applications it is desirable that
(i) this change occurs as slowly as possible; in other applications,
* Ovonic devices by Energy Conversion Devices Inc., Troy, Michigan, U.S.A.
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however, one is interested in
(ii) a fast change of the state of the solid under certain controlled 
conditions and when these conditions are removed the resultant state should 
again be, practically, a stable one.
It is not possible to review all applications which non-crystalline 
solids have found in their apparently "stable" state, nor to stress 
sufficiently the importance of such applications within the scope of this 
thesis. (For a short review see (19)). The switching phenomena are of 
the kind belonging to the group (ii), in which the state of the non-crystalline 
system is changed rapidly and reversibly under the influence of electric 
field. There are other means by which this change can be brought about 
(e.g. light and electron beams), as mentioned in Chapter 2. The reversible 
changes can occur extremely fast (in ^10 ^s) and also in a very small 
volume; both these circumstances are of great importance for the application 
of the memory switching phenomenon to information storage. It is estimated 
that the densities of the information in light operated stores (ECD) could 
succesfully compete with the presently used magnetic memories The
feasibility of the application of the RM-256 memories (see section 4.1.2) 
in computer memories (micro-programmes and code inversion) is, perhaps,
sufficiently demonstrated by the interest of the big computer-producing
( 2 1 )firms' '. Another possible applications of the switching devices are in
telephone networks as switches, in alphanumerical displays as controlling
(22)elements or in logic circuits in general' '. Reviews of the applications
(23)of Ovonic devices can be found in' . The possibilities of the threshold
switching device alone remain largely unexplored but in the least it can
be used as a voltage regulator^4), artificial indue-canoe or an
(29)oscillator in a MHz range' '.
The possibility of three terminal (or more) controllable switching 
devices is indicated by recent reports by SchuBcker and others^*^.
- 10 -
The power capability of the switching devices can be quite high, especially
(27)those employing liquid chalcogenides' '.
Devices employing amorphous materials are less susceptible to
(28)radiation damage them similar devices using crystalline materials'1 
this would be a definite advantage in conditions in which large radiation 
fields are present. The apparent insensitivity of the amorphous semi­
conductors to the addition of impurities 1^ ' is another advantage, which 
makes the preparation of the materials a relatively trivial process.
The potential usefulness of amorphous semiconductors (not necessarily 
switching ones) is indicated by the recent developments of new vidicon 
targets and new xerographic materials.
1.4 Choice of Experiments•
One of the basic restrictions placed on the choice of experiments 
dealt with in this thesis was to work with devices prepared from 
chalcogcnide glass in bulk form. As explained in Chapter 4 dealing 
with preparation, this decision was made in order to ensure that
(i) +he composition of the chalcogenide glass could be controlled
easily
(ii) the properties of the glasses of a particular composition 
were reproducible.
Some restrictions also had to be placed on the range of compositions 
of the chalcogenide glasses which were investigated. Although several 
types of glasses were prepared (see Table 4.2.1) most of the switching 
experiments were carried out using the most stable 4-component glass 
S i ^  Ge.|Q ASjq Te^g (Ovshinsky composition) and all the results contained 
in this thesis refer to this composition unless stated otherwise.
The primary objective which was kept in mind during the choice of 
the switching experiments themselves was to devise experiments which 
would elucidate the nature of the switching mechanism; more specifically
- 11 -
this meant an attempt to decide the extents to which the thermal and the 
electronic mechanisms are responsible for the overall switching behaviour. 
During the course of experimentation it became obvious that structural 
changes in the threshold glass are a relevant factor and the need for 
structural investigations therefore arose.
The switching experiments were supplemented by measurements of d.c. 
conductivity over a wide temperature range and at various strengths of 
the electric field.
From the theoretical side, the problem of the initiation cf the
switching transition was considered in order to explain the change in
the threshold field with ambient temperature observed and reported earlier^0?
The study of the initiation of switching was done using the assumption that
electric
the conductivity of the switching material is field dependent and 
solving the appropriate 1-D model using a digital computer. An attempt 
to consider the 2-D problem was made but only partial success was achieved.
A theoretical model for the statistical aspects of the variability 
of switching parameters was set up; the basic assumption in the model was 
tne presence of structural changes in the switching chalcogenide glass.
1.5 Plan of Thesis
The contents of the thesis,which is divided into eight chapters,are 
listed on pages preceding this introductory Chapter 1.
Chapter 2 consists of two parts:
(i) a condensed introduction to amorphous semiconductors and their 
properties relevant to the switching effect with some indication of the 
outstanding problems in the theory of the amorphous state.
(ii) a review of the theories of the switching effect.
The third Chapter presents the theoretical models employed in this 
work to explain the results of the experiments presented in Chapter 5*
Chapter 4 deals with the methods of preparat1' on of chalcogenide
- 12 -
glasses and fabrication of switching devices employed in this work and also 
gives a brief review of the methods of preparation.
Chapter 6 compares the experimental results with the predictions 
of the theoretical models. The main implications of the comparison and 
conclusions are summarized in Chapter 7«
Suggestions for future work are made in Chapter 8.
- 15 -
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CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF THE PROPERTIES OF CHALCOGENIDE GLASSES 
AND THE THEORIES OF SWITCHING
The second part of this chapter reviews the theories of the 
switching effect. Any theoretical model of tho switching effect has to 
take into account at least some properties of the switching material; 
therefore the basic properties of chalcogenide glasses relevant to the 
switching effect are also reviewed in the first part of this chapter. 
Although the chalcogenide glasses are the primary subject of the review 
certain parts of the review arc applicable to amorphous materials in a 
more general sense. The term chalcogenide glass is synonymous with the 
term amorphous semiconductor in sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.3-
2.1 Properties of Chalcogenide Glasses
Come properties of chalcogenide glasses were mentioned in section 1.1. 
The following three sections give more detailed account of the properties 
with particular reference to the points pertaining to the switching effect.
2.1 .'l Disorder
The chalcogenide glasses belong to the group of non-crystalline 
substances. There is no precise definition of non-crystallinity, but 
usually the absence of long range order in the atomic arrangement of a
A
solid over distances ^100 A is taken as a condition for non-crystallinity. 
According to this definition a crystalline solid cortaining more than 101^  
randomly distributed point defects in one cra^  or a polycrystalline solid
Acomposed of small -100A crystallites are classed as non-crystalline.
The term "amorphous" is usually used to characterize thin films of
deposited non-crystalline material; the term "glass" is used to describe
from the
non-crystalline substances prepared by quenching, melt in bulk quantities.
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Recently a work appeared (1) which suggests that in many cases the disorder 
of amorphous films differs in a fundamental way from the disorder of bulk 
glass.
Detailed knowledge of the atomic arrangement of a non-crystalline 
solid is extremely important for a number of considerations, e.g. glass 
formation, calculation of electron band structure etc.. Apart from the 
atomic arrangement other properties of the solid are important characteristics, 
for example the thermodynamic properties or mechanical properties (e.g. 
fracture). These can also serve as a measure of non-crystallinity and 
are discussed at some length later.
There are two basic approaches to making a model of a non-crystalline
solid. In the case where the long range order distance r is comparable
with the interatomic distances it is possible to imagine the atomic network
of the non-crystalline solid as a modification of the corresponding
crystalline structure in which the atomic bonds are randomly stretched or
shortened or in some way mutually rotated. This approach assumes that no
bonds are broken during this modification which means that the number of
the nearest neighbours is the same in both substances. The practical
consequence is that liquids having the same number of nearest neighbours z^
as in the solidified phase can in principle form glasses having the random
network (subject to certain restrictions given by the kinetic theory of
glass formation). An example of a substance which cannot form glass by
melt quenching is germanium; in liquid germanium z^  = 6 whereas in solid
form z-j = 4- The hypothesis of random network was first used by Zacharaisen
(2)to describe the structure of oxide glasses and is still a source of 
inspiration at present
The second approach is to imagine the structure of ihe disordered 
material to be composed of small domains of high order surrounded by a 
matrix of low degree of long range order. This "small crystallite" theory
- 17 -
is due to Lebedev, Valenkov and Porai-Koshits^*'*^.
In certain substances atoms are grouped in molecular units (e.g.
eight-membered rings in sulphur, selenium, chains in tellurium) which
but can also be applied to chalcogenide glasses.
If the disordered solid is composed of only one kind of atom, the 
two dimensional representation of the solid according to the random 
network hypothesis is given in Fig. 2.1.a. The corresponding crystalline 
arrangement is drawn in Fig. 2.1.b. It is seen that the atoms in the 
first case are spaced by nearly the same distances as in Fig. 2.1.b.
This is due to the similarity between the nature of the atomic forces 
acting in amorphous and crystalline substances; the nature of the repulsive 
and attractive forces is apparently very little changed with disorder. 
Repulsive forces increase very rapidly with decreasing interatomic distance; 
this is one reason why the network in Fig. 2.1 cannot be completely random - 
the interatomic distance cannot be arbitrarily small. If this were the
that the most probable nearest neighbour distance in a random mixture of
If we deal with a solid containing two (or more) kinds of atoms, 
say A,B,(C,...) and if the atomic bonding allows interchange of atoms 
between their sites without changing the distances between the lattice 
sites, there is the possibility (subject to further restrictions) of 
disordering the crystalline alloy AB by permut ing the atoms randomly
are connected together by other atoms (the bonds between unitb can be 
of a different chemical nature from the bonds inside the molecular units). 
The molecular group theory' ' is intermediate between the random network 
and small crystallite theories and has been applied to silica glasses
case, then following the analysis made show
silicon atoms would be 1.49 A; in fact it is 2.35 A in amorphous and
(8)crystalline silicon' '.
between the sites This type of disorder is termed compositional disorder
mm
*
/
Co.)
EXAMPLES OF AMORPHOUS AND CRYSTALLINE SUBSTANCES 
WITH ONE KINO OF ATOM.
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and is illustrated in Fig. 2.2 for a special case of a binary covalent 
alloy AB in which the valencies of A and B are equal to 4« If the 
valencies of the atoms A and B are different (or can be different, 
varying, e.g. Si is di - or tetravalent, Te is divalent in Teg1 Si^_^^) 
it is not possible, in general, to have just a compositionally disordered 
crystalline alloy AB with all valencies satisfied, (it probably is possible 
to a large degree in chalcogenide glasses^1®^); an additional, topological, 
disorder involving varying number of the nearest neighbours and stretching 
bonds or varying bond angles is needed to satisfy valence requirements.
In certain materials in which the atomic rearrangement is a relatively 
difficult process it may be favourable to leave some valencies unsatisfied. 
The situation then arises as shematically shown in Fig. 2.2.b. A number 
of bonds are "dangling" giving rise to a large concentration of sites which 
will be charged at some sufficiently elevated temperature at which ionization 
takes place.
Comparing Fig. 2.2.a with Fig. 2.2.b it may intuitively be seen that 
disorder is more readily established in a solid having more than one kind 
of atoms than in an elemental solid. Conversely, considering the ease 
with which the networks in Fig. 2.2 a and Fig. 2.2.b can be ordered, it is 
seen that in the first case only the distances between the atoms need to 
be slightly changed whereas in the second case the atoms A and B have to 
be in some cases interchanged over a relatively long distance. The 
consequence of this is that multicomponent glasses in a particular class 
(e.g. chalcogenides) do not usually crystallize as easily as binary or 
single component glasses when heat treated.
So far only atomic disorder has been discussed. The perfect order 
of a crystal will be destroyed also xf various atoms are in varying 
energetical states because of some "exciton" being present at the atomic 
site. Excitons, magnetic disorder etc. represent an additional disorder 
which we do not consider here. The concept of the radial distribution
- 19 -
function outlined below is not applicable to tnis type of disorder.
The atomic structure of a perfect crystal is easily described by
defining a unit cell containing a small number of atoms (2 atoms in case
of Pig. 2.2.b) and giving the elementary lattice vectors and through
which the unit cell has to be translated to obtain the whole crystal.
This approach is not possible in the case of a non-crystalline solid as
there is no simple pattern which could be repeated exactly to obtain the
whole non-crystalline solid of macroscopic dimensions. The disorder has
to be described by some statistical entity which gives an "average" of
the atomic arrangement. An example of a statistical function giving the
probability of finding an atom A in a sperical shell of a radius r and
thickness dr around an atom B placed in the centre of the shell is the
radial distribution function^ '. For a solid containing one kind of
atom, only one radial distribution function exists, but for a solid
2containing n components one can define n functions describing the 
distribution of atoms of kind k around an atom of kind 1, where 1 £ k ■£ n,
1 rs 1 s n (e.g. in the case of a binary alloy AB four radial distribution 
functions are in general required: <pg-g)• A set of radial
distribution functions does not give a complete statistical description of 
the disorder. Additional information can be given in terms of the distribut­
ion functions for bond angles between various atoms. Correlation functions 
of order n > 2 can be introduced, giving the probability of n atoms being 
in a particular position (for n •* 2 this reduces to the pair correlation 
functions discussed above).
The problem of the description of the disorder has not yet been
( 12 )satisfactorily solved' '. Solid state physics should ideally be able 
to predict the properties of a solid, given the kinds and numbers of 
atoms constituting the solid. In the case of crystalline solids this 
can be done in many cases quite satisfactorily; in the case of an
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function outlined below is not applicable to tnis type of disorder.
The atomic structure of a perfect crystal is easily described by
defining a unit cell containing a small number of atoms (2 atoms in case
of Pig. 2.2.b) and giving the elementary lattice vectors and through
which the unit cell has to be translated to obtain the whole crystal.
This approach is not possible in the case of a non-crystalline solid as
there is no simple pattern which could be repeated exactly to obtain the
whole non-crystalline solid of macroscopic dimensions. The disorder has
to be described by some statistical entity which gives an "average" of
the atomic arrangement. An example of a statistical function giving the
probability of finding an atom A in a sperical shell of a radius r and
thickness dr around an atom B placed in the centre of the shell is the
radial distribution f u n c t i o n ^ F o r  a solid containing one kind of
atom, only one radial distribution function exists, but for a solid
2containing n components one can define n functions describing the 
distribution of atoms of kind k around an atom of kind 1, where 1 £- k ■£ n,
1 S 1 £ n (e.g. in the case of a binary alloy AB four radial distribution 
functions are in general required: <p^ B , <0^ ,  <pBB). A set of radial
distribution functions does not give a complete statistical description of 
the disorder. Additional information can be given in terms of the distribut­
ion functions for bond angles between various atoms. Correlation functions 
of order n > 2 can be introduced, giving the probability of n atoms being 
in a particular position (for n «■ 2 this reduces to the pair correlation 
functions discussed above).
The problem of the description of the disorder has not yet been
(12}satisfactorily solved' '. Solid state physics should ideally be able 
to predict the properties of a solid, given the kinds and numbers of 
atoms constituting the solid. In the case of crystalline solids this 
can be done in many cases quite satisfactorily; in the case of an
amorphous solids we do not know oven how to predict and describe the
structure of the substance satisfactorily. This is an indication of
the size of the problems awaiting solution in amorphous solid state physics.
Let us consider a specific example of a radial distribution function 
for silicon (Fig. 2.3) and discuss in some detail the interpretation of 
the differences between the radial distribution function of amorphous 
silicon (full line) and crystalline silicon (dashed line). Theoreticaly 
(at absolute zero) the radial distribution function in a crystal should be 
a series of sharp lines at the values of r corresponding to the distances 
between atoms, r^  , r^, r^ ... However, due to the thermal vibrations of 
the atoms at finite temperatures (Debye-Waller factor) the lines are 
broadened to a great extent. In fact, the curves for the crystalline 
and amorphous modifications of silicon do not differ markedly for the 
values of r smaller than the third nearest neighbour distance and this 
means that the structural disorder becomes greater than the "thermal" 
disorder only at distances greater than the third nearest neighbour 
distance. The peaks in the radial distribution function give the most 
probable spacing between atoms and the areas underneath the peaks give the 
numbers of neighbours at the particular distances. Fig. 2.3 indicates 
that the short range order in amorphous silicon does not markedly differ 
from the short range order in crystalline silicon. This, together with 
the observation that the electronic and optical properties of the two 
modifications of silicon do not differ drastically leads to the conjecture
that it is the short range order which is important for the electronic
(13)and optical properties of semiconductors. Hill' points out that in 
most cases the category (metal, semiconductor, insulator) is preserved on 
transformation from the crystalline form to the amorphous form. This is 
of importance for the calculation of the electron energy spectrum in 
amorphous solid (section 2.1.3.1). The lack of long range order in the 
case of amorphous silicon can then be considered as a perturbation in a
FIG. 2.3.
RADIAL DISTRIBUTION OF ATO M S IN SILICON 
After Moss and Graezyk, ref. 8. 
e
glassy
Te47As„Ge,.Si„
devitrif ¡ed
crystalline
Te„Ge,fAi |
FIG. 2.4.
X-RAY POWDER PATTERNS OF CHALCOGENIDE ALLOYS.
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method of calculating the properties from the local atomic arrangement.
It should he noted, however, that certain substances (e.g. Oe Te) exist 
in amorphous and crystalline modifications the short range order of which 
iB completely d i f f e r e n t ^ . (Such substances are therefore of interest 
because their study can also contribute to the realization of the role 
which short range order plays in the properties of an amorphous solid.)
As there is a close correspondence between the radial distribution 
function of a solid and its diffraction pattern (x-ray, electron, or 
neutron diffraction patterns) it is relatively easy to determine the 
radial distribution function from the diffraction data (by taking the
Fourier transform of the intensity of the diffracted beam as a function
(11'of the diffraction angle'' ') or to judge the degree of order in the solid 
just from the appearance of the diffraction pattern. In Fig. 2.4 there 
are three examples of an x-ray powder (or Debye-Scherer method) of 
chalcogenide alloys with various degree of disorder.
Note: The powder x-ray test is a fast procedure which can be used as a 
routine check for amorphousness. Unfortunately there is a fundamental 
limit of resolution in this method, very small crystallites present in 
the non-crystalline material will not be detected by this method^^ and 
radiation with a shorter wavelength has to be used (e.g. high energy 
electrons). (V/e may mention in this context that a fast test for 
amorphousness which can give a rough guide about the state of the solid 
is the mechanical fracture test. The appearance of the fracture surface 
gives an indication of the degree of crystallinity (glass : conchoidai 
fracture surface, crystal : usually much more ductile, fracture surface 
reveals grains of crystals)).
In recent years another "experimental" approach for determining 
the structure of an amorphous solid was employed^’ This involves 
postulating a structural unit of the amorphous solid (e.g. tetrahedron of 
Ge atoms in case of Ge) and postulating the way in which to construct the
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solid 'using the structural units; then the "experiment" is undertaken 
in which it is investigated whether the solid can really be built in the 
postulated way without breaking the original assumptions. If it can be 
done then it is plausible to assume that the postulated structure corresponds; 
to the real structure. This assumption can be further tested by measuring 
the radial distribution function for the model and comparing it with one 
for the real substance. Polk^^^ built a model of amorphous germanium
using plastic rods and joints containing 440 tetrahedral units (z^  » 4) 
and allowed a small variation in the bond length (r^  = 5 cm) and variation 
in the tetragonal bond angle and rotation about bonds. He was able to 
complete the model (~1 m in diameter) without breaking the original 
assumptions. He also measured the radial distribution function for the 
model (by cathetometer) which agreed reasonably with the one for amorphous 
germanium. This supports the applicability of random network hypothesis 
to amorphous germanium in contradiction with the observations made by 
Rudee^. However, Polk's approach, when perfected may give a new method 
of the investigation of structure of amorphous solids. Similar approach 
was used by G^igorovici and Manaila^*^ who used a new concept of the 
amo-'-phon - a cluster of several tens of atoms regularly arranged but having 
5-fold non-crystallographic symmetry. Computer simulation of the atomic 
arrangements in amorphous silicon and germanium was done by Henderson and 
(17)Herman and others .
2.1.2 Glass Formation and Thermodynamic Properties
There are several ways in which the answer to the question whether a 
given substance will form an amorphous modification (under given experimental 
conditions) can be attempted.
In the preceding section some points concerning the concept of disorder 
were reviewed; the considerations of the structure are obviously one way 
in which to predict whether a given substance will form an amorphous
* manufactured by Rinco Instruments, Greenville, Illinois
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modification. If an amorphous network can he ’built" by using a postulated
structural unit in a certain way (both the unit and the way plausible
from the chemical point of view) then there is a reason to believe that
the substance will, in fact, form an amorphous modification. This approach
(2)has been succesfully applied to oxide glasses by Zacharaisen' and more 
recently invoked again, as mentioned in the last section, and applied to 
senr conducting materials. There are special cases of this approach; in 
some glasses (e.g. chalcogeni.de glasses) the atoms tend to form well defined 
molecular groups ((6) for silicate glasses) and the structural approach 
proceeds with consideration of the possible interaction between the 
molecular units. This interaction will to a certain extent depend on 
the kinetic processes during melt qxienching which are investigated by the 
kinetic theory of glass formation discussed in a greater detail below.
The structural approach thus looks at the geometrical arrangement 
of atoms and assumes that the question of glass formation can be answered 
considering solely this arrangement, bond type and bond strength in the 
elementary unit. An approach which does not look at a static situation 
but considers the time development of the structure of the substance being 
formed by melt quenching is qualitatively opposed to the structural approach 
and is called the kinetic approach. The kinetic theory of the formation 
of amorphous substances has been so far developed only for the case in 
which a liquid is cooled at a certain rate to produce a glass and has not 
been applied to the case of preparation by evaporation or by other means 
(see also Chapter 4). The theory enables one to find the condition for
f 18 ^crystallization of a supercooled liquid. Turnbull and Cohen' y found 
under certain assumption the criterion
G < 5 0 R T m (2.1)
where G is the activation energy for nucleation of crystallites or their 
growth, Tm is the melting temperature and R is the universal gas constant.
'
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In order to obtain the criterion for glass formation the inequality sign 
in (2.1) is reversed. The activation energy G has to be related to the 
activation energies involved in the construction of a crystalline particle 
inside a solidifying liquid by the process of mass transfer. If the 
inequality (2.1) does not hold then glass formation is to be expected.
In practice the glass formation region of a pai'ticuiar system is 
predicted by using an empirical diagram giving the glass forming regions 
as a iUnction of composition. Pig. 2.5 shows such a diagram for the 
ternary glass Ge-Te-As^1 Such diagrams are sometimes incorrectly 
called phase diagrams in analogy with the phase diagrams for crystalline 
alloys. The latter are well defined in the thermodynamic sense as the 
crystalline phases are in thermodynamic equilibrium at all temperatures 
whereas the glassy phase is a non-equilibrium phase. One consequence of 
this fact is the dependence of the size of the glass forming regions on 
the rate of cooling, the greater is the rate of cooling the greater the 
region of glass formation will be.
One of the most important features of amorphous solids is the 
dependence of their properties and behaviour on the previous treatment of 
the solid. The reason for this can be intuitively seen by making reference 
to Fig. 2..6 which schematically shows the changes in volume of a substance 
when cooled from the liquid state. The structure of a liquid is an 
equilibrium one and follows quickly changes in temperature (small relaxation 
time), region AA'in Fig. 2.6. On cooling the substance at some finite 
rate, at some temperature T2 the changes in structure start to lag behind 
the changes in temperature and the structure ceases to be an equilibrium 
one. This temperature T^ is the upper limit of the glass transition region. 
In the region of glass transition a non-equilibrium change in structure takes 
place. Below some temperature the relaxation times become so large 
that the structure practically stops changing. Below T^  (lower limit of
A .-m em ory g la s s  <5e10Te7o As 20 
B : th resh o ld , g la s s  GeiQ Te4Q A Sso
F i q .e.5.
GUASS FORMATION REGIONS OF 
THE TERNARY CHALOO^ENIDE 
SYSTEM G,e-Te -A s .
( a f t e r  M a t s u s h i t a  e t .a l ,  re f. 19).
PLq.S.G.
CHANGES IN SPECIFIC VOLUME 
DURINQ q u A S S  FORMATION.
B  g-JZ
DTA CURVE OF Ge,3 Te8i, s t>e 
( a f te r  Frltzsche and . Ovshinsky r e f  . 3 2 ) .
(a) h e a tin g  a t  
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glass formation region) the substance is in solid state. The changes 
in properties arc associated in this region only with the changes in the 
distances between atoms (section C'B), not with the changes in mutual 
distribution of a+oras as in the liquid state (therefore C'B has in general 
a different slope than AA'). As the changes in structure during cooling 
through the temperatures in the glass transition region take place only with 
finite speed, at higher rates of cooling the structure of glass will be 
further from equilibrium represented by the metastable state of supercooled 
liquid (section DC ). The properties of the glass will therefore depend 
on the rate of cooling w, in particular the glass transition temperature Tg 
(for definition see Pig. 2.6) will change (increase) with (increasing) rate 
of cooling. An empirical formula for glasses
relates the glass transition temperature Tg to the rate of melt quenching w.
If the glass is heated at sufficiently high temperature T such that
RT ^  G a change in the structure of the glass will start to occur and at
sufficiently high temperature the glass may crystallize. This is important
industrially in producing glass-ceramics by controlled nucleaticn and growth.
Recently a considerable interest has been aroused in the possibility
of crystallizing certain amorphous phases under the influence of electric
(21 24)field and/or strong illumination by light' * ' and in some cases also by
( 25}an electron beam' '. In conventional glasses this effect would have 
considerable importance in the production of strong composite materials 
because the direction of growth of the crystalline phase can be influenced 
by the electric field to produce needle-like crystallites which would 
strengthen the glassy matrix considerably (similarly as steel wires in 
concrete). In the case of chalcogenide glasses the effect of an electric 
field on crystallization is important for the memory action. General 
references concerning the influence of electric fields on mass transfer
const,. In w ( 2 . 2 )
_
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are given in (26- 50).
Experiment? by Feinleib et al suggest that the crystallization 
of ohalcogenide glasses is accelerated enormously by the production of 
non-equilibrium carriers photo-excited by the action of laser beam.
As non-equilibrium carriers are expected to be present in the switching 
devices during the on-state (according to the theories reviewed in 
section 2.2.2), the explanation by Feinleib would also account for the 
fast switching memory action. The transformation of the amorphous phase 
by the action of light or electron beam has an important potential application 
in information storage^^.
The most widely used technique for the investigation of the structural 
changes in glass during heating is differential thermal analysis (DTA). By 
this technique small changes a Q in the heat content of a small quantity of 
the tested material due to the latent heats associated with various
structural changes occurring during the temperature change can be detected.
(52)Fig. 2.5 shows DTA curves for Te^ Ge ^  Sb^ , memory chalcogenide glass'' . 
Curve (a) corresponds to heating of a glassy form of the chalcogenide alloy, 
showing first structural relaxations at Tfc. followed by crystallization at 
T0 and melting at Tm . If the liquid alloy is cooled very slowly (curve (b)), 
crystallization will occur at Tc; on the other hand fast cooling (curve (d)) 
prevents crystallization and the subsequent test (a) reveals that the solid 
was in glassy state.
For materials which cannot be prepared by melt quenching (e.g. amorphous 
Ge, Si) because the structure of the liquid (z1 = 6) is vastly different 
from that of solid (z1 = 4), and are therefore prepared by atom deposition 
the rate of quenching w is difficult to define and, what is more important, 
we cannot speak of a "frozen-in" structure of a liquid as there is no 
collective interaction between atoms in the "volume as is the case during 
preparation of glass by melt cooling. Therefore the meaning of the glass
(21)
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transition temperature (if there is any) is not the same in these thin 
film materials as in glasses.
If a glass is heated to some temperature T<Tc and then kept at 
this temperature, the properties of the glass will change with time as 
the structure of the glass will tend to some equilibrium configuration 
(The speed with which this occurs depends on the temperature and in some 
cases can be represented by relaxation times). It has been shown (33) 
that an isolated system whose properties change with time at a constant 
temperature T and a constant pressure p has to be described by the 
thermodynamics of non-equilibrium processes. It can be shown that in 
certain cases the non-equilibrium properties of a glassy system can be 
described by an equation of state which includes additional "inner 
parameters". The equation of state given by the "equilibrium" thermo­
dynamics
parameters may, theoretically, be infinite and they also can be interlinked 
by additional relationships. In most practical cases, however, one or 
two inner parameters usually suffice to account for the behaviour of the 
glassy system. They may be identified with the glass transition temperature 
or other quantities (concentrations of frozen-in point defects, ordering 
parameter, fictive temoerature). The description of amorphous solids by 
non-equilibrium thermodynamics still remains to be developed. For this a 
general improvement in understanding of the structural relaxation processes 
is required (relaxation analysis^^). Duwez and Tsuei^^ quote certain 
relaxation times for the structural changes in chalcogenide glass
f(p,V,T) = 0
is thus modified by the inclusion of additional parameters Q^(t) 
fiPtVfTpjjj Q-] >Q2 •••) “ 0
(2.3)
(2.4)
where Tph is the phenomenological temperature. The number of the inner
To warrant resistance against pronounced ageing the
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relaxation times at room temperature have to be practically infinite, but 
if fast changes are required at moderately high temperatures to allow for 
memory effects the relaxation times must be sufficiently short at these 
temperatures. Duwez and Tsuei estimate for the above glass r(20°C) = 4 years,. 
f(89°C) ■ 20 minutes.
2.1.3 Semiconductivity
2.1.3.1 Electron 1Energy Spectrum
The classification of solids into metals, semiconductors and insulators 
has been possible on the basis of the electron energy band theory. This 
theory depends heavily on the presence of the periodicity in the atomic 
arrangement of solids and is therefore, strictly speaking, applicable only 
to crystalline solids. Nevertheless, the absence of a satisfactory theory 
for the electron energy spectrum in a general amorphous solid makes the 
band theory useful as a starting point for various conjectures which are 
necessary at present for the development of the theory for non-crystalline 
solids.
( x kIFollowing Slater' ' it can be illustrated how intimately are 
connected the most important features of the solution of the one-electron 
SchrtJdinger equation for a crystalline solid with the periodicity in the 
structure of the solid. Introducing the translation operators T(r ) 
defined for each lattice vector R (see Fig. 2.1.b) by the relation
T(R) f(r) - f(r + R) (2.5)
where f is any function of position, we investigate their basic properties. 
Firstly, these operators commute with each other because translation 
through a number of lattice vectors does not depend on the order in which 
the individual translations are carried out. Secondly, the translation 
operators commute with the one electron Hamiltonian
H - - !l . v 2 + v(r) (2.6)
2m
because H is the same for any cell so that operating by H and translating 
by T(R) is the same thing as translating by T(R) and then operating by H.
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The eigenfunction y of the operator T(R) satisfies the relation
T(R)yir) - y(r + R) - X(R)yi,r) (2.7)
If (2.7) is multiplied by its complex conjugate the resultant condition
|y(r + R)|2 - |A.(R)| 2 ¡y>(r)|2 (2.8)
demands that X(R) is a complex number of modulus unity: A(R) = e^6^^(2.8a)
since the electron distribution determines in part the - potential V(r) in 
which the electrons move and for consistency it is necessary thet the 
electron distributions have the same periodicity as the potential.
Now let two translation operators, say T(H, ) and T(Rj) act in 
succession. This translation is equivalent to that produced by the single 
operator T(R^ + Rj):
T C R ^ T i R ^ r )  - y»(r + R^ + Ri) - X (R...)X(R. )y>(r)
= X(Rj + R^yfe) (2.9)
which means that the product of the eigenvalues corresponding to different 
displacements must be equal to the eigenvalue of the combined translation. 
This condition will be satisfied if
6(R) = k • R (2.10)
where k is an arbitrary vector that is the same for each of the operations. 
The wave function of an electron in a periodic field is characterized by 
the particular vector k which appears in the eigenvalue of each translation
and the vector 1c is generally written as a subscript on y. It can be
shown that in order to get all different solutions of the eigenvalue 
problem it suffices to consider vectors 1c restricted to a finite volume in 
the reciprocal space which is called the Brillouin zone. Furthermore, 
by applying Born-von--Karman boundary conditions it is possible to show 
that for finite crystals of volume V the vector k changes in the Brillouin 
zone quasi-continuously by small steps of the order 2
Combining (2.10) and (2.8a) and (2.7) we have the Bloch theorem^^
y  k(r + R) = e 1— y k(z.) (2.1 1 )
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which may be rewritten in the form
J\(r) = e1"  \(r) (2.12)
where u^(r) is periodic in the lattice because
yid: * s) - e“(s * *> «¡,(s ♦ s) - e -  [e- 1 Vi>] .
(2.12) gives the general form of the eigenfunctions of the translation 
operators. Now as the translation operators commute with the Hamiltonian, 
functions given by (2.12) are also the eigenfunctions of the Hamiltonian.
The f'metions u^(r) are determined by one of many methods of the band 
structure calculation.
The general form of the wavefunctions(2.12) of the one electron
Hamiltonian was determined solely on the assumption of the periodicity of
the crystal. Thus the assumption of periodicity is seen to be very powerful.
In the case of an amorphous solid the one electron potential V(r) will
generally change on the translation through a "lattice" vector R.
V(r) * V(r + R) (2.15)
If we denote by fr the result of aeting of the one electron Hamiltonian 
sucking' —
H ( r ) a  function f and investigate the commutation of the translation 
operator T(r ) with the Hamiltonian we have
T(R)H(r)f(r) ■= T(R)fr(r) = *r + R (—  + — ) (2.14a)
and H(r)T(R)f(r) = H(r)f(r + R) - fr(r + R) (2.14b)
which means that the operators do not commute since + r Is in view 
of (2.13). Therefore T(R) and H do not have simultaneous eigenfunctions 
and nothing can be said about the nature of the one-electron wavefunctions 
using the approach for the case of a crystalline solid outlined above.
The main consequence of the lack of spatial periodicity in general 
amorphous solid is that the wave vector k is no longer a good quantum 
number for the electron state in general amorphous solid. In the situation 
where the potential (2.13) is weak (or can be transformed into a weak.
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pseudopotential) the scattering of the electrons states will also he weak
and moving electrons will have a large mean free path L so that kL» 1 and
k is still a good quantum number. This is the case in most liquid metals,
and in the conduction band of liquid rare gases where the valence electrons
are nearly free and no strong band gap is produced. The theory for this
(32)case was developed by Ziman' and was relatively very successful.
However, if in a liquid or amorphous material the atomic potential 
is strong to produce a band gap, or any large deviation from the free 
electron form, then it must give strong scattering and a short mean free 
path (kL~l) (Mott''"' ). This it, so for the carriers in most amorphous
and liquid semiconductors and the development of concepts of the theory 
for'these substances started only in recent years. The reason for this 
is that one is called upon to predict the wavefunctions of electrons 
moving in a spatially non-periodic potential with wells of random depth 
and even this is an idealized situation. Tn practice there may be further 
complications in that materials designated as amorphous by various physical 
tests may contain small regions which are ordered and/or different composition.
Such structures would be difficult to detect but would strongly influence
(39)the conduction .
Most approaches to date have started with the standard band theory 
of crystalline solids as the zero approximation and have applied perturbation 
theory to this model, the perturbation taking the form of annihilating the 
long-range order, say over a few atomic spacings, whilst maintaining the 
short range order. Klima and c o - w o r k e r s f r o m  the Bristol school used 
an alternative approach in which a certain disordered structure is approx­
imated by a cluster of atoms and scattering theory is used to study the 
electron states. One of the difficulties in this approach is that the 
number of atoms in the cluster has to be very large to obtain results 
comparable with experiment. It may be possible, as the theoretical
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research in this field goes on, that a satisfactory method will be found 
in which the two approaches are brought together and in which the short 
range order is given by a cluster of a small number of atoms and the 
surroundings of the cluster is approximated by some "averaged" background 
determined by the first approach (connected band theory and chemical band 
theory^41 )^.
A review of the present theoretical ideas concerning amorphous 
semiconductors is given in (39)» including approaches due to Cohen*'42  ^
Mott-Anderson^4"^ and G\ibanov^44\  Although the three approaches are in 
some ways quite different they have a unifying feature in the results they 
predict. The novel universal feature of the electron energy spectrum of 
non-crystalline solids is the existance of a quasi-continuous range of 
energies for which the electron states are all localized. The theories 
differ in the origin of the localized states and the features of the band 
structure vary accordingly. Cohen et al consider the fluctuations of the 
density of atoms as the main origin of the localized states and predict 
that "tails" of localized states will extend well into the original band 
gap of the crystal (see Fig. 2.8) so that chey overlap at the centre of the
gap. The density of states at the Fermi level is estimated to be 
19 20 -3 -110 ' - 10 cm oV . At a finite temperature localized states within
kT of the Fermi level will be ionized and will give rise to charged traps.
18 19 -3At room temperature their concentration is estimated at 10 - 10 cm .
Anderson-Kott model associates the origin in the localized states with the 
random variation in the strength of the one-electron potential wells which 
are assumed in the first approximation to be regularly spaced whereas 
Gubanov considers the spatial variation of the position of atomic wells 
more important than the variation in strength of the potential.
The model of Mott favours a band of localised s+ates at the Fermi 
level rather than the featureless tails of the Cohen's model^42 .^ The 
concepts of the electron energy spectrum in amorphous solids are so far
N (E)
Ev Ec
(a)
F i g .2.8. F i g . 2.9.
■
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only qualitative and dependent to a large extend on intuitive judgment. 
Improvements of the Cohen-Fritzsche-Ovshinsky (C-F-0) model have been
findings concerning the structure of amorphous semiconductors'' . Marshall
We assume here that the C-F-0 model is applicable to the chalcogenide 
glasses and the general conclusion is (Fig. 2.8.c) that the sharp edges of 
the bands corresponding to crystal are smeared out into an intermediate
to localized (kL~l). The localized states fill the range of energies well 
into the original forbidden zone so that the density of states at the Ferrmi 
level can be finite (Fig. 2.8.c). This is of a great importance to the 
electrical and optical properties of non-crystalline solids.
2.1.3.2 Temperature Dependence of d.c. Conductivity
Crystalline solids are semiconductors if the energy gap between the
valence and the conduction band is of the order of 1 eV. (E - E -a 1 eV
in Fig. 2.8a) so that the thermal vibrations of the solid can excite electrons
across the energy gap. In the case of an amorphous semiconductor there is,
according to Fig. 2.8.c, no forbidden range of energies; the experimentally
observed semiconductivity has to be interpreted quite differently from the
crystalline semiconductivity. It is expected that the mobility of the
charge carriers (electrons and holes) with energies between Ev and Ec is
two or three orders of magnitude smaller than the mobility of carriers with
*energies outside this range . The quantity
is the measure of the contribution of charge carriers residing in states 
with energies between E and E + dE to the conductivity. To get the total
which in the case of carriers whose wave vector is k £ 1/L is -kT?f(E,T)/dE,
suggested by B8erVHJ' who also proposed a new model based on the recent
(AS')fM nr\ -i r»iy<a hnnhnvni vie* +V»o nf* annmlinnR fjpmi r*r»ri^i?o+.r»T»sa x * ' Ka-
et a l ^ -^  show that C-F-0 model is not applicable to amorphous Selenium.
region where the character of the wavefunction changes from extended (kL>> 1)
(2.15)
( 48 )conductivity it is necessary to multiply (2.15) by a "weighting" function ,
* P.N. Butcher^®) suggests discarding the term "energy dependent mobility" 
in favour of "energy dependent diffusivity".
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where f(E,T) is the Fermi-Dirac function, and to integrate the product 
over all energies. The quantity (2.15) and the "weighting" function at 
some temperature T > 0 are drawn schematically in Fig. 2.7.b as a function 
of energy. The result of integration, (if it is assumed that ^ (e ) does 
not depend on temperature and that f(E,T) can be replaced by the Boltzman 
function),
<r(T) » tr eyp(-^ Ec"RvV2kT) (2.16)
is analogous to crystalline semiconductors as the quantities in Fig. 2.7*b 
have similar dependence on energy as in the case of the crystalline semi­
conductor, albeit for different reasons. In the case of a crystalline 
semiconductor the function n (e ) has a sharp fall-off at the energies 
and Ec; in the case of an amorphous solid the density of states does not 
change markedly and it is the mobility dependence on energy which produces 
the sharp drop in the quantity (2.15) in the region of energies between 
E^ and Eq. The region is therefore referred to as the mobility gap.
A more rigorous analysis than the one presented here reveals that 
the activation energy (Bc - E^)/2 in (2.16) changes slightly with temptrature. 
At low temperatures the conduction by the carriers in the extended states 
(E > Ec, E < Ev) may be less significant than the conduction by the carriers 
in the localized states near E,?, This latter will have a different 
activation energy and a different pre-exponential factor than those in 
(2.16) and also at very low temperatures the argument of the exponential 
function will be replaced by - const (T)1/^  ^  . Thus over a qarEe
temperature range the plot of Imragainst 1/T is expected to have variable 
slope with more or less pronounced breaks in the slope (Fig. 2.10) at 
the temperatures at which the dominant conduction mechanism changes.
The behaviour shown schematically in Fig. 2.10 was observed in many 
amorphous semiconductors. In the case of chalcogenide glasses measurements 
by Hulls') and Croitoru et a l ^ 0  ^may servo as examples.
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2.1.3.5 Won-Ohmic Conduction In Strong Fields
At sufficiently high fields ( £.10^ V/cm) it can be observed in many 
cases that the current flowing through an amorphous semiconductor at a 
constant ambient temperature increases more rapidly than the applied field 
(as indeed it does in many crystalline materials). The interpretation 
of the results obtained by the measurements is difficult because there is 
a great uncertainty about the distribution of trapping centres which will 
influence the conduction in thin layers and in thick layers the effects of
( si )
Joule heating are difficult to excludew  . Furthermore, there is evidence
(49,52) that structural inhomogenieties present in amorphous semiconductors
influence the field dependence of conductivity. As the structure of
(especially thin film) amorphous semiconductors is dependent on the 
(128 }preparation conditions' ', the correlation between measurements made in 
different laboratories is not an easy task. In (53) it is argued that 
our present knowledge of detailed microscopic processes in amorphous 
semiconductors is insufficient to permit their unambiguous identification 
from I - V  characteristics.
There are many examples in the literature of a linear relationship 
between the logarithm of the current and (field)^^, some of which are 
mentioned in (10) together with a summary of the possible mechanisms which 
may be responsible for the observed behaviour. Other observations suggest 
an exponential dependence of conductivity on the applied field
The non-ohmic effects can be divided into two groups according to 
whether they
(i) are bulk controlled
(ii) originate from the processes near electrodes
The significance of this division is that in the first case one can 
phenomenologically describe the non-ohmic behaviour in terms of field 
dependent conductivity whereas in the second case this is not possible.
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A third effect, not considered in the above division, could be Joule 
heating inside the semiconductor as suggested by Thomas and Warren^
The classical Poole-Frenkel effect'’'''' belongs to the group (i) 
and has been used for interpretation of the non-ohmic conduction in a 
number of materials. Conduction in As-Te-Ge-Si glass has been interpreted 
in this way by several researchers^^’ The effect of field ionization 
of the weakly localized states near the extremities of the conduction and 
valence band was invoked by Dussel and Btier^^ and may be responsible for 
the rapid increase in current observed in chalcogenide glasses prior to 
switching^^. The high fields close to the threshold of switching may 
lead to the acceleration of electrons owing to the increase in the mobility 
(or diffusivity) of the carriers with their energy. If the rate of increase 
of the kinetic energy of the carriers is faster than the rate of loss of the 
energy to phonons, secondary electrons may be formed and eventually an 
avalanche. This process has been analysed by M o t t ^ ^  and Hindiev^'^.
The variety of the effects which originate from the processes near 
the electrodes and which can cause the departure from the Ohm's law is much 
greater than for the processes in group (i). The quality of the electrode 
metal will influence the injection processes at high fields according to 
the value of its work function (Schottky effect). The formation of 
space charges, which is a likely effect in amorphous semiconductors in 
view of the concentration of trapping centres present, can greatly influence 
the non-ohmic behaviour; some references relevant to this problem are 
given in (63 - 67).
The non-ohmic processes near electrodes can be responsible for the
(68}initiation of the switching effect. Adam and Duchene' used the 
condition of the critical tunnelling through a potential barrier near the 
electrodes analysed by Tantrapom^^ as a criterion for the onset of 
switching in thin film devices. On the other hand single-space-charge- 
limited injection process is considered by Allison and Dave^"^ to explain
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the pre-switching characteristics of chalcogenide threshold devices while 
Henisch et a l ^ ^  favour double-injection process to explain the initiation 
of switching at low temperatures. These models are reviewed in a greater 
detail in section 2.2.2.
2.1.3.4 Surface Conduction
The section on semiconductivity is concluded by a few remarks on 
the surface conduction in chalcogenide glasses. They are meant to 
constitute a kind of caution against possible misinterpretation of 
experimental results rather than to suggest that the topic of surface 
conduction has an importance comparable with the importance of the effects 
discussed in the preceding two sections. Measurements of the conductivity, 
Seebeck coefficient etc. of chalcogenide glasses can be seriously distorted
f 711by the presence of a conductive "skin" on the surface of the glass''
Equally, certain switching experiments performed on the surface of the glass
(72-76) can be effected by the surface condition.
The changes in the surface conductivity have been reported by 
(71 77-79)several authors' ’ and they are interpreted as the result of chemical
interaction of the glass with atmospheric oxygen and water which is
accelerated by elevated temperature. Heating in high vacuum does not 
(77) (79)produce the "skin" . Phillips et al' have shown that if the surfaces 
of the glass are lightly abraded, with a layer of ~10pm removed, the true 
bulk properties of the material are retrieved.
The geometry of the switching devices used in the present work was 
such that the surface conduction could be of importance (see Chapter 4). 
However, experiments carried out in normal atmosphere at room temperature
and experiments carried out in high vacuum (10- torr) at room temperature
edid not yield noticably different results. It is therefore concluded 
that the results of the switching experiments performed were not influenced 
by possible surface layer of extreme properties.
2.2 Review of the Theories of Switching Effect
In section 2.1 the basic properties of amorphous materials were 
outlined and it could be seen that the present state of knowledge concerning 
these materials is by no means satisfactory. .There is a great deal of 
uncertainty about the exact structure of amorphous semiconductors and 
even if the exact amorphous structure were known there is a lack of a 
theoretical method by which the electronic structure (required for the 
calculation of transport properties) could be properly calculated.
Furthermore, the thermodynamic description of a non-equilibrium state 
has not yet been fully developed.
These shortcomings of the theory of the amorphous state are reflected 
in the ambiguity in the interpretation of the experimental data concerning 
amorphous semiconductors accumulated during the past years. The switching 
effect is no exception in this respect; also it is a phenomenon in which 
it is difficult to distinguish between thermal and electronic effects, 
between macroscopic and microscopic feedbacks and between cause and consequence. 
It is, perhaps, therefore not surprising that at present there is more than 
one theory claimed to be capable of explaining the switching phenomena in 
a single material. Additional "variety" in the theories is, of course, 
due to the fact that switching occurs in a large number of materials and it 
is unlikely that the same mechanism is responsible in all cases. The main 
theories of switching are outlined in the next sections. It is helpful to 
distinguish between models of the initiation of switching which describe 
mechanism by which the switching threshold is reached and between models 
which describe the situation in the "on"-state and possibly also the reverse 
"on"-"off" transition. It is not always the case that the two models are 
of the same nature, e.g. one can conceive of a model in which the switching 
transition is initiated by thermal runaway and the "on"-state is essentially
non-thermal
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The experimental evidence available (80 - 82) shows always that
the "on"-state is associated with the formation of a narrow conducting
channel (or "filament") whatever the mechanism of switching may be; thus
the theoretically predicted "on"-state must be filamentary - one of the
very few common features of the various theories. The formation of the
filament is apparently associated with the transition between points
and Pg on the I - V  characteristic in Fig. 1.2 (ii), i.e. the negative
( 83 )differential resistance region of the I - V  characterstic. Ridley' J 
gave a general proof that all current controlled negative resistance 
devices have to have the filamentary character of current flow in the 
"on"-state.
A direct experimental observation of the filament is not possible 
(unless the switching experiment is performed on the surface of the 
material using coplanar electrodes (72-74,76), tut then its character 
may be different from bulk filament) and indirect observations are made 
difficult by the small dimensions of the filament. The radius of the 
filament is of the order of the device thickness and for thin film devices 
it probably never exceeds 25^ im. This follows from the observations made 
by Eie et a l ^ ^  on the memory devices; they used preferential etching
/ Q1 }
to reveal the morphology of the filament. TJttecht et al' ' used an
infrared microscope to look at the localization of temperature rise in the
"on"-state which gives a rough measure of the filament dimensions.
Cholesterol ester coating which changes its colour with temperature was
(02)
used by Koorjani and Feldman' ' for the same purpose. The intensity and 
localization of recombination radiation could be also used for the estimation 
of the filament volume^^’®^.
A very wide range of papers has appeared on the subject of switching 
during the past four years; moreover, the emphasis placed on the various 
theories changes very rapidly a3 new experiments are being devised to
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prove or disprove various theories. It is therefore not possible to 
elaborate a complete review nor it is really sensible in view of the fast 
changes in this field. The review of the theories of switching is divided 
into four sections according to the essential assumptions of the theories 
(another possibility would be to classify the theories according to the 
devices (thin-thick, chalcogenide - other materials) or experimental data 
(e.g. polar switching - bipolar switching, etc.)). The review is concluded 
by a section containing some thoughts about the special position ..-hich 
non-crystalline materials take in the switching effect.
2.2.1 Thermal Theory of Switching
The switching materials behave mostly as intrinsic semiconductors 
and their conductivity is therefore strongly increasing function of 
temperature (2.16). As the heat dissipated in a unit volume
<r(T)F^ F = intensity of el field (2.18)
is proportional to the conductivity, a rise in the temperature results in 
a greater quantity of the heat generated in the volume per unit time which 
must be conducted away from the volume if an equilibrium is to be maintained. 
The rate at which the heat is conducted away from the switching material 
depends on the geometry and on tho boundary conditions imposed. In the 
most simple case of a semi-infinite slab of the switching material of 
thickness d which faces are held at a constant ambient temperature T^ the 
rate of cooling per unit area of the surface will be approximately
rr
—  (T - T^) T = temperature inside the (2.19)
switching material
where K is a constant proportional to the thermal conductivity of the 
switching material. As the applied field is increased to a value F^  the 
temperature inside the material will increase to a new value T^ as both 
terms (2.18) and (2.19) have to increase. Geometrically the steady 
Btate equilibrium solution can be represented for each field F by a point
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of intersection of the graphs of the quantities (2.18) and (2.19) as a 
function of temperature. An unstable situation will ari3e when the 
point of intersection becomes a tangent point as the graph of (2.18) 
changes with the parameter F, i.a. when the graphs touch each other in 
that point. Then for an infinitesimal change in P a finite change in T 
can occur as the point of contact (and hence the solution represented by 
that point) vanishes. The condition for such unstable situation is 
obtained by equating the slopes of tne graphs of functions (2.18) and 
(2.19) (condition for the tangent point, equivalent with the requirement 
of a vanishing Jacobian in more general cases):
F2 Ar K 
dT = d ( 2. 20)
from where the cri tical field is obtained
The relation (2.21) is the condition for the critical field P at whichc
the thermal instability occurs and switching is thus initiated. In
mathematical terms the field F represent the bifurcation parameter;
F ° P is the bifurcation value of P at which the character of the c
solution changes qualitatively. The qualitative change in the solution 
means in physical terms a change to the filamentary type of conduction 
from a relatively uniform distribution of current in the "off"-state.
The equations (2.18) and (2.19) cease to describe the situation accurately 
in the "on"-state. Moreover, in practice (2.19) does not accurately 
describe the heat dissipation from devices with usual geometries. If an 
accurate value of the critical field is required, (2.19) has to be replaced 
by the rigorous term
v(KvT) (2.22)
where v denotes the gradient operator and K is the thermal conductivity 
of the switching material. The term (2.18) also has to be modified in
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cases where the assumption of a constant electric field P « -v<f> is not 
justified; then the term (2.1fl) becomes
When one wishes to consider time development of the temperature profile,
another term associated with the time changes in the heat stored in a
unit volume of specific heat c has to be taken into account
, c 21 (20 at '2*
Conservation of energy requires that the sum of the terms (2.22-2.24) 
be zero
This non-linear elliptic equation can give the time development of the 
temperature distribution in the domain of integration if the electric 
potential distribution and appropriate boundary conditions are specified. 
The potential has to satisfy the condition
which originates from the requirement of conservation of the electric
and (2.26) have to be considered as a system of two equations. The
bifurcation parameter in this case is the potential difference V =
y(anode) - ^(cathode) and the potentials of the electrodes appear in the
boundary conditions. The geometrical interpretation of the bifurcation
becomes more complicated for the system (2.25- 2.26); it was shown by
( 86 )Thom'' ' that every bifurcation process can be topologically classed 
into one of seven categories. Bifurcation and other topological properties 
of a simplified system similar to (2.25) have recently been studied by 
Knoll and Cohen^®"^ .
To the author's knowledge the system (2.25-2.26) with a set of
electric potential (2.25)
3m p
c —  - v(*vT) + <r( T)(v</>) (2.25)
v(<r(T)v<p) - 0 ( 2 . 26 )
charge'■°5). ¿s (2.26) depends on temperature T, the two equations (2.25)
boundary conditions which would be realistic for the ease of switching 
has not yet been solved. The one-dimensional form of the system can 
only account satisfactorily for the situation before the critical point
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V » V0 is reached; the form of the solution for V > 7C is expected to be 
of the filamentary type and more than one-dimensional (1-T>) solutions are 
needed. The first considerations of the 1-D solution of the set (2.25- 
2.26) were associated with the theory of the thermal breakdown in dielectrics 
nearly fifty years ago (88). Although the physical principles behind the 
solution of (2.25-2.26) are clear, to solve tne problem mathematically in 
a practicable way one is forced to introduce various simplifications; 
this explains the large number of publications on the theory of thermal 
breakdown which appeared during the past decades (89). In the last years 
of tne decade i960 - 1970 a new interest in the old theory was stimulated 
by the need to explain the switching effect (90). For the reasons given 
above in order to model satisfactorily the ''on"-ntate using the thermal 
theory one needs to solve (2.25-2.26) at least in two dimensions. Results 
of 2-D and 3-D numerical calculations using a simplified system derived
from (2.25-2.26) were published by Thomas and Male^^, Kroll and Cohen
(92)and oy Kaplan and Adler' '. The general feature of these solutions seems 
(93)to be, as Kott'"  points out, initial localized rise in temperature in the 
central region of the switching device before switching followed by a 
decrease and more uniform distribution of temperature; the reverse is 
expected if the switching is due to an electronic process; the heating 
effects take place after the voltage across the device has collapsed 
("off"-"on" transition).
The predictions yielded by the thermal model which uses only one
critical assumption - sufficiently large rise of conductivity with 
a
temperature - show.certain degree of discrepancy with the experimental 
observations; it is likely that some discrepancies will still exist even 
when the system (2.25-2.26) is resolved mathematically in complete generality. 
Henisch^^ points out that the thermal model gives unsatisfactory prediction 
of the following observations:
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(i) Scaling of the critical voltage Vc with the thickness d of the
device. (At low enough d predicted Vc is greater than the observed Vc).
(ii) Dependence of the critical voltage Vc on ambient temperature. (At 
low enough temperatures the observed Vc is lower than th.tt predicted 
by the termal model.)
(iii) Delay times between the application of a voltage V > V C and the 
switching transition (observed shorter than those predicted).
(iv) Polarity effects at low temperatures. (The thermal model is 
insensitive to polarity reversal in view of the quadratic dependence 
in (2.23)).
(v) Systems which are known to be thermal show I - V characteristics
a
strongly dependent on frequency, do not have ^ sharply defined filament 
and their working point can be stabilized in the negative differential 
resistance region. On the other hand switching I - V characteristics 
do not greatly depend on frequency of the applied voltage, have 
extremely narrow filaments and their working point cannot be stabilized 
in the negative diff. resistance region.
(vi) Statistical variation of switching parameters (cannot be convincingly 
accounted for in terms of the thermal model).
(vii) Special position of chalcogenide glasses in switching phenomenon is 
difficult to understand on the basis of one key requirement only - 
sufficiently high activation energy for d.c. conduction.
Some of the listed discrepancies, which are particularly noticeable
in thin film devices, can be reconciled by allowing the conductivity
of the material to depend on both the temperature and the electric field.
This means admitting some electronic processes to be operative besides the
thermal effects and models of this kind are reviewed in the section 2.2.3.
ic
In the next section the diametrally extreme mechanism to the thermal one
is considered
2.2.2 Electronic Theories of Switching
In the preceding section a mechanism was described in which the
increase in the electrical conductivity of a semiconducting solid was
caused by heating effects. In that model the phonon and electron (and
hole) temperatures are equal and therefore the corresponding quasi-particles
are in a thermodynamic equilibrium. The increase in conductivity is
achieved by redistribution of carriers into states with greater mobility.
The distribution function is assumed to depend explicitly only on temperature.
This is an idealized case because as the electric field is applied to the
solid by means of electrodes the injected carriers will not be in thermal
equilibrium within a diffusion length off the electrodes. For small
applied fields, the distribution function will not require any significant 
rcorrections due to the electric field and the thermal approximation will be 
satisfactory. In thick layer switching devices the magnitudes of fields 
attainable without- inducing the thermal instability of section 2.2.1 are 
usually sufficiently small to warrant the self-consistancy of the assumption 
that the distribution function depends explicitly only on temperature.
Also at large thicknesses the ratio between volumes of true bulk and the 
"nor.-bulk" regions near the electrodes is large so that the processes in 
the device c-an with a greater confidence be regarded as bulk processes at 
low fields and parameters of the theoretical model can be determined by 
measuring the bulk properties of bulk material from which the device is 
manufactured.
The situation is likely to change as the thickness of the switching 
layer is decreased to the region of tens of micrometers. The magnitude
C
of electric fields which can be applied to the device without causing 
thermal instability at room temperature is reaching 10^V/cra. At these 
fields and thicknesses the manifestation of non-thermal effects becomes 
apparent. (The value of the electric field which can be applied to a
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thick device without causing thermal instability can be increased by 
providing more efficient cooling to the device- - hence at low temperatures 
the possibility of electronic effects in thick devices (few hundred micro­
meters) is plausible).
In these regimes the distribution of carriers in the energy states 
is likely to be governed by both the temperature and the electric field.
It seems plausible that any non-ohmic effects (section 2.1.3.5) taking 
place at fields below the threshold field of (electronic) switching can 
constitute a precursor to the switching transition. Thus to construct 
an electronic model of switching it needs to be shown that
(i) the suggested electronic process is responsible for the 
non-ohmic effects
(ii) a current controlled positive feedback exists in the electronic
(95}mechanism and is responsible for the switching transition' '.
It was only recently that some progress was made in identifying 
various electronic processes responsible for the non-ohmic conduction in 
amorphous semiconductors and with regard to point (ii) a considerably 
improved understanding is necessary. Correspondingly, the degree of 
elaboration of the various electronic theories of switching is >n many 
cases only qualitative at present. The uncertainty in the mechanism of 
charge transport processes in amorphous semiconductors is also reflected 
in the presence of several alternative "electronic" models put forward to 
explain switching in chalcogenide glasses and surviving experimental 
elimination. At any rate, the possibility of various mechanisms for 
different substances has to be,'at present, admitted and also in a single 
device the mechanism can change with temperature ^ ^).
M o t t ^ ^  first suggested that the potential energy of an electron 
in the "on"-state plotted against position across the switching layer 
should appear as in Fig. 2.11.d. (similarly to the case of gas discharge).
F -OÀ H-F-O  
Meted. -Amorphous
semiconductor Metal
CathodeV ////////A Anocie V / / / / / / A .
©
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He postulates the existence of a positive trapped space charge near the 
cathode and a negative space charge near the anode. The space charge 
regions must not be too close to the electrodes so they cannot tunnel to 
them and also not too wide to prevent tunnelling of carriers from the 
electrodes. Mott shows that the conditions prevailing in most switching 
materials (transit time «  recombination time, small mobility for carriers 
in deep traps) are consistent with the proposed model in Fig. 2.11.d and 
also he is able to show (97) that the profile leads to a self-stabilizing 
holding voltage. In the central region all traps are filled and it has 
therefore a very low resistance. The holding voltage is practically the 
sum of the voltage drops across the space-charge regions; their existence 
can therefore explain why the holding voltage is bigger than the band gap.
The exact mechanism by which the "on"-state in Fig. 2.11.d is attained 
(93 98)is controversial. Kott''^’7 ' suggests strong field emission from the
electrodes into the conduction or valence bands of the glass, Zener
tunnelling from the valence band into the conduction band or an electron
(99)avalanche caused by a mechanism proposed by Hindleyv or an initiation 
by a thermal instability in the central region of the semiconducting film 
(this was first proposed by Bfler et a l ^ * ^  and by Owen^®^).
Certain doubts about these mechanisms as being operative were raised 
by the supporters of the Cohen-Fritzsche-Ovshinsky (C-F-O) model, which was 
discussed earlier. Adler^*^ expresses the opinion that the short mean 
free path ¿10 A of free carriers makes the impact ionization avalanche 
process unlikely. The rates of Zener tunnelling at fields of 10^V/cm 
would probably be smaller than that of recombinations besides the fact that 
such a process would not be compatible with the requirement (ii). There 
are also objections against the thermal instability, primarily because of 
the short delay times and small energies available to heat the required 
volume of material to a high enough temperature fast enough^1
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Henisch, Fagen and Ovshinsky (H-F-O)^^ have proposed a model for 
switching which makes use of the C-F-0 model of the density of states 
(section 2.1.5.1) originally put forward to explain experimental data on 
the electronic and optical properties of amorphous semiconductors in bulk.
The sequence of events during the formation of the "on"-state according to 
this model is shown in Figs. 2.11.a-c. Two space-charge systems are 
developed due to the trapping of injected carriers near the electrodes.
OSchottky barriers are assumed to be very thin,<30A, to prevent tunnelling 
from +he electrodes and are omitted in Figs. 2.11.a-c). In the negative 
(positive) space-charge region near the cathode (anode) all electron (hole) 
traps are filled; with increasing applied voltage the space charge regions 
are assumed to grow and finally to start overlap at the centre (or close to 
it, depending on the similarity in electron and hole mobilities) of the 
layer. In the overlap region all traps effective at given temperature are 
filled and thus free conduction occurs in that region which has thus much 
lower resist.' vity than the rest of the specimen. This means that the 
electric field in the overlap region is decreased (Fig. 2.11.b) and 
increased fields appear across the space-charge regions. Thus the injection 
of carriers is increased which leads to a greater overlap of space-charges; 
this represents a positive feedback according to (ii) and a collapse of 
specimen resistance followed by space-charge reversal (Fig. 2.11.d). A
semi-quantitative study of this process has been made by Lucas^10^.  A
trap controlled double injection process was also considered quantitatively 
by Bowers and Barnett^^®).
Fritzsche and Ovshinsky (F-0) ^  suggested an alternative 
mechanism which is more likely to occur at intermediate temperatures where 
screening is more efficient than at low temperatures (screening length « 
(kTe/4te n)”' (where n is concentration of mobile charges and t is dielectric 
constant) is short at high temperatures) and space charges are therefore 
not likely to be developed. They assume that the traps can become filled
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by a process without space-charge formation by injection of carriers or 
by internal field ionization. The excess non-equilibrium charges which 
cannot condense to traps at given temperature and field are swept towards 
the electrodes where they form depletion layers since the anode and cathode 
are unable to supply the holes and electrons to maintain the non-equilibrium 
current. The resulting Schottky barriers grow with increasing voltage but 
their thickness remains in the limits permitting tunnelling (<50A) s o  that 
ohmic contacts are maintained and injection of carriers not impeded 
(Fig. 2.11.e). As the injected electron and hole currents are increased 
a level is reached at which it is sufficient to support the non-equilibrium 
distribution of carriers (i.e. to keep the traps filled). This represents 
the conducting state; the Schottky barriers are decreased by the incoming 
non-equilibrium charges (Fig. 2.11.d).
The transition from the mechanism just described (F-O) to H-F-0 
mechanism is expected just below room temperature. Experiments in which 
the polarity of the applied voltage is reversed during the delay period 
show that the delay time is lengthened if the experiment is performed at 
low temperatures^1 ana that this dependence ceases at certain
temperature. This is interpreted as the transition between the H-F-0 
and F-0 models. A change in the character of the pre-switching 
characteristics at this temperature also favours the idea of the transition 
(59,106). At a given over-voltage V > Vc the delay time to switching in 
both models is associated with the time necessary for the trap filling 
(time >, charge of traps/current)^10^ .  The holding current corresponds 
to a minimum current density necessary to keep the traps filled against 
the recombination process. As the number of effective traps (those which 
are not thermally ionized and within the filament) diminishes with increasing 
temperature, the minimum current density necessary to keep them filled 
should likewise diminish (as observed).
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In both models (H-F-0 and F-0) filaments are formed in the "on"-
fatate and Fig. 2.11.d refers only to the axial direction of the filament.
The conducting channel is expected to expand with increasing "on"-state
current, similarly as in gas discharge. It is not known whether the
constriction of the current flow into the filament is due to thermal
initiation or can arise from essential plasma r e l a t i o n s h i p s L u c a s ^ 1^ ^
points out that the electric potential Irregularities of the localized states
in the mobility gap can be partially offset by the shielding action of the
injected carriers. Thus the mobility edges would be altered radially as
shown in Fig. 2.11.h and in the region of depression of the edg'-s the
aplasma is protected against lateral diffusion. Below ^ certain value of 
the (folding) current density the bending of the edges is insufficient to 
protect the plasma against lateral diffusion and "on"-"off" transition 
occurs. To calculate this holding current density it would be necessary 
to consider collective electron interactions (the Anderson and Mott theory 
is an one-electron theory).
Electron correlation effects have been considered in a model of 
switching developed by M a t t i e i n  which the basic assumption is that 
the activation energy which determines the concentration of mobile carriers 
decreases with increasing concentration of the carriers. Assuming further 
that the carrier injection takes place by Zener tunnelling, Hattis is able 
to show that at certain critical field the concentration of carriers sharply 
increases and the I - V characteristic displays a region of negative 
differential resistance. Similar theories of switching have been outlined 
by Sandomirski^^ ' and Iida and Hamada^'-^ .
A completely different model of switching involving cooperative 
phenomena has been proposed by Drake et a l ^ ^ .  By considering structural 
arrangements of metal ions in vitreous switching materials they show that 
the local environment of ions with different valencies (Cu , Cu in the 
case of copper oxide glasses) are nearly identical except for polarization
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of the surrounding matrix and slightly different positions of the 
neighbours. Assuming certain spread of energies of electrons in these 
states in weak electric fields (<10^ V/cm) the transport is shown to take 
place by polaron hopping between the ion sites of different valencies.
At high field strengths transport (or hopping) of electrons will be 
favoured into sites in which the resulting dipole moment of the metal ion 
centre and its environment (highly polarizable matrix) is a maximum. In 
the case of the copper oxide glasses the application of high fields will
favour delocalization of one electron on the cuprous ion site ( O f )
+ 2+thereby tending to make the Cu and Cu sites nearly identical. This 
is expected to occur at some sufficiently high field strength at which a 
cooperative rearrangement of the structure involving the shift of appropriate 
coordinating ions by several tenths of an AngstrOm will effect a ferro- 
electric-like transition. In this new ordered state the metal ions initially 
present in two different valence states and in different environments have 
now same valence states and more nearly identical environments. This is 
shown to result in semimetallic highly conductive "on"-state. Drake et 
al do not discuss filament formation but this is probably due to some 
macroscopic feedback ("weak spot" or thermal effect). It is difficult to 
see how Drake's model could be applied to chalcogenide glasses in which 
chemical bonding is believed to be predominantly covalent.
2,2.3 Electrothermal Theories of Switching
Any heating present in the switching device will increase the electric 
fields near the electrodes because these regions will be cooler than the 
central region of the device. (This was first pointed out by Bder et al^°J  ^
and by Owen^®^). Thus an initial small rise in the temperature of the 
central region of the device may enhance the electric field at the electrodes
to a degree which is sufficient to cause electronic switching originating
(93)at the electrodes by one of the mochanisms suggested by Mott and
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mentioned in the last section. This combined action of heating and 
electronic effects is an example of so-called electrothermal mechanism 
of switching.
A somewhat different situation arises when the conductivity of the 
bulk is a function of both the temperature and the intensity of the electric 
field. As mentioned in section 2.1.3«5 the conductivity of the bulk of the 
switching materials is often found to be field dependent. The Joule heating 
term (2.18) in the thermal model (section 2.2.1) is then replaced by
<r(T,F)F2 (2.27)
and the model of switching then is electrothermal.
Some a u t h o r s ^ h a v e  assumed the field dependence of conductivity
in order to explain the fast switching speeds. Other authors maintain
that the introduction of field dependence of conductivity is a necessary
modification of the equations of the thermal model (2.25 - 2.26) if their
solution is to exhibit the region of negative differential resistance
At present there is a marked tendency in the literature (e.g. Proceedings
of the 4th int. conference on amorphous and liquid semiconductors, Ann
Arbor, August 1971) to favour the electrothermal model, although the field
dependence is not clearly understood. Great care has to be taken to ensure
that (2.27) represents true bulk heating effects if the conductivity law is
derived from an experiment in which overall conductance has been measured.
Further, mathematical complication arise in solving the modified system
(2.25 - 2.26). The first case in which it is the field enhancement in the
regions near electrodes, and only there the conductivity is assumed to be
field dependent, is in many cases easier and also less ambiguous to deal
(68}with. Adam and Duchene' ' have used the assumption that strong field
emission from the electrodes begins at the field
F .. = (const. T )^/^ T = temperature (2.28)c n x  6 G
at the electrodes
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following analysis by T a n t rapom^ \  and by solving the one-dimensional 
heat equation with (2.28) as the criterion for the switching initiation 
were able to obtain the dependence of the threshold voltage on temperature 
in good agreement with experiment.
By substituting the conductivity law (2.16) into (2.21) it can 
easily be shown that the critical field predicted will increase with 
decreasing temperature vithout limit. McMillan and Nesvadba^ ^ ^  have 
shown that the switching field in chalcogenide devices with layer thickness 
of about 200pn in fact departs from the value predicted by the thermal 
model at temperatures only several tens of degrees below room temperature 
and tends to a certain asymptotic value. If in (2.28) is constant
and equal to this asymptotic value then the approach of Adam and Duchene 
will explain the observed behaviour as shown in Chapter J.
2,2.4 Structural Change Model of Switching
In many cases it is found that the conductivities of amorphous semi­
conductors increase by several orders of magnitude on crystallization.
If the switching device is made using chalcogenide glass with the composition 
which corresponds to a point near the boundary of the glass forming region 
(e.g. point A in Fig. 2.5) the glass will be likely to crystallize during 
the operation of the switching device and a highly conductive state will 
persist even if the external applied field is removed. If the device can 
be brought back to the original highly resistive "off"-state by heating the 
crystallized region and quenching it quickly (applying a suitable re-set 
current pulse e.g. 150 mA for 6 ^ us) then the useful property of memory 
action is exhibited by the device (for characteristics see Fig. 1,2 (iv)).
The action of the set and reset pulse are interpreted in terms of slow 
and fast quenching of the glass (curves (b) and (d) in Fig. 2.7) and 
corresponding changes in the structural ordering. The structural change 
in a conducting channel (initially hot and then cooled relatively slowly)
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on the surface has been demonstrated in several e x p e r i m e n t s ^ i n
which the growth of the channel originated at the anode and took place
over relatively long periods of time (in some cases the growth speed
was only a fraction of mm/s). Polarity effects were observed in such
grown filaments - reversal of polarity caused the channel to retreat and
a new filament started at the (new) anode. Thus a field dependent mass
transport is evidenced in these experiments, probably due to solid state
electrolysis. However, even when considering field dependence of the
mass transfer, the observed speeds with which the transformations take
place in thin sandwich devices are surprisingly high. It is thought
that the presence of non-equilibrium carriers in the "on"-state following
threshold switching action is decisive for the acceleration of the crystall-
(21 )ization process' '. The experiments concerning the transformation of 
amorphous semiconductors by laser beam lend support to this hypothesis.
It is worth mentioning that the theory of switching developed by 
Drake et a l ^ ^  is able to account for the memory switching just by making 
the additional assumption that the ferroelectric-like ordering persists 
when the external electric field is removed. Then the difference between 
memory and threshold switching is only quantitative (depending on the amount
of perturbation necessary to destroy the ferroelectric ordering).
(117)Recently a view was expressed' that the switching chalcogenide 
devices undergo certain changes during the first few operations, called 
forming; during the forming process regions of ordered or phase separated 
(and hence highly conductive) material are d e v e l o p e d ^ ( A  certain 
amount of this material can be present already in the starting glass).
Thus only a small amount of growth needs to occur in order to produce in 
a very short time a highly conducting path, connecting the regions already 
present, when the set-pulse is applied to the device. On the application 
of the re-sct-pulse the connectivity of the path is destroyed at one or 
more places.
It is feasible that structural changes play an essential role 
also in threshold switching. If the thermal model is moditied by 
introducing a step function dependence of the conductivity on temperature 
instead of (2.16), the step occuring at the temperature of melting^"^, 
or a saturation r e q u i r e m e n t ^ t h e n  a substantially improved agreement 
with the prediction of the thermal theory results. In Chapter 3 it is 
shown that statistical aspects of switching can be accounted for in terms 
of small variations in the volume fraction cf a highly conductive material 
in the switching layer.
2.2.5 What is the Key riequirement for Switching?
In the preceding sections the current theories of the switching 
effect were reviewed, based on various assumptions which are in many cases 
completely different (e.g. thermal vs. electronic model). The switching 
effect is observed in large classes of materials
(i)
(ii) oxide glasses^
(iii) amorphous materials like
chalcogenide glasses
,(113)
CdXASg X = Ge,Si,Mg,Al,Ga,In,Te,Sb(120)
SbISX, X 
SiN. <122>
r'u,Ag,Au,Te(130)
(iv) elemental amorphous semiconductors = Ge,Si,B
(v) some liquid semiconductors (e.g. Se)
(vi) polymer thin films
(vii) small group of crystalline semiconductors:
(82)
e.g. Sb2S (119) ZrS„ (121)
The questions which arise are why switching occurs
(a) in semiconductors
(b) main]y in amorphous semiconductors
The answer to the first question is easier than to the second question.
In semiconductors changes ir>. electric field and temperature usually result
in large effects on the properties. Electric fields in metals are only 
vanishingly small and do not have much effect on the properties of metal; 
the resistivity of metals increases with temperature (the opposite is 
required by the thermal model of switching). On the other hand in insulators 
(i.e. large band gap semiconductors) very high fields are required to 
produce noticeable changes in conductivity; when these o"our, they usually 
result in a permanent structural change in the insulator.
According to the thermal theory any substance having sufficiently 
large activation energy for conductivity (> 4 kT) can show switching 
providing that the "on"-state is not destructive and irreversible. In 
view of the list of substances above, however, it seems that something 
more is required and that "something" is usually found in amorphous 
semiconductors. The crystalline semiconductors (in p-n junctions) 
electrical breakdowns can occur (avalanche or Zener) neither of which is 
inherently destructive although the resultant generation of heat can in 
certain circumstances lead to a permanent damage. To obtain an effect 
similar to switching in crystalline p-n junctions a large amount of 
sophisticated engineering design and technological skill is required; 
on +he other hand the amorphous semiconductor switching devices do not 
require any critical design and the ability to show switching seems to 
he inherent to the amorphous state.
In the case of memory switching the answer to the question (b) is 
relatively straightforward: memory switching is associated with a 
structural change from the glassy to the crystalline state and hence the 
semiconductor has to be obtainable in a glassy form. Amorphous germanium 
does not show bistable switching because it cannot be obtained in glassy 
form. Drake suggests that the tendency of a system to show memory switching 
and to form glass are intimately related. Some req”irenients which has to 
be satisfied by the glass in order to exhibit memory switching are suggested 
by Gildart^119 .^
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It is much more difficult to ascertain tne requirements for the 
occurence of the threshold switching. Threshold switching always precedes 
the memory action and therefore to find the requirements for the occurence 
of the threshold switching is essential in order to decide on the key 
requirement for the whole switching process (threshold and memory).
Let us consider the ways in which conductivity of a solid can be 
increased: either by increasing t^e concentration of mobile carriers or 
by increasing mobility of carriers present or by both processes. In the 
case cf crystalline semiconductors the carrier mobility is very high and 
cannot be further increased by direct or indirect action of the electric 
field. Only the concentration of mobile carriers can be increased. On 
the other hand bo+h mobility and number of mobile carriers can be increased 
in amorphous semiconductors by direct or indirect influence of the applied 
field. Thus for the same concentration of mobile carriers the increase 
in the conductivity of amorphous semiconductor will be higher by the factor
^crystal^iglass if the effective mobility of carriers in the "on"-state
approaches the mobility of carriers in crystalline semiconductor of the 
same class.
This naive argument therefore suggests that the mobility of the 
carriers in switching material in the "off"-state has to be sufficiently 
small. This view seems to be directly or indirectly supported by several
y  ^4 Op ^
investigators. Krempasky and Cervenak' ' relate the difference between
the "off"-state and the "on"-state resistances of the switching device to
the mobility of the carriers using an electronic model of switching in
which non-ohmic contacts are made to the semiconductor. They found that
the "off"-state resistance of the device is a function of the mobility and
the contact potential and that the mobility has to be very small ^ <0.1 cm /V
(for a reasonable value of the contact potential) to account for the large
c
observed difference R - R «10 SI. This value of mobility seems to be oil on
too small compared with one found by BSer^^^ who finds the condition
2 —9- 100 cm /Vs for the observed short switching times (<10-7s).
Mattis^"'^ also mentions that should be small otherwise the Ohmic 
current will shunt out the applied voltage and eliminate the effects of 
cooperative phenomena which he considers in his model..
In switching crystalline materials a small value of mobility is 
probably also decisive in certain cases as can be inferred from the measure­
ments performed on ZrSg ^ ^ ,  which show that the mobility is greatly 
anisotropic due to the layer-like structure of this compound (ratio of 
the resistivity perpendicular to the layers to that measured parallel to
the layers is about 10 )^. Switching liquid semiconductors also seem to
(129)conform with the requirement of small mobility' ''.
It seems that not a too high mobility is also essential for the "on"- 
(93'state. Mott' ' arrives at the condition that the width of the barriers 
near the electrodes (Fig. 2.11.d) is proportional to and hence mobility
must not be too large to make the barriers incapable of being tunnelled by 
the carriers. Lucas in his model of recombination instability'^®^ 
visualizes the "off"-"on" transition as the extension of the diffusion 
length of the carriers L throughout the whole device of thickness d. As 
Lq££ = (0.05 to 0.15) 10 ^cm and d = 10 c^in, he requires (very roughly)
v1/2
0.05 to 0.15 (2.29)^off off off
and hence
>  (44 to 400) (2.30)
Toff
Moreover, in his model he requires the existence of electron and hole 
traps in nearly equal concentrations. This is also the basic requirement 
for the H-F-0 model of switching which, as pointed out by Henish et a l ^ ^ \
is very difficult to produce in crystalline semiconductors as producing 
nearly equal concentrations of donors and acceptors requires high degree
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of artificiality and is practically never expected to happen naturally 
(when this happens something like switching is actually observed^1 
On the other hand, in the case of amorphous seniconductos, eq\ial concentrat­
ions of electron and hole traps are automatically provided according to 
C-F-0 model (Fig. 2.8.c), which also cause the low mobility of carriers 
which seems to be important for the occurence of the switching effect.
This seems to explain the special position which amorphous semiconductors, 
especially chalcogenide glasses, take in the switching effect (question (b) 
above).
So far only the requirements concerning transport of charge carriers 
have been discussed. It is obvious, however, that apart from these 
requirements other conditions have to be satisfied if switching, rather 
than destructive breakdown, is to occur. It is suggested further (in 
section 6.3.2) that structural stability of switching devices is generally 
associated with the ability of the switching material to form a liighly 
conducting phase during switching.
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CHAPTER 5
THEORETICAL MODELS EMPLOYED IN THE PRESENT WORK
h i  Introduction
During the first stage of the investigations of the switching effect 
the thermal model of switching was adopted as a working hypothesis (l).
It was shown in (l) that a simple 1-D thermal model was capable of account­
ing for the quantitative aspects of the initiation of switching in bulk 
devices in a restricted temperature range and could even qualitatively 
account for several other features of the switching process. It was, 
however, shown in (1,2) that
(i) at low temperatures (T £-70°C) the thermal model did not 
predict correct threshold voltages.
(ii) 1-D description of the "on"-state is inadequate and that 
2-D or 5-D models should be considered
(iii) the switching resistance of the device changes after each 
switching operation. This could mean structural changes
in the device and any further model of switching should take 
these changes into account.
The development of the theoretical, models employed in the present 
work vras influenced to a large extent by the above suggestions of the 
previous work.
Two 1-D models were considered which would explain the dependence of 
the threshold voltage on temperature below room temperature: the first of
these follows suggestions by B U e r ^ \  Owen^^ and calculations by Adam and
(5)Duchenew ' in which it is assumed that an initial temperature rise in the 
centre of the device causes the electric field at the electrodes to exceed 
a certain critical value which initiates the switching transition, i.e. the 
first model invoked w=s electrothermal model. The second model invoked
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was, in some ways, analogous tc the electrothermal model. In this second 
model it was assumed that a structural relaxation takes place when the 
temperature and/or electric field are sufficiently large, following a 
suggestion by Gupta^. Both models are discussed in the next section.
With respect to point (ii) above, a considerable effort has been 
made to produce 2-D solutions to the system (2.25 - 2.26 - Chapter 2), 
which presents certain mathematical difficulties. These are discussed 
together with the achievements in section 5*3»
A simple phenomenological model was developed in which the basic 
assumption of certain structural changes taking place in the threshold 
switching device during operation is used to permit the statistical analysis 
of the variability of the switching parameters. This model is discussed 
in detail in section 3»4«
h i  Modified 1-D Thermal Models
3.2.1 Electrothermal Model
Adam and Duchcne considered an electrothermal initiation of switching
(5)
in sandwich structures' . The essential features of their model were 
used in the present calculations and are briefly summarized in the following 
paragraph.
It is assumed that the temperature profile in the sandwich device 
is given by
where Ta is the ambient temperature, d is the device thickness and 0m is 
the maximum temperature rise in the device (see Fig. 3.1). The electrical
T(X) = T. + 6 cosa. m (3.1)
V “ % 0 exp (/96) (3.2)
where
a
(3.2b)
IN
JlP
-
glass electrode
"T 777
electrode glass electrode
O  + d2
Bg-JLL
TEMPERATURE RISE IMA 
SANDWICH DEVICE.
F i q -3 -3.
n.M lTE - DIFFERENCE
APPROXIMATION.
r i q .3.S.
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS USED FOR 
THE 2 - D  SWITCHINJQ PROBLEM.
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For each voltage V applied to the device the corresponding
maximum temperature rise ia calculated by solving the equation:
<roo
±!L a
y2 m
oxx)(-HGw)
where ft is the thermal conductivity and
^(®m) » cos y) dy
(3.3)
(3.4)
and the field F at the electrodes, say at X = cl for definitness, is
2
given by
F(d)
2
x V
2 «  (6m)
(3.5)
Adam and Duchene calculate for each ambient temperature T the8.
critical value of V = at which the field at the electrodes F,_d\ 
exceeds a critical value given by (2 ,20 ). In this way the threshold 
voltage V,v is calculated as a function of ambient temperature T .
In the present work the calculations have been repeated without 
approximating the conductivity by the relation (3.2) and the exact form 
(2 ,16 ) was used. In this case (3.3) and (3.4) are modified in the
following way:
where
//3Ta .
( V°m J4 KO'----- Q exp
^oo
IN(© ) <r00
<r„
IK2(0 )N nr
r
/ . „ Z — 5 - ^ L - W
J ' f + cos y/
The relation (3*5) ia also modified into
F(§) __x V __2dfi;TO
(3.6)
(3.7)
(3.8)
It was shown by computing F ^  by using (3.5) and (3.8) that the results 
differed only slightly, by a few per cent, which means that the approximation 
(3.2) does not introduce an essential inaccuracy.
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The new feature introduced in the present model was a new criterion 
for switching, which differs from that used by Adam and Duchene. It was 
assumed that the switching transition is initiated as soon as one of two
competing conditions is fulfilled;
2kT2
(i)
(ii)
a E
1
fi
■pi— ) = Fr '2' crit.
(3.9)
(3.10)
The first criterion corresponds to the relation for the temperature
Tarise at the point of thermal runaway, it can be shown that 6m = corresponds
(7) ^to the maximum voltage V applied to the device'1' and thus represents the 
condition for thermal switching whilst the second criterion constitutes 
the condition for an electronic switching initiated by some mechanism
g
occurring at the electrode x = when the electric field at that electrode
exceeds the value of P_. .crit#
At sufficiently high ambient temperatures already a small applied
voltage will cause a large rise in the device temperature because the average
electrical conductivity of the switching material is large; thus it is
expected that the condition (i) will be satisfied first. On the other hand,
at sufficiently low ambient temperatures at which the electrical conductivity
is decreased, a large voltage V would have to be applied in order to effect
the temperature rise given by the condition (i), and such voltage V would be
in excess of a voltage sufficient to give rise to the critical electric field
F ... Therefore the criterion (ii) is expected to be operative at sufficiently ent
low ambient temperatures. Thus “at certain intermediate temperature a 
changeover from the thermal to the electrothermal initiation is expected as 
the ambient temperature is decreased.
The expected change in the mechanism of switching initiation is 
confirmed by the calculations which have been carx'ied out. An example of 
such calculation is given in Table J.1 which summarizes the results of a
calculation of switching voltage at various temperatures in the range
150°K to 500°K. Values of F ., = crit 1.43« 103 V/cm and ¿E = 0.9 eV were
substituted in the critical conditions (3.9) and (3.10).
Table 3.1 Initiation of Switching in a Sandwich Device 150 urn Thick,
H  - 1.64 * 10_1 W°K"^cn-  ^ (chosen to scale
i I
with experiment
0^ " 3> 103£ 1 cm-1
Ta 105/T ' a Vth W V at which V at which
(ÙK) (°K_1) F(|-) = F . . '2' crit e = -m js
150 6,67 2146 2146 1.06 * '106
175 5.73 2146 2146 I. 07 x 105
200 5,00 2130 2130 1.83 x 104
225 4.44 2030 2030 4860
250 4.00 1435 : 1435 1695
275* 3.64 727 727 727
300 3.33 360 •** 360
325 3.08 200 ** 200
350 2.86 122 ** 122
375 2.67 80.0 ** 80.0
400 2.50 54.6 ** 54.6
425 2.35 40.2 *•* 40.2
450 2.22 31.7 ** 31.7
475 2.11 23.7 -X* 23.7
500 2.00 18.9 *X 18.9
* Transition temperature
'** Condition (3*9) is fulfilled earlier than (3.10) when increasing the 
applied voltage.
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It is seen that the transition from the electronic to the thermal 
mode of initiation of switching takes place at the ambient temperature of
plotted against the reciprocal ambient temperature in Fig. 3« 2. A 
comparison is made in the same Fig. 3.2 with the measured dependence of 
the threshold voltage on temperature. A better agreement would have been 
achieved by allowing F ^ ^  to be temperature dependent, but this was not 
pursued in view of the lack of independent information about this dependence.
3.2.? Kodel of Structural Relaxation
In this model it is assumed that the switching into the "on"-state 
takes place when the combined effect of the temperature and the electric 
field in the switching device is sufficient to produce some kind of 
structural relaxation; the type of the relaxation does not need to be 
specified in this phenomenological model, but is visualized as an ordering 
process by which the randomness of the amorphous structure is decreased 
thereby increasing the electrical conductivity of the material.
A number of experimental observations suggest that the threshold 
voltage decreases to zero as the ambient temperature approaches the glass 
transition temperature Tg' '. Therefore this temperature can he regarded 
as one at which no electric field is necessary to effect the structural 
relaxation; at lower temperatures a certain electric field has to be 
applied to the device to cause the structural relaxation and switching. 
Following Gupta^^ the relaxation time for the structural change to occur 
is written as
where T0 «-10 s. The activation energy W is certain decreasing function 
of the electric field F and in the first approximation it can be written as
T& = 275 °K. The values of the logarithm of the switching voltage are
(5.11)
.-12
W(F) - A(1 - f ) (5.12)
O
5000
TEM PERATU RE DEPENDENCE OP TH RESH O LD  VOLTAGE TO R  A 
DEVICE '\ZOf-Lrn T H IC K . P R E D IC T IO N  OP" THE E L E C T R O ­
T H E R M A L . M O DEL IS  C O M PA RE D  WITH E X P E R IM E N T .
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where A is the activation energy for the structural relaxation in the 
absence of the electric field. From the argument given above it can be
deduced that the critical value of the exponent in (5.11) in the absence 
of the electric field is given by
Bcrit - W  <3-1
B
In the presence of the electric field F and at temperature T (5.13) 
can be modified by using (3.12):
Comparison of (3.13) and (3.14) gives the condition for the structural 
relaxation at temperature T < T g  in the presence of the electric field F:
The constant FQ is interpreted as the intensity of electric field F 
sufficient to induce the structural relaxation at temperatures approaching 
absolute zero.
The criterion (3.15) was applied to a 1-B time-dependent solution of 
the heat equation
which was generated numerically by a finite-difference method. In this 
method the switching device is approximated by D regions in which the 
temperature and electric field are not changing with the coordinate and 
are denoted as T and F^ respectively (i = 1,2,...,D) (Fig. 3.3). 
Electrically each of these regions represents a series resistor
where S and d are the area and the thickness of the switching device.
O
The heat generated in the regions per unit time (R.I*") is dissipated by 
conduction, determined by a finite difference analog of the heat conduction
F
(3-14)kT
(3.15)
2
(3.16)ax1
calculated by a method which is given in the appendix 2 (in the form of a
computer .programme). For each applied voltage Vg the time dependence of
and F^ can be calculated and the criterion (3.15) applied to each cf
the regions. The criterion will not be satisfied for values of the applied
voltage V less chan a certain threshold value V .. ; for values V > V ,, s sth’ s sth
the criterion will be satisfied at 3ome region after a number of computational
steps corresponding to the delay time for switching t,. The case V = V ,a s sth
corresponds to the limit t, -=»- ©o .d
By running the computer programme for different values of the applied 
voltage Vg and for different ambient temperatures it is possible to 
ascertain the dependence of on ambient temperature. This dependence,
for a particular set of numerical values assigned to the constants in (3.16).
is shown in Fig. 3.4* Within an intermediate temperature range the predicted 
dependence Vg^  (T&) does not differ markedly from that predicted by a 
thermal model; in this temperature range the criterion (3.15) is first 
satisfied at the centre of the switching device (i » p/2). At low
and for the values
B = 10 _2d «= 10 cm
and for the electrical conductivity of the form
(3.16)
where <r = 100 cmo
a =
a F, 
2k 5000°K
RECIPROCAI» TEMPERATURE ACCORDING TO TV,E MODEL, CF*
temperatures, however, there is saturation of the V taking place, the 
asymptotic value being Vgth (Tg-> 0) - dF0. In this low temperature
range the critical condition (3.15) is first satisfied at the regions 
near the electrodes (i .» Û, i ■ D) as the switching transition is primarily 
caused by the large value of the electric field at the electrodes.
L I  Two Dimensional Thermal Model
A single dimensional thermal model of switching can only account 
adequately for the situations in which the current density in the switching 
device is uniform, i.e. in which no current constriction into a filament 
takes place. Therefore the 1-D model can only account satisfactorily for 
the initiation of switching. The subsequent transition into the "on"-state 
necessitates the use of, at least, a 2-D model and -ideally a 3-I> model should 
be used for description of the "on"-state. This is one of the reasons for 
a considerable effort which was directed towards the mathematical solution 
of the equations {2.23- 2.26) with appropriate boundary conditions in two 
and three dimensions. Unfortunately, up to the present date this problem 
has not been solved in a satisfactory manner. It is appropriate therefore 
to discuss some of the difficulties encountered in solving the mathematical 
problem.
There is no known analytic method of solution of the system (2.25- 
2.26) with any realistic set of boundary conditions. Koreover, there is, 
to the author's knowledge, no known method of determining the qualitative 
features of the solution (e.g. existence, uniqueness), for a set of boundary 
conditions appropriate to the switching problem. V/hen finite-difference 
methods of solution are employed there occur difficulties connected with
(i) designing the practical numerical technique which would yield 
a numerically stable solution
(ii) the questions of convergence of the approximate solution S(h) 
to the exact solution S as the mesh size h is decreased to
zero.
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The main reasons for the difficulties encountered in the use of 
finite-difference methods rest in the non-linearity of the equations 
(2.25-2.26). At the threshold of switching the heat generation term in 
(2.25) sharply increases and the character of the solution suddenly changes. 
If the computational scheme is not sufficiently stable then spurious 
solutions occur after the threshold value is exceeded. The tendency of 
the computational scheme towards instabilities is not only dependent on the 
character of the equations which it represents but also on the boundary 
conditions imposed. In general, boundary conditions in which values of 
the unknowns are specified on the boundary of the domain of integration 
(Dirichlet problem) will be less likely to render the finite-difference 
scheme susceptible to instabilities than the type of boundary conditions ir. 
which values of the unknowns and/or values of derivatives of the unknowns 
with respect to the normal to the boundary are specified on the boundary 
(mixed and von Neumann problem)' Numerical instability in a finite
difference scheme of a given kind is also generally more likely to occur 
if the scheme is applied to a system of equations rather than to one equation 
only.
Two- and three-dimensional switching problems wer* considered by 
(9-12)several authors' ' who introduced various simplifications in the system 
(2.25 - 2.26) or in the boundary conditions. None of these authors 
describe their methods of solution and therefore critical consideration of 
their solutions is difficult: as explained earlier the considerations of 
the finite-difference scheme and its stability are important in order to 
ensure that the instability in the solution at the switching transition is 
of the physical (or "genuine") and not of the numerical nature, in other 
words that the "switching" is not caused by the divergence of the numerical 
method.
At the present time there is, to the author's knowledge, no method 
of numerical solution of the system (2.25 - 2.26) with any set of realistic
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boundary conditions which is theoretically shown to he stable and 
convergent. Early attempts of the author of this thesis to solve the 
system (2,25 ~ 2.26) with mixed boundary conditions in two dimensions 
resulted in finite-difference schemes which numerically 'exploded" at 
certain values of the applied electric potential although the schemes 
were unconditionally stable if applied to linear equations. It became 
therefore apparent that the speed of convergence of the numerical method 
is an important factor; search for schemes with rapid convergence vas 
made end also the boundary conditions for the system (2.25 - 2.26) were 
limited to the Dirichlet type, A semi-explicit iterative scheme described 
by Gunn'"*^' proved to yield numerically stable solutions. Gunn used the 
scheme for the solution of the equation.
(a,f are given functions, u is unknown) subjected to various boundary 
conditions. Based on the method of Gunn an iterative scheme was developed 
for the solution of the steady state form of the equation (2.26) with 
Dirichlet boundary conditions. For the solution of the heat equation
The domain of integration was a rectangle and cartesian coordinates were 
employed. The potential J> and the temperature T wex-e functions of x and y 
coordinates; thus the problem represented the problem of heating in a block 
infinite in the z-direetion (Fig. 3.5) with electrodes applied to its two 
surfaces ((1) and (2)) and with all its surfaces held at ambient temperature 
T . The values of the potential f on the parts (3) and (4) of the boundary 
were approximated by the function
(this expression is exact if there is a uniform temperature distribution 
in the integration domain). At the begining of the computation T and f 
are approximated by linear distributions and with this zeroth approximation
v(a v u ) = f
(2.25) an iterative method described by Peaceraan and Rachford^^ was used.
(5.20)
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the heat equation (2.25) is solved. The new temperature distribution 
given by the heat equation (2.25) is used in the equation (2.26), solution 
of which gives a new potential distribution used in turn in the heat 
equation. This outer iteration cycle is shown in the block diagram 
(Pig. 5.6).
A computer programme corresponding to the above block diagram appears 
in the Appendix 1. The rates of convergence achieved with this programme 
were comparable with those quoted by Gunn' . (if one operation is 
defined as one outer iteration cycle with the inner iterations performed 
9 times then the initial error norm in the solution (resistance of the 
device) was reduced by the factor 10-“ (10~ ,10~°) in ^ (21,55) operations). 
The conductivity dependence on temperature was assumed of the form 
cr = crQ exp(-G/T) (2.16). Using this programme, several "computer 
experiments" were performed in order to investigate the nature of the 
solution of the two-dimensional switching problem. The basic "experiment" 
aimed at ascertaining the qualitative features of the solution, namely the 
presence of
(i) a current filament,
(ii) a negative differential resistance of the "device",
(iii) a "hysteresis" effect in the solution.
The solutions T(x,y) and y>(x,y) were in all cases smooth "surfaces".
(There were no points in which the solutions would have extreme or 
oscillatory values typical of numerically unstable solutions.) The 
temperature surface was always convex with no inflection points and no 
features which could be interpreted as the hot filament. In this experine 
the applied potential difference Vg = ~ f c (entering the boundary
conditions) was varied whilst all the remaining parameters (e.g. ambient 
temperature, activation energy for conduction) were kept constant. It was 
found that the current through the "device" is always a strictly increasing 
function of the applied potential difference and in this sense there is no
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negative differential ressistance region on the simulated qaasistatic
I - V  characteristic. A similar result has been found by Kaplan and
( 12 )Adler' for 2 - D  problem solved in cylindrical coordinates.
An important new feature (which, to the author's knowledge has not 
been reported in the literature) is the existence of what can be described 
as a "hysteresis" effect in the solution of the 2 - D  problem. The meaning 
of this effect can be seen from Fig. 3.7 where the current through the 
"device" is plotted against the applied potential difference 7_. As theX>
voltage is increased from zero to a certain value V_ = V., there is a£> tn
sharp increase in the current. Above the voltage V_ = 7., the temperaturex> Xil
in the "device" is very high and the resistance of the "device" H is much 
smaller than the "off"-state resistance (V <7^) and is approximately 
constant as the voltage is further increased. If the applied voltage is 
now decreased and the initial temperature and potential distributions 
(zeroth iteration) for each calculation are taken as the final solutions 
of the previous calculation (computer programme cards 246 - 261) it is 
observed that the current through the device remains high for a range of 
voltages below 7 = V and drops to the "off-state value at some voltage 
V ^ V ^ .  Thus it is seen from Fig. 3-7 that for the values of the applied 
potential difference from the range (V^, 7 ^ )  two solutions of the 2-D 
finite-difference problem can exist: one "on" state solution and one 
"off"-state solution depending on the previous "history". The hysteresis 
effect was also observed if saturation into (2.16) was introduced at 
T = 1000°K.
As a consequence of the hysteresis of the I - V  characteristic of
the device the load line I = (7,, - 7)/R can intersect the 1 - 7  curve at
Jj  s
two points. Thus the hysteresis effect could explain the existence of the 
negative differential resistance in a real experimental situation where a 
resistor Rg i s connected in series with the switching device and the simply 
of voltage 7^. If there is a discontinuity between points B and C then
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there will be a jump of the representative point from B to E when the 
voltage VB ie sufficiently increased. It was not possible to ascertain 
by the computer experiments whether the section BC, in fact, exists; it 
appears to be practically vertical: either "on"-state or "off"-state is 
obtained in the neighbourhood of the voltage V^, attainment of any 
intermediate states did not seem possible even when the voltage V vas 
increased by very small increments. Therefore the possibility of 
discontinuous I-V characteristic remains to be verified. For time-dependent 
solutions (which were not considered) the nature of the solutions correspond­
ing to the section BC may be such that the representative point tends to 
move along the load line towards the.intersection with the high current 
branch (E) as soon as the voltage is increased to the extent that the 
load line intersects BC. This would constitute another explanation for 
the observed negative differential resistance region in terms of the 
thermal model.
It has been argued by several authors that the thermal mechanism
cannot
(12)(i) yield a negative differential resistance region' '
or (ii) yields a negative differential resistance region in vMch the
representative point can be stabilized (contrary to experimental 
observations)^  ^ .
Such assertions may seem premature in the light of the results of the 2 - D  
analysis presented in this section. Above all it is possible that even
the 2-D formulation of the problem is still too crude (2-D solutions can 
be qualitatively different from 3-D s o l u t i o n s ^ t h e  boundary conditions 
imposed can also be of an essential importance, the Dirichlet type may be 
unrealistic).
Certain experimental evidence accumulated over the past two years
seem to favour non-thermal interpretations of the switching phenomena and
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this fact must ho the ultimate measure of the usefulness of the thermal 
model of switching. The purpose of this section was, however, to show 
that the thermal model is not fully resolved mathematically and therefore 
it is not possible to discount the thermal theory on the basis of the 
failure of approximated models to account for experimental observations.
ItA Model for the Tire Variation in Switching Parameters
3 .4.1 Variability of Switching Parameters
The performance of a switching device is often described in terms of 
the threshold voltage and the. delay time t^ (defined for a given 
overvoltage V >V„ ). There are other important parameters (e.g. threshold 
and holding currents, "off"-state resistance of the device, etc.), hut the 
following discussion will concern mainly these two basic switching parameters
<vth “ 4 »«>•
Any switching device has a certain finite lifetime during which the 
switching parameters are slowly changing from values which are satisfactory 
for the given purpose to values which are intolerable. Apart from this 
slow and irreversible change in the switching parameters there is in many 
cases observed a considerable variability on a much shorter scale. For 
example, the switching threshold voltage is found to vary from operation to 
operation, the changes being of positive and negative value around some 
average value and appearing to be random at first sight. The variation of 
the delay time t^ is best measured under the application of rectangular 
pulses. The variation is schematically shown in Fig. 3-8 for three application: 
of a rectangular pulse of length t . The variation in threshold voltage is 
more conveniently ineasxired by using a sawtooth waveform (see section 3.4.3« )j 
the tiireshold voltage is then associated with the maximum voltage across 
the device. This also exhibits variation.
v o lto  g e  
a c ro ss  d e v ic e
P ig  .3 .8 .
SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM Of" THE DEVICE RESPONSE 
TO RECTANGULAR PUL.SES.
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3.4.2 Analys.i s of Variability
The most obvious typo of analysis of the variability of the switching 
parameter p (p = t^ or p n V^ )  is the determination of the distribution 
function <^ (p), which, when integrated between two values of its variable 
gives the probability of a switching effect occuring with the values of the 
parameter between the limits, ag.
In this type of analysis the time sequencing of the data is not considered 
and therefore certain information is lost. Noreover, any correlation 
effects present cannot be revealed by this analysis.
When the time sequencing is considered, the switching parameter p is 
labeled by the order number of the switching operation n and a sequence of 
the switching parameters then constitues a discrete time series {p(n)} .
The characterization of the time series is most conveniently achieved by
( -yi 1 ft ^
constructing a correlograir. ' , which is the graph of the quantity
coefficient of a transformed quantity X (X is p (t^ or V .. ) processed to have 
a zero mean) at lag m, brackets < > denote averaging over n.
The function R(m) has a maximum at m = 0 and decreases (or its envelope
is the degree of correlation between subsequent events p(n). The value 
of m = mQ at which R falls by 1/e can be related to a characteristic 
correlation time (for white noise mQ = 0, for completely correlated events 
mQ = oo) and events X (or p) separated by mQ are (on statistical scale) 
correlated, i.e. have some causal connection. Thus the time series
t
probability of switching event with
tdl delay time between t^ , and t^g. (3.21)
against the number m. In (3.22) R(m) denotes the normalized autocorrelation
decreases) with increasing m. The rate of decrease is faster the smaller
analysis can reveal an existing non-statistical (deterministic) component 
in the data which may appear random at first Bicht-
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The Fourier transform of R(m) is denoted by G(k) and can be shown 
to give the spectral power density of the signal represented by the analysed 
sequence p(n) at discrete set of freqtiencies f^ = jjj ^
M = max (m) and t is the sampling internal (e.g. time between successive 
operations of the switching device). A completely random process has a 
flat spectrum (white noise), a periodic process with no random component 
gives a discrete spectrum (G(k)»0 at the fundamental frequencies).
3 . 4 - 5  R e s u lt s  o f  th e  A n a ly s is
Notes This section does not conform to the general layout of the 
thesis given in section 1.5 since the description of experiments and 
presentation of the results is concentrated in Chapter 5* The reason for 
discussing the results at this point is that the theoretical model described 
in the next section (3•4•4) is directly influenced by the results of the 
analysis and therefore for the sake of logical continuity the experimental 
results are described first.
The histograms of the delay times and the threshold voltages of a 
switching device, obtained in an experimental set up shown in Fig. 5*2 3 
and Fig. 5.2V (in Chapter 5) have been found to change with time. The 
number of data points in any one histogram were chosen to be 2043 *= 21  ^
(because of the construction details of the multichannel analyser used). 
After this number of measurements was completed the memory content was 
plotted out by a plotting facility, the memory erased and a new series of 
2048 measurements was commenced.
The time taken to complete one histogram was about 2*j minutes and 
at the frequency used (f = 25 H ), the number of device operations to 
each measurement was —  4000 (the device was still operating during the 
plotting of the histogram). Fig. 3«9 shows a series of 4 histograms 
taken in succession and two features, which were found for both types of 
histograms (y(v.j ) and < p ( ) )can be observed:
aFig .3.3.
CHANQES IN THE DISTRIBUTION OTSWlTCHINq PARAMETER p .  
ORDINATE : a u rb l.tra .ry  u n its .
a b s c i s s a  IV/unit If p r e l a t e s  to  sw itch in g  v o lta g e  
O Snr s/unit If p r e l a t e s  to  d e la y  time.
(j) the existence of more than one maximum in the distribution;
the side peaks started to grow suddenly during measurement 
(ii) the position of the main maximum is clianging with time 
(Pig. 3. ? -a -  3. ?.d).
The results in Pig. 3* 9 indicate that a significant change in the 
distribution occurs over the period of ~10 minutes or over 1.5 x 10^ 
device operations. Over much longer periods of operation (several ho\irs) 
it was found in the case of the delay time histogram that the spread of the 
distribution diminished and also the average delay time shifted co lower 
values. This behaviour is interpreted as an ageing process present in 
the switching device. This means that the process of generating the 
statistical data is not a stationary process.
Over a short time interval, however, the trend in the data can be 
neglected (or removed by a mathematical transformation) and the process 
considered as a quasistationary. The number of pulses examined in the 
time series analysis was of the order of several hundreds. A typical 
record of the threshold voltage variation is shown in Pig. 3-10-?- - d. 
together with the corresponding quantities R(m) and G(k). The rate at 
which the autocorrelation coefficients decrease with the time lag suggests 
that the switching operations spaced less than " 1 5  cycles are correlated.
In the next section we attempt to explain the observed behaviour 
using a model based upon a structural changes in the switching device.
3.4«d Theoretical, model
From the experimental results presented in the previous section it is 
seen that there are two distinct variations in the switching parameters: 
the first one is a relatively slow gradual change or ageing occurring 
during the whole life of the device, the second is a rapid variation occurring 
from operation to operation.
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The first behaviour can be attributed to some irreversible or 
semi-reversible (a large current pulse can "cure" the device temporarily) 
mechanism like electrode material diffusion into the active layer of the 
device or crystallization nr phase separation in the active region, whereas 
the rapid variation can be associated with small reversible changes in the 
size or a number of small crystallites or phase separated regions. The 
plausibility of this assumption is supported by
(i) the existence of a forming process which always occurs when a 
virgin device is being operated for the first time, exhibiting a 
certain change (generally a decrease) in the switching parameters 
followed by a relative stabilization,
(ii) the experimental indication that there is no sharp division between 
the threshold and memory type of switching behaviour. Aged threshold 
devices often show behaviour resembling the memory action.
(iii) the experiments in which a memory device is operated as a threshold 
device using extremely short (ns) pulses for excitation (Thcmas et 
al., ref. 0). Kicrocrystallites of needle-like shape have been
observed in such devices. These devices also show about 1
(19)scatter in their switching parameters'
(iv) the finding that the resistance of a threshold device changes 
slightly after each switching operation^ \
(v) the slow gradual ageing of bulk threshold devices (thicker devices 
age more readily) attributed to crystallization. A large current 
pulse can cure (temporarily) the device, similarly as a reset pulse 
applied to a memory device.
The autocorrelograms in Fig. 3.10 show a decay by a factor of 1/e in 5-10 
steps of the lag m. This suggests a causal connection between subsequent 
fluctuations in the swiidling parameters of the device. In some cases 
(Fig. 3-10-a,b) the autocorrelograms seem to follow a kind of (»dilatory
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dependence, this will he discussed later. The natural question which 
now arises is what is the mechanism responsible for the causal connection 
between the fluctuations.
(17)There are several tools of statistical inference' such as the 
method of trend and moving averages, the method of hidden periodicities, 
the functional approach or the approach involving autoregression analysis. 
The choice between these methods depends on the shape of the correlogram, 
on the nature of the expected mechanism responsible for the fluctuations 
and, to a certain extent, on intuition.
For the problem in hand, the assumption that an autoregressive process
is responsible for the observed behaviour seemed to be the most plausible
one. The autoregressive process is a representation of a system changing
under its own internal forces which, being damped, are regenerated by a
,(20)stream of random external perturbations' If we assume that the state
of the switching device after the n-th operation can be represented by x^ 
then the autoregressive process is formally characterized as
xn + 1 = F( V X1... V W  — , V rB + 1} * Xn s<rn (3«24)
where F is an operator and r represents a discrete random variable. Thus
the (n + 1 )-st value of the switching parameter x depends on its previous 
values (deterministic component of F) and a random variable r (non-deterministic 
component of F).
In most practical applications F is a linear form of the variables 
and then the values of x are said to be generated by a linear autoregressive 
system. If the linear function F is a function of only one variable,
r then the values of x will form a non-correlated time series. A
physical example of such a situation is the statistical variation of the 
delay times in the occurence of an electrical discharge in gas after the 
application of a sufficiently high voltage to the electrodes 
is associated with the occurence of critically ionizing particles
The variation 
(2 1), which
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is a random process, and the operation of the discharge tube is independent
of the preceding operations. In the other extreme, if F depends on the
deterministic component only, the performance of the system will be
completely predictable, deterministic. It should be noted that F can
represent a whole process, e.g. a solution of a differential equation, the
variables of F acting as parameters in the initial or boundary conditions.
However, the problem (5*24) has been solved in general only in the case
(17 22)where F is a linear function' ’ '.
In particular, let us consider the linear autoregressive system
x . «= nx + x (1 - a) + r . (3.25)n + 1 n eq' ' n + 1 w  '
where 0 < a <■ 1 is a number. If there are no random perturbations r 
on the right-hand-side of the recurrence formula (3*25) it is a matter of 
a simple calculation to show that the values of x will tend exponentially 
to the equilibrium value xeq
(x - x ) a11 + x 0 eq' eq (3*26)
where x q is the initial value of x. If there are random perturbations
present in (3-25) it can be shewn that the theoretical values of the
autocorrelations of the series corrected for zero mean (subtract ifeq
<r> = 0) are given by
R(m) - a" (3.27)
It is seen that R(m) falls by a factor of 1/e »*0.37 in m = nQ steps, 
where
a = exp(-l/nQ) (3-20)
Thus the correlation in the time series (3.25) increases as the rate of 
return of the system (3.26) to equilibrium (displaced by a single 
perturbation ( x q  - x e q ) )  decreases.
It can be shown^^ that if (3.26) is replaced by the law of damped 
oscillations
xn “ (xn ~ Xf,J cos (:’n) exP ("n/n ) (3.29)
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then the autocorrolograin of the time series with the random perturbations 
of the additive type (3*25) also exhibits a damped oscillation with very 
nearly the same frequency«»). This illustrates that the shape of the 
autocorrelogram is intimately connected with the properties of the generating 
autoregressive system.
Having introduced the basic concepts of regression analysis we now 
turn to the consideration of a possible mechanism by which a sins-le 
perturbation in the state of a switching device would diminish over 
nQ = 5<~10 switching operations and would show some kind of oscillation
(not necessarily of the kind (3.29)), in order to explain the shape of the 
autocorrelograms in Pig. 3»10.
Let us assume that the state of the switching device can be characterized
by a single scalar quantity: the volume fraction of conducting crystallites
or phase-separated regions inside a semiconducting ncn-crystalline matrix
of a switelling device. The plausibility of such an assumption has been
discussed to a certain extent at the begining of this section. The switching
parameters t^ and V+^ will depend on the volume fraction (denoted by x) in
some way which we do not exactly specify. The behaviour of the switching
device may, for instance, depend on one or more regions like that in Fig. 3*11•
The current path is interrupted by the gaps between the conducting regions.
There may exist a series or a parallel (or both) connections of these regions
and we assume that the switching parameters t^ and will depend on the
volume fraction x of the conducting phase. As we are dealing only with
small changes in x around the equilibrium value, the functions t^(x) and 
. . *
^ttvX ofm *,e replaced by linear relationships and xhus the changes in t^ 
and will be proportional to the changes in x. Now as the following 
regression analysis is invariant with respect to linear transformation, 
having determined the statistical behaviour of x we shall be able to apply 
the result directly to the behaviour of the switching parameters t^ and V^.
* for a possible functional dependence see reference
T ig , 3.11.
POSSIBLE STRUCTURAL CHAMQES INI THE SWITCHING DEVICE .
F ig , 3 .12.
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN ÇROWTH RATE,g  ,VOLUME FRACTION,x, 
AND EFFECTIVE TEMPERATURE ,T (SCHEMATIC).
DEFINITION OF TIME INTERVALS DURING APPLICATION OF
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The equilibrium value of the volume fraction x may depend, on many
parameters such as the stress developed as a result of different specific
volumes of the two phases present, electric field applied to the device,
rate of cooling at the end of a switching cycle; mode of operation, etc.
For the sake of simplicity we assume that the changes in the volume fraction
and its equilibrium value depend on one parameter only, namely the effective
temperature T in the switching device during operation (T is not necessarily
the physical temperature). Y/e further assume that the dependence of the
growth-rate g of the conducting phase on the effective temperature is given
by Fig. 5*12., i»e. below some equilibrium temperature T the growth-rateeq
is positive and above this temperature the growth-rate is negative. The 
shape of the function g(T) in Fig. 3*12 schematically represents the 
relationship
g(T) = A exp(-b./T)(T -T) (3-30)
which holds in cases where the mass transfer is determined by thermally 
activated diffusion. The effective temperature T of the switching device 
during operation (i.c. when there is an applied voltage) is assumed to 
increase with the volume fraction x of the conducting phase as the heat 
dissipated in the device during the application of the switching pulse is 
proportional to the conductanc.e of the device. The schematic graph of 
T •= T(x) is given in the lower part of Fig. 3*12.
Let us now calculate how the volume fraction x changes with time 
when a d.c. voltage is applied to the switching device with ari initial 
volume fraction x q ( x q  « x ga). We approximate the functions g = g(T) and 
T = T(x) by linear relationships for small changes of T and x around their 
equilibrium values
g(T) = c (T - T) o o  (3.31)
and
'f(x) = k(x - x ) + T' ' v eq' eq k > o (3-32)
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Combining (3.31 ) and (3*32) one gets Too.' the growth rate
g = —  = - ke(x - x )° dt v eq/
Sol/ing this for x with the initial condition x(o) = x q gives 
x(t) - (xq - x0(i) exp (-kct) + xeq
(3.33)
(3.34)
Thus an initial perturbation in the value of the volume fraction
1/kc »  t , the length of time for which the device remains in the "on"- 
state at each application of the excitation pulse (see Fig. 3.1? For
is in the "on"-state during a single operation (this time varies from 
operation to o;-ration and it is the basis of a more refined analysis 
outlined below, see (3-44))> by the volume fraction at the begining of 
the n-th "cn"-state, then using (3*34) we can calculate the volume fraction 
at the end of the n-th "on"-state:
During the subsequent n-th "cooling-off" period the volume fraction will
temperature will decrease through the values for which the growth-rate is 
positive. This increase is given by
where T(t) is the function describing the change of temperature with time
during the cooling-off period at. From Fig. 3.13 ib Fs seen that
At = tg + t^(n + 1). The delay time of the (n + l)-st switching pulse
definition). If we denote by t o the average time for which the device
somewhat increase from x"n + 1 to the value of xn + 1 because the effective
o
will depend on the volume fraction at the begining of the (n + 1)-st pulse
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said so will the duration of the (n + l)-st "on"-state, see relation (5•44)» 
for the time being let us neglect this second order effect assuming that 
tg»td and regarding a x  to be constant. Then the volume fraction xn + 
at the begining of the (n + 1)-st "on"-state is given in terms of the 
volume fraction x at the begining of the n-th "on"-state (one operation 
earlier) by the relationship
If we now postulate the existence of random fluctuations in the volume 
fraction, occurring after each switching operation and being of the additive 
type (3.25), then introducing these fluctuations rn into (3.37) gives
fluctuations in (3.39) can be physically interpreted by considering the 
statistical nature of mass transfer. The changes in the volume fraction 
are determined by the diffusion process which is a macroscopic aspect of 
the microscopic motion of atoms and this contains a certain degree of
of mass are involved in the mass transfer, then the randomness of the 
microscopic motion will be manifested in the random fluctuations of the 
macroscopic rate of mass transfer. The degree of manifestation of these 
effects in switching devices may be considerably increased if the shape of 
the conducting regions (Fig. 3.11) involves sharp tips or edges pointing in 
the direction of the applied electric field. In this case, which is likely 
to occur if the electric field enhances the diffusion process (c.f. references 
(26 30) cilap-ter 2), small changes in the shape of the tips or edges can
* Note: (3.39) can be made formally identical with (3.25) by writing -
xn + 1 A x  + x (1 - A) + AXn an ' 'n eq (3.37)
where
A (3-38)
xn + 1
which represents a linear autoregressive process. The postulated random
randomness (Brownian motion). If short time intervals and small volumes
a = A
/ * a r\
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produce large effects on the switching parameters of the device (e.g. via 
field emission from the sharp edges). Thus the diffusion mass transfer 
can be considered as the cause of random fluctuations in the volume fraction 
of material transferred per unit time. (A diffusion process has been 
considered, albeit in a different context, as a cause of stochastic variation 
by Richardson^"^).
A possible competing model leading to an autoregressive scheme of the
type (3.39) and not involving structural changes could be based on the
(?6)observations reported by Lee st al' . These authors observed that the 
resistance of the switching device increases to a steady value for consider­
able periods of time (minutes) after a switching operation; the final 
resistance of the device can fluctuate by a few per cent. Lee et al 
attribute these fluctuations to the redistribution of residual charge in 
the traps (although they also admit the possibility of minor structural 
changes); the distribution of the charge in the traps influences the 
transport properties and therefore the resistance of the device. The 
random fluctuations in the resistance of the device are then the consequence 
of the stochastic nature of the diffusion and trapping of the residual 
charge after switching operations. It is possible that a combined 
structural and electronic effect could account, for the existence of random 
fluctuations in the scheme (3*39) but this was not considered in the present 
work.
Let us now turn to the implications of equation (3»39)» Comparison 
between (3.28), (3.33) and (3.40a) enables the lag number nQ (at which the 
value of the autocorrelation coefficient of the process (3*39) falls by
1/e) to be expressed in terms of the parameters of the model:
1
k c t (3.41)oneq
By choosing the values k = 100°K, c = 1°K  ^ and t « 2 ms oneoneq
a R ( m )
Low overvoltage regime
V$= 2 0 0  V
High overvoltage regime
V$= 4 0 0  V
\u^vyrr>^v-^-rT>^
30 4 0 50
Fig .3.14.
e x p e r i m e n t a l , a u t o c o r r e l o g r a m s  o p  t h e  t im e - s e r i e s
or TH R E SH O LD  V O L T A G E S  FOR TWO REGIM ES OF
OPERATIO N .
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obtains no = 5 in agreement with observation (vig. 3.11), but in view of
the uncertainty in the values of k, c, only qualitative conclusions can
bo drawn from (3*41 )• For example, as the average time of the "on"-state
is increased, the degree of autocorrelation in the time series of switching
parameters should decrease (faster return to equilibrium, smaller nQ; see
note following (3.28)). In the regime of high overvoltage operation the
delay times are small and therefore — $*■ tp (Fig. 3.14); on the other
hand in the regime of small overvoltages the delay times v/ill be large and
*oneq w -^*- BraaH *  Thus according to the relationship (3-41 ) a larger
autocorrelation in the time series of switching parameters is expected in
the regime of smaller overvoltages. This seems to be confirmed by
experiment. In Fig. 3*15 two autocorrelograms are shown of the tine series
of threshold voltages for one device operated by a sinusoidal excitation
waveform of the amplitude of V - 200 V and V -- 400 V. In the latter cases s
(large overvoltage) it is seen that the correlation effects are absent (or 
much less pronounced). The mean square variation in the series is much 
smaller in the case of the large overvoltage regime; this is thought to 
be due to a greater heating of the switching device and therefore smaller 
"shunting" resistance which is "connected in parallel" to the resistance 
between the conducting regions of Fig. 3*12 (c.f. ^ ^ ) .  Other possible 
tests of the result (3.41) could be based on the variation of the constants 
k,c v/ith ambient temperature. The constants are expected to increase with 
ambient temperature and therefore the correlation in the time series should 
decrease with ambient temperature. Experiments of this type, however, were 
not carried out.
3.4.5 Summary and discussion
The theoretical model elaborated in the preceding section attempts to 
explain the experimentally observed correlation in the time series of switching
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n + 1 a1 xn + a2 xn-1 + a5 xn- 2 + a x  . + a . s n-s+1 s+1
parameters in terms of a process involving structural changes in the 
switching device. A simple linear autoregressive scheme has been employee' 
as the tool of statistical inference. Using this linear autoregressive 
model (3.37) it is possible to explain why the observed autocorrelogram 
R(m) decays by the factor of 1/e in nQ steps and this number of steps can 
be related to the model parameters by (3.41)» which relation also permits 
an experimental test of the validity of the model.
The linear autoregressive scheme does not explain why R(m) should 
exhibit oscillations. In fact, no one term linear autoregressive scheme 
(3.25) with o<a*1 can yield an oscillating autocorrelogram. Two - or 
more (s-) term linear autoregressive scheme 
x.
could yield an oscillatory autocorrelogram but employing such a scheme 
would mean admitting a direct causal connection between the behaviour of 
the device at a given (n + 1)-st operation and its state after two or more 
(s>2) preceding operations. This is not possible in the framework of the 
simple model of structural change presented in this section, which assumes 
that the structure of the device does not change with time after completion
of a switching operation (the model does not depend on t (Fig. 3-13)
€>
providing this is sufficiently large). If this assumption is relaxed then 
a linear (or non-linear) scheme with more than one variable (s>2) could be 
elaborated; this line was not pursued in the present vork. However, the 
possibility that the oscillatory behaviour of the autocorrelogram (Fig.
3.10 •a,b) could be explained by a one-term non-linear autoregressive scheme 
of the type
~n+1
(3.42)
A. jtn + 1 f(x ) + r . ' n' n + 1 (3.43)
f ... non-linear function of xn
vías considered in some detail. In the derivation of (3-37) the effect of 
the volume fraction x (n-th state of the device) on the delay time t,n Vo
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and the duration tQn of the "on”-state of the subsequent operation
was neglected. We can take this effect into account by assuming a linear 
relationship
where d>o, since the volume fraction x >x means a smaller resistancen eq
of the device and therefore greater heat dissipation during the delay period,
and hence lengthening of the "on"-state duration. If (5.44) is substituted
be reflected in the autocorrelogram of the series (3.45) with random 
disturbances r „ added to its right hand side. There is, to the 
authors' knowledge, no theory which would predict the autocorrelograia 
directly from the quadratic autoregressive scheme, but it would be possible 
to use computer simulation of the series and determine the parameters in 
(3*45) which would give the best agreement between the simulated and 
observed autocorrelograms.
However, before going into such sophisticated analysis it should be 
made clear whether the oscillatory behaviour of the experimentally obtained 
autccorrelograms in Fig. 3.10. does not, in fact, arise from some trend in 
the time series of the switelling parameters. In section 3.4« 3 it was
mentioned that 1 trend was observed in the behaviour of the switching parameters
(5.44)
shortening of the delay time (according to impulse thermal model of switching),
into (3.35) and the exponentials exp(-kcd(xn - x )) approximated by 
(1 ~ kcd(xR - x )) then it is possible to show that the linear scheme 
(3*37) becomes a quadratic one
xn + 1 'n ' eq' n ' eq
(3.45)
which reduces to (3.37) for d = o. This series will oscillate finitely if
(22)as shown by Chaundy and Phillips' . This oscillatory behaviour would
suik a
re
and this could be responsible for the osci31atory behaviour of the auto­
correlograms or for any other features in the autocorrelograms extending
this
over long ranges of the lag number m. (On the other hand(trend in the
data would influence the behaviour of the spectral power density G(k) at
small frequencies). The exponential decay of the autocorrelations is
expected not to be affected very much by possible trends in the data and
therefore the validity of the analysis made in this section should not be
altered even if a slow trend is found in the data. Linear trend removal
was performed ,on a number of experimental data and in some cases this
affected the shape of the autocorrelograms, but a more detailed analysis
a
would be required in order to ascertain the presence of(trend in the time 
series of switching parameters ~1 O'* long. Apart from the analysis of a 
trend in the series the possible effect of the length of the series on the 
autocorrelogram should be investigated; longer samples (time series) may 
yield statistically more reliable autocorrelograms.
The presence of the structural changes of the type postulated in this 
section (Fig. 3»12) is not, or course, proved by the ability of the model to 
account for ohe experimental observations. It can be shown that the 
interaction between the glass transition temperature Tg and the rate of 
cooling of the device at the end or a switching operation (see relationship 
(2.2)) can constitute the basis of an autoregressive system (3.24). In this 
case it is again the structural changes in the device which cause variation 
and autocorrelation in the time series of switching parameters, but they 
ara of a different kind than the structural changes postulated in the present 
model. An outline of a competing "non-structural" mechanism was given on 
page 92. It would be difficult to decide experimentally .between the present 
model and the two models just mentioned, because the degree of correlation 
predicted by all three models would change with the experimental parameters 
(ambient temperature, overvoltage) in a similar manner. However, there are 
a number of independent observations suggesting the plausibility of the 
assumptions ir.ado in the present model and it is therefore preferred.
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CHAPTER 4
MATERIAL AND DEVICE PREPARATION
4.1 Introduction
In principle, there are three basic methods of preparation of 
non-crystalline materials. In the first method (i) a film is deposited 
onto a substrate, i.e. the layer of material is built from zero thickness. 
In the other methods bulk quantities of the material are involved, usually 
employing some kind of melting procedure. Two possibilities can then 
arise; either (ii) the solidified ingot is non-crystalline and is then 
fabricated in the required way, or (iii) it is crystalline and has to be 
disordered by neutron bombardment or by shockwave treatment or by other 
means combined with some method of fabrication as in (ii). Puring this 
fabrication the thickness of the region of interest is reduced. The first 
two methods ((i) and (ii)) are the most commonly employed.
The geometry and other essential features of a switching device 
are thus intimately connected with the method of preparation. There are 
thin film devices with the thicknesses of the active region of the order 
of a micrometer as opposed to thick devices which employ a layer of 
fabricated bulk material more than 10yum thick. There appears to be a 
certain thickness 'gap1 between the two classes which is difficult to 
bridge, and, what may be more important, the structures of the glasses on 
the two sides of the thickness gap may be different even for nominally the 
same composition due to the different methods of preparation^^. Thus it 
is difficult at present to compare many aspects of the switching in thin 
and thick devices. This will be discussed further in Chapter 7- In 
the present section we briefly review the methods of preparation of non­
crystalline materials.
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4.1.1 Methods of Thin Film Preparation
These methods can he divided into two large classes
(i) physical methods
(ii) physico-chemical methods
The basic representative of a physical method is the simple
evaporation technique in which the starting material in bulk form is melted
in vacuo and the vapours of the material are condensed onto a substrate
whose temperature is ideally controllable. This method requires
the
modification if a multicomponent material is to be deposited, ^components of
which have different rates of evaporation. For example, during the
preparation of a thin film of so-called Ovshinsky chalcogenide glass (or
STAG (Si-Te-As-Ge) glass) containing silicon, As, Te and Ge, the rate of
evaporation of Si is about half that of the rest of the components.
Refinements are therefore needed to enable the final composition of the
film to be controlled. This can be, in principle, achieved by evaporating
(4 5)each component from a different boat kept at different temperatures' ’ .
A different technique from boat evaporation is the flash evaporation 
technique where a rapid vaporization is achieved by dropping the bulk 
material onto a hot surface. Resulting vapours are condensed onto the 
substrate, the condensate having then a composition which is closer to the 
starting bulk material than in the case of slow heating.
In the third method belonging to group (i) drops of the molten start­
ing material are dropped or projected onto a cold surface and thus cooled
rapidly (6 ) It was possible to prepare amorphous metals, substances most
difficult to obtain of all, in an arrangement involving an electromagnetically
(7)operated jaws in which the flying droplet is squeezed' '. Unfortunately 
the volume of the material produced by splat cooling is insufficient for 
use in device fabrication.
To the second group (ii) belongs a method of reactive sputtering^0’^
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where one or more components deposited on the substrate originate from 
a gas phase present in the evaporation chamber. The chemical reaction 
may be accomplished by causing a controlled r.f. discharge in the gas.
(e.g. Si prepared from silane gas).
Finally a method of electrodeposition was used for the preparation 
of non-crystalline semiconductors in which the material is deposited on 
the cathode in a suitable electrolyte (solution of GeCl^ in C.H^OlOg in 
case of Ge^^. )
It is interesting to consider the rate of cooling in the method of
thir. film preparation. II can exceed the rates of cooling entailed in
9 othe fastest methods of melt quenching (~107 C/s ) by several orders of
magnitude^^’^  A rough estimate of the rate of loss of kinetic energy
-I. 66* 10** 1. 23 * 10 11
jS. kT.j of an atom of Ge (with mass m ■= 72.59 x 1.66^-2‘tg = 1.23^Q-22g)
impinging onto a substrate at temperature can be made by assuming that
the excess kinetic energy is lost during n collisions which are equally
spaced (by A) and take place every t seconds. Assuming that the average
ll 5k 7t —T Tvelocity v of the atom during collisions is given by _  ( 1 2)
a o ' m » 2then by inserting numerical values (T.-T0) « 600 K and A= 10A., v is
W  -1  -12estimated at~3.n4cms and t = X = 3»10 s. If it is assumed thatTU a y
n *= 10 the effective rate of cooling is then T1~T2 ^,2.101  ^°Ks”^.
nta
(This can be by one or two orders of magnitude higher or lower principally
due to the uncertainty in A. and n.) Therefore substances can be prepared
in non-crystalline state which would never form a glass by melt quenching.
These are, for example, amorphous Ge and Si. There are reports of
properties of amorphous Ge and amorphous Si appearing in the literature
which show an enormous variability and often contradictions between results
( 1 2 )of even one laboratory . This irreproducibility of some materials in 
thin film form is undoubtedly connected with the method of preparation. 
Properties of materials prepared in bulk are much more easily reproducible.
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4.1.2 General Remarks on Device Preparation
When the existing state and the trends of the development of the 
devices produced by the electronic industry are considered it is realised 
that the thin film devices play the primary l'ole. If, therefore, the 
switching devices are ever to find their application in the way which 
would complement the conventional crystalline semiconductors of today, it 
will have to be in the thin film form to ensure production compatibility.
Also the possible application of non-crystalline semiconductors for 
information storage, which seems feasible and promising at the time of 
writing this thesis (see also section 1.4), would take place in the thin 
film form.
Having thus pointed out that the possible applications of the switch­
ing effect are most likely to occur in "thin film form", it needs to be 
emphasised that bulk devices are essential to the experimental physicists 
in order to carry out the basic research and gain understanding of the 
mechanisms of switching. Some of the reasons (reproducibility of the 
material) was discussed in the preceding section.
Both thin and thick switching devices employ materials having 3,4,5 
or more components of: Te,As,Ge,Si,Se,S,In,Sb, etc.
In reviewing the development of the switching devices during the 
past 4 years one cannot avoid mentioning the products of the firm Energy 
Conversion Devices (Troy, Michigan) , which are available commercially.
The first switching devices produced by ECD are called DO-7 and 
consist essentially of two carbon hemispheres coated with~0.5jm active 
layer of the six component glass and pressed together by a spring loaded 
mechanism. These devices are used now mainly for basic research.
In 1971 ECD introduced a first serious application of the memory 
effect in the RK-256 device. This is a "read mostly" memory array 
consisting of 16 x 16 * 256 switching devices accommodated on an area of
* S.R. Ovshinsky is a dix'ector of ECD.
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p0.1 cm which can be electronically addressed and their state altered 
or read. Further similar devices are being currently developed by EGD 
(which in turn stimulates the interest in switching) and details can be 
found e.g. in (13?14). The section through a typical thin film switching 
device is in Fig. 4.1.&. The active area of the device is defined by a 
20 ^im pore in the alumina laver. The pore is produced by photofabrication 
(for details concerning photofabrication see section 4«5)* The electrode 
material in contact with the active material was chosen as molybdenum 
which proved experimentally to be least diffusive in the chalcogenide 
glasses.
While the design of the thin film devices does not vary much from 
the one shown in Fig. 4-1-a the design of the switching devices reported 
in the literature employing bulk material shows much greater variability 
and flexibility. These are devices made simply by contacting the layer 
of the switching material by two wires from one (coplanar) or both sides^1^ ,  
devices with large area electrodes prepared by evaporation^1^ ’1^  or 
combinations of the two methods (Fig. 4.?)- Switching devices using 
transition metal oxide glasses were succesfully prepared by the following 
method. A platinum wire is heated and immersed into the molten glass so 
that it is covered with a layer of material. A second wire is then 
placed at right angles to the coated wire and a droplet of glass is applied 
to the crossing point so the net result is two wires immersed in a bead of 
active switching material (Fig. 4«2.d). A variation of this method is 
shown in Fig. 4.2.e where two wires separated by a gap (in the axial 
direction) were embedded in a drop of glass^1® ’1^ ^or Selenium)^
Both bulk and thin film devices can be classified according to the 
geometry into sandwich and coplanar structures.
The sandwich structures have the advantage of the possibility of 
defining exactly the active area of the device (window or pore) and of 
not introducing sharp edges which introduce an unknown factor in the
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strength of the electric field.
The coplanar structures have the advantage of rendering the device 
accessible to inspection by microscopy during switching, of enabling the 
ac'.ive layer to be irradiated (unless transparent electrodes are used in 
the sandwich structure) and of enabling the detection of any radiation or 
other emission from the active layer. This .fas the reason for choosing 
the coplanar structure in the present work (section 4*5)- Another reason 
was that several devices could be prepared on one disc of chalcogenide glass.
Finally a remark on the construction of switching devices employing 
liquid semiconductors can be made. These devices are most conveniently 
small cells (several cm^) containing two electrodes immersed in the active 
liquid semiconductor^^. The discussion of three terminal devices is 
limited to a short remark in Chapter 7»
4.2 Preparation of Chalcogenide Glasses
4.2.1 I'ethod
The batches of 15 to 25 0 of chalcogenide glasses were prepared by
melting in sealed silica ampoules (Fig. 4*3)* Several compositions
were prepared but most of the work was done using the four component glass
which is most stable (see Table 4.1)• The properties of the elements used
in the preparation of the glasses are given in Table 4.2. They were 
*obtained commercially ir the form of powder, granules or lumps of purity 
better them 99• 9995^ - After the original packages of the chemicals were 
openV^the containers were stored in a desiccator containing silicagel to 
reduce contamination of the chemicals by air and moisture. In some cases 
the raw materials had to be crushed to reduce the size of tne grains or 
lumps which would not otherwise feed through the neck of the ampoule.
This crushing took place in a mortar and could cause an increase in the 
impurity content owing to the particles ground off the mortar (porcelain)
* from Koch-Light Ltd., Colnbrook, Bucks, England.
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and to exposure to the atmosphere. The former is probably less important 
than the second kind of contamination as the ceramic particles would be 
chemically inactive in the chalcogenide glass. The significance of 
oxygen contamination is not fully understood (a chalccgenide glass has 
been sucessfully prepared by using TeO^ instead of Tev ') and therefore 
the time of crushing and other necessary exposure to air was kept to a 
minimum.
Table 4.1 Glasses Prepared
Atomic °!> Weight %
Binary
As-Te 40.0-60.0 28.1-71.9
Te-Si 80.0-20.0 94.8- 5.2
Te-P 95.0- 5.0 98.7- 1.3
Ternary
As-Te-Ge 34.3-54.3-11.4 24.9-67.1-8.0
Quaternary
As-Te-Ge-Fe 14.8-80.2- 4.0- 1.0 9.5-87.5- 2.5- i
As-Te-Ge-Si 30.0-47.4-10.0-12.6 23.9-64.5- 7 .7- :
* Ovshinsky composition or so called STAG.
Table 4.2 Properties of Elements used in Preparation of Chalcogenide Glasses
Element At.
Ho.
At.
Weight
Valency M.P.(°c) Vap.pressure at 1000°C 
(atm)
B.P.(6c) Densityg/cnr AllowedToxicity
level
mg/nr
As 33 74.92 3,5 814 75 5.73 0.5
Si 14 28.10 4 1420 negligible 2355 2.33 -
Te 52 127.60 2,4,6 450 1.2 990 6.24 0.1
Ge 32 72.59 2,4 937 negligible 2830 5.32 -
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The silica ampoules in which the elements were melted (see Fig. 4»3) were 
subjected to a multistage cleaning procedure. They were first cleaned 
with a solvent (acetone) followed by a short flush with 2/o hydrofluoric 
acid and a thorough wash in distilled water. They were then dried in an 
electric furnace at a maximum temperature of 400°C and left to cool at the 
natural rate of the furnace to room temperature.
The weighing of the elements and their feeding into the ampoules 
took place in f. nitrogen glove-box. The cleaned SiC>2 ampoules, starting 
elements, the balance and other accessories were placed into the glove box 
through which a flow of nitrogen was passed for 24 hours prior to and during 
weighing. The errors involved in the weighing out of the amounts of the 
elements were ± 5 mg.
The constituents were mixed thoroughly in a glass container before 
feeding through the neck into the ampoule. The nitrogen atmosphere in 
the filled ampoule was maintained by means of a vacuum valve. This also 
permit+ed connection of the ampoule to a pumping unit which had a facility 
of a controlled inlet of an inert gas (see Fig. 4*4).
The ampoule was evacuated 4 times to 10 ^torr, each time flushed 
with dry argon. During the final evacuation the ampoule was moderately 
heated (~120°C) to remove water vapour from the surfaces of the grains of 
raw materials. Finally the ampoule was filled with a reduced pressure of 
argon and sealed with an oxyacetylene torch. The presence of argon in 
the ampoule is believed to reduce the diffusion of oxygen through the 
silica wall of the ampoule during the period of melting.
The melting was carried out in a tube furnace (made by Carbolite 
Company) having a tube 40 cm long, 7«5 cm in diameter and a hot zone 20 cm 
long. The furnace was mounted on a trolley which was movable on a rail 
to enable withdrawal of the ampoule holder from the furnace. The ampoule 
was attached by Ni-Cr wire in a stainless steel tube attached at an angle
( i~ 0 6 c m
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TYPICAL SILICA AMPOULE: USED FOR MELTIlsiq.
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Fig. 4,4.
SYSTEM USED FOR EVACUATlONJ AND FILLING  THE 
AMPOULES WITH INERT Q AS .
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H
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~15° to a rotating shaft powered by an electric motor. This facilitated 
stiring of the ampoule contents during melting as the ampoule was subjected 
to a rotation about an axis not equal to its own.
The melting temperature was 1000°C controllable to within 10°C and 
the melting times were 3-24 hours. The ampoule was inserted and rotated in 
the furnace when the furnace was already switched on. The fastest rate 
at which the melting temperature could be reached was 24°C/min but usually 
the control of the furnace was set in such a way as to achieve an average 
temperature rise of approximately 8°C/min in order to dissolve the components 
without building up a large vapour pressiire (this point is discussed later).
At the end of the melting stage the furnace was moved aside to expose 
the ampoule holder. The stirring was stopped and the stirring mechanism 
was tilted so as to bring the axis of the ampoule to the vertical position.
A flow of compressed air was then directed onto the ampoule holder which 
was cooled to room temperature in several minutes.
The ampoule was opened by cutting a longitudinal slot in the wall 
around the ampoule which was then split in two and the ingot of chalcogenide 
glass was removed.
The probability of obtaining a usable product by the technique just 
described was quite low, something like 1/6. In the following sections 
methods of testing the quality of the ingot, problems in the preparation 
and suggestions for improvement are given.
4.2.2 Tests of the Quality of the Chalcorcnidc Glass. Problems.
The ingots of chalcogenide glass (Fig.4.5) were examined by several method
M1 visual inspection
M2 fracture and visual inspection of the fracture surface
M5 cutting a slice and examining its polished surface
M4 measuring the electrical resistance of the ingot (a rough 
informative measurement by two probes spared ~1 cm)
F i q . 4 . 5 .
E X A M PL E S or A S  -  QUENJCHED M A T E R IA L S .
(a) Q lass showing concho ic la l f r a c t u r e
(b) P o ly e r y s ta lU n e  m a te r ia l  ( d e f e c t  D1 , fv  .1 0 8 )
(c) G lassy mo.teri.al with internal bubbles Coiefect 04')
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M5 x-ray powder analysis
M6 Electronic transmission microscopy and diffraction.
All the tests except for M6 wore done as a matter of routine to
ascertain whether the ingot was crystalline or amorphous and a degreo of
its quality. Already the first visual inspection could reveal the state
of the ingot. Crystalline ingots had a typical metallic appearance, were
electrical
ductile, difficult to fracture and had high conductivity corresponding 
to metallic conduction. The fracture surface showed a typical polycrystali.ine 
morphology.
Apart from crystallinity which occured with the probability of ~1/10 
there were other defects in the material encountered, given in the following 
lists
1)1 Material Poly cry stai line
D2 Material Amorphous but very weak mechanically 
D5 Material had "mat" fracture surface
D4 Polished section revealed small bubbles in the material 
X>5 Surface of the ingot was not clean, some undissolved material 
free in the ampoule or trapped between the v/all of the ampoule 
and the ingot ('slag' present).
Thè second defect occurred much more frequently; the degree of 
weakness was judged by the behaviour of the ingot during handling and 
preparation of specimen. For most measurements the ingots had to be cut 
into slices (as described later). During this procedure the brittleness 
was manifested to the greatest extent but some ingots broke up into small 
lumps already during the removal of the ingot from the ampoule and could 
not be used further. In some cases the mechanical weakness was demonstrated 
by the appearance of hair-line cracks in thin chalcogenide glass slices 
bonded to a substrate by the epoxy resin 'Araldite'. Although the
manufacture!’ claims that no stresses are developed in the epoxy resin
( 2 2 )during its polymer!zat'’ on it was shown by an independent experiment'
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that stress is developed during the setting of the glue and this caused 
cracking of very thin bonded slices.
The reasons for the defect 1)2 are seen in the finite rate of cooling 
of the ampoule after melting during which thermal stresses are set up in 
the ingot. Attempts to remove the stresses by annealing were described 
in (24) but this was not pursued in the present work.
The ingots which exhibited the mat fracture surface are thought to 
contain small regions of ordering, probably due to a partial phase separation 
or crystallization. The x-ray powder test showed sometimes sharp lines 
superimposed on a ring structure which was somewhat less diffuse than in 
the case of an "ideal" ingot. The electron diffraction in 100kV microscope 
gave similar results, sometimes regions even in the "ideal" glass could be 
found which showed polyciystalline-like rings and diffraction spots. The
a s a
glasses having a mat fracture surface had ^lar go ^ resistivity as the 'ideal' 
glass and in switching experiments they did not differ from the behaviour 
of the 'ideal' glass.
Soma problems in the preparation arose due to the large vapour 
pressure and the low boiling point of the main components used, namely 
tellurium and arsenic (see Table A,.2). It is difficult to estimate the 
vapour pressure of the four component glass As-Te-Ge-Si during melting 
because of the insufficient thermodynamic data available for the chalcogenide 
glasses. The total pressure will obviously be much lower than that of pure 
arsenic at the temperature of 1000°C because of the lowering of the vapour 
pressure due to mixing with the other components (Raolt's law). A crude 
estimate using the van't Hoff's law for the lowering of the freezing point 
of the mixture indicates that the vapour pressure during melting will be 
much less than the atmospheric pressure. This, on the other hand, is not 
true for the binary glass Te-Si (Table 4.1) for which the vapour pressure 
is probably very close to that of pure tellurium and which was demonstrated 
by an explosion of the ampoule in the course of preparation of this glass.
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The defect D4 of the bubbles in the ingot is also attributed to 
the large volatility of the m i n  components, it is not thought to be 
caused by the skrinkage of the ingot during solidification (this sometimes 
resulted in a large axial cavity starting at the top of the ingot and 
narrowing down). If the ampoule is quenched in such a way that the 
vapour pressure above the liquid glass is repidly reduced. boiling of the 
melt will occur. The rate of ascent of vapour bubbles in a liquid is 
inversly proportional to the viscosity of the liquid and directly proportional 
to the (volume) ? of the bubbles. Large bubbles will therefore escape 
from the melt very quickly but small bubbles can be trapped in the solid­
ifying melt as its viscosity increases. Small cavities in the ingot were 
found predominantly in the central region of the ingot. This indicates 
that the central core of the ingot starts boiling at an instant when the 
region near the walls of the ampoule is already sufficiently cold not to 
start boiling when the pressure above the melt drops to the critical value.
The analysis of this effect could include more detailed study of the 
distribution of the bubbles in the ingot and also the dispersion of their 
sizes, which would probably confirm the aoove hypothesis. A practical 
consequence for the preparation technique therefore is to adopt a quench­
ing procedure in which boiling of the melt is eliminated; this could be 
achieved by keeping the empty upper part of the ampoule hot and to start 
quenching from below.
The physical size of the grains of the materials used for melting 
was such that their specific volume decreased by about 60^ on melting 
(ingot length —  1/3 of ampoule length) so the volume of the vapour in the 
ampoule is about 3/2 of that of the melt. The smaller the volume above 
the melt the more quickly the thermadynamic equilibrium between the melt 
and its vapour can be established during quenching a*vl this could also 
serve as a basis for the improvement of the quenching procedure.
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Frequently a case was encountered where the solution of the components 
of the glass was not apparently perfect as s o p s  powder ma+erial remined 
loosely in the ampoule (defect D5)^^. This material was identified as 
silicon. The high melting temperature of this element which is, in fact, 
above the melting temperatures used suggests the cause for the defect.
The silicon has to be dissolved by the rest of the liquid components 
without actual melting. Any contamination of the surface of the silicon 
powder can therefore drastically reduce this process or indeed prevent the 
dissolution at all. This is illustrated by the fact that the very fine 
powder obtained commercially was less readily dissolved than a powder 
prepared in the laboratory by crushing silicon lumps shortly before the 
glass preparation and therefore less liable to contamination by exposure 
to the atmosphere. It was suggested (25) that Si powder is more readily 
dissolved in the As^Te^ eutectic than in the As^q T e ^  ^ei0 ^rac*^on of 
the chalcogenide glass. The \ise of this idea for the preparation of 
chalcogenide glasses means, however, doubling the complexity of the 
process unless the As^ Te^ compound is obtained commercially. There is 
a large scope for possible improvements of the described method of 
preparation, some of which were already outlined in this section. The 
addition of a cold trap between the ampoule and the vacuum system is 
another possibility. The stirring rate also may need optimization.
An opinion was expressed (26) that the diffusion of oxygen through or 
from the Si02 ampoules is a decisive factor. On several occasions an 
attempt was made to eliminate the first possibility by flowing nitrogen 
("white spot") through the furnace during melting. Although the oxidation 
of the stainless steel holder, shaft and Ni-Cr wire was completely 
eliminated, the failure rate did not seem to decrease. Varying the 
stirring rate could test whether the contact between chalcogenide glass 
and SiOg is important.
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In conclusion it is possible to say that the result of glass 
preparation could only be predicted in terms of probabilities as the 
effect of various stages of the preparation procedure on the resulting 
end product is not fully understood. The difficulty in tracing the 
steps which determine possibly the result is due to their large number: 
contamination oi starting materials, their degree of mixing both in the 
solid and liquid states, condition of the surface of the silica ampoules, 
quality of the atmosphere in which the glasses are melted, method of 
quenching the ampoules, stirring rate, diffussion of oxygen into the 
ampoules. Each of these factors has to be varied and correlated with 
the changes in the produced glass. This can only be achieved by long 
experience.
4.5 Preparation of Switching Devices and other Experimental Specimens
The first stage in producing a specimen for any one of the experimental 
purposes involving electrical measurements was to produce a disc of the 
material which could then be thinned or polished as required. Tins was 
achieved by cutting the ingots (produced by the method described in the 
previous section) normal to their axes. The instrument used for cutting 
the ingots was a "Capco 035 High Precision Cutting Machine" an essential 
feature of which was a thin (0.2 mm) anular blade, diamond impregnated on 
its inner edge, which rotated at -~1000 r.p.m. The ingots were glued by 
"Araldite" oi' fixed by wax ("Capco" mounting wax, Caplin Eng. Co.) to a 
horizontal table v/hich could be moved parallel to and normal to the plane 
of the blade. The speed of the movement parallel to the blade (i.e. the 
cutting speed) was controlled by a hydraulic mechanism and was variable 
(usually 1 cm/20 minutes speed was used). In this way the ingots could 
be cut into parallel-sided discs of a thickness ~ 1 mm.
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4.3.1 The Sandwich Switching; Structures
The discs obtained by cutting the ingots as described above were
polished on one side and glued by "Araldite" onto a microscope slide which
had a circular hole ~ 3 mm in diameter. The discs covered the hole and
thus the polished side was exposed through the hole so that an electrode
could be prepared later on the exposed area. The microscope slide provided
a sufficient mechanical support so that the disc could be thinned by grinding
(600 mesh Carborundum, under water) to a thickness ~ 10jim and its upper
surface polished (Hypres Diamond Compound 1^ un or l/4um). Coin electrodes 
hwere ten evaporated on both sides of the sample using a standard technique 
(Au wire on V-shaped W wire, 6 cm from the sample, vacuum 10~^ torr).
The electrode thickness was estimated at 0.1 - 1pm. Thin copper wires 
(s.w.g. 18) v/ere then attached to the gold electrodes and secured by a 
conducting paint (Ag in methyl isobutyl ketone - silver 'dag')*
4.3.2 Ttie Coplanar Switching Structures
The starting point for the preparation of the copianar devices were
again slices of chalcogenide glass ~ 1 mm thick and 10 mm in diameter.
They were bonded by one surface to a rectangular piece of glass obtained
by cutting a microscope slide and the other surface was ground and polished
by a similar procedure as in 4*3.1 * Several switching devices could be
produced on one disc by a photofabrication technique. The basis of the
photofabrication are photosensitive resin solutions in organic solvents
which are applied to the chosen material and dried. After exposure, the
unwanted areas of the resist coating are removed by the developer, leaving
a resist pattern which possesses extremely high chemical resistance to all
commonly used etching solutions and electroplating solutions. In some
cases a thick layer of photoresist will provide a satisfactory mark for
( 271airbrasion or sandblasting' 1 . Kodak photoresist KPCR was used for the 
production of the etching in-cor.tact masks. The stages of the process are
given in Table 4*3.
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Table 4.3 Stages of Fabrication of Switching Devices
(Refer to Fire. 4.6 - 4.8)
Stage Description
Polishing 1/4 Jim Hyprez Diamond Compound
Cleaning Soap solution 'Teapol' and distilled HgO compressed 
air drying.
Resist Coating KPCR resist, undiluted, whirler coating at 8500 r.p.m.
Pre-bake 15 mins at R.T. 10 minutes at 110°C
Exposure Vacuum frame with polythene membrane
25 cm from 100W Hg lamp. 15 minutes exposure.
Developing XPCR developer sprayed for 40-50 seconds.
Rinse KFTR rinse; dried by compressed air of moderate 
pressure.
Post-baking 10 minutes at 120°C.
Etching Solution: 54 ml HgSO^ Etching for 80 minutes.
8 g KgCrgO^ Cleaned by distilled water 
200 ml HgO and dried by flow of air
Evaporation 
of electrodes
1) Molybdenum : stripe 4 mm wide and 0.07 mm thick, 20A,
degassed for few minutes at red heat.
2) Aluminium : blob on W wire
Vacuum 10~^ torr, specimen to source 
distance —  6 cm.
Polishing to
remove excess 1/4 Jim diamond compound on Hyprocel Pellon PAN-K discs.
metal
Making contacts Cu wire (s.w.g.40) secured by silver 'dag' to the 
device and suitable electrode base.
F ig . 4. "7
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A few points in Table 4«5 need, a fuller discussion. Several 
etching solutions were tried out on the four-component chelcogenide 
glass and the one in Table 4-3-1 was found to be most satisfactory^^.
The other etches were acid or base solutions containing halogens and used 
in the electronic industry for etching semiconductor films. They were not 
found to be satisfactory for etching into depths > 10^im as they produced 
an "inert" layer which prevented further etching.
The thickness control was achieved by using an optical microscope 
with a small depth of focus and reading the thickness as a difference in 
the positions of the focusing micrometric screw. The uniformity of the 
photoresist layer was monitored by interference effects in the yellow
ter
Ilford safelight. A microscope with an in^erometric attachment was 
available for more accurate measurements.
The evaporation of the molybdenum layer has a two-fold purpose.
One is to aid the adhesion of the aluminium layer to the clialcogenide
(28 )glass. Refractory metals are known to possess a good adhesion to glasses' '
( 29)(adhesion is related to the latent heat of evaporation' 7'). The other 
reason is to prevent an excessive diffusion of the aluminium into the 
chalcogenide glass. Kolybdenum was found to have a very low diffusion 
coefficient in these glasses.
The definition of the edges of the photoresist mask were determined 
mainly by the thickness of the photoresist layer, length of the exposure 
and developing. Generally the definition was not better than lyx, but 
devices with thickness of 10jim could be produced quite easily. Uncertainty 
in the thickness of the switching layer iB mostly due to the undercutting 
factor caused by etching. In addition, the electric field near the electrodes 
can be concentrated on the weak spots which are probably present on the edges 
of electrodes. Therefore the switching effect as a function of thickness 
was not investigated.
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4.3.3 Specimens for D.C. Conductivity
The discs obtained by cutting the ingots of chalcogenide glass 
were ground on 600 mesh carborundum under flowing water. Aluminium 
electrodes were evaporated on the flat surfaces of the discs: one 
bottom electrode and two top electrodes, one for high terminal and one 
guard ring.
4.3.4 Samples for x-ray Powder Camera
Powder obtained by scratching the chalcogenide glass with a diamond 
point cutter was fed into standard thin walled tubes which were then sealed 
by "Durofix".
4.3.3 Samples for Electron Diffraction
Powdered chalcogenide glass was dispersed ultrasonically in a very 
dilute solution of polymethacrylate in amylalcohol. A drop of this 
suspension was then transferred onto a thin carbon film supported by a 
standard "Polaron” grid.
4,3.6 Specimens for Scanning Electron microscopy
The switching devices did not require any coating with metal 
(Pt/Pd alloy) as they were not liable to charging effects.
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CHAFfKii 9
EXPKRIi naiTS ARD KXPKRIivKNTA L RESULTS
5*1 Temperature and Electric Field Dependence of Conductivity
The temperature and electric field dependence of the electrical 
conductivity of a switching material are of paramount importance to the 
switching process. The quantitative information about the electrical 
conductivity as a function of temperature and electric field enables a 
great deal to be inferred about tne charge transport processes in the 
switching material which play an essential role in any theoretical model 
of switching, and the information also enables a particular model to be 
tested quantitatively. This is why special attention was devoted to 
the measurement of electrical conductivity of the chalcogenide glass 
Si12 C-e^ 0 ASj0 Te^0, which was mostly used for switching experiments.
The results of the measurements are presented in this section.
The measurements were carried out on two configurations of specimens:
(i) Sandwich configuration: slices 1 rrm thick with guarded 
electrodes
(ii) Coplanar configuration: switching device JO^im thick.
The samples were placed in a metal cryostat filled with helium gas 
whose temperature was measured by copper-constantan thermocouple. The 
measuring circuit consisted of a variable d.o. supply (bank of ary batteries) 
connected through an interchangeable normal resistor to the sample. The 
value of the normal resistor was chosen always to be at least a hundred 
times smaller than the sample resistance and therefore the voltage applied 
to the sample was considered to be sufficiently accurately the d.c. supply 
voltage measured by a moving coil voltmeter. The small voltage drop 
across the normal resistor, from which the current through the sample could
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be determined, was measured by a vibrating reed electrometer (Vibron 
Precision Electrometer, Model 62A, Electronic Instruments Ltd., Richmond, 
Surrey, England.). The measuring apparatus was built by Hulls and its 
constructional details together with the method of measurement are 
described in detail in his thesis (Chap. 4» ref. 24).
The conductivity of th» samples as a function of temperature (electric 
field kept constant) is given in Fig. 5*1 for various applied fields.
At temperatures above T »  250°K there is a linear relationship between 
the logarithm of conductivity and the reciprocal temperature with 
corresponding activation energy of Eg/2 = O .56 eV. At lower temperatures 
the conductivity ceases to depend on temperature, which behaviour resembles 
the transition between intrinsic and extrinsic conduction in crystalline 
semiconductors.
The current through the samples as a function of the applied field 
at constant temperatures (the I-V characteristic) is given in Fig. 5*2.
It can be seen that the I-V characteristics are non-ohmic starting at 
very low fields ( 10 V/cn).
A considerable effort has been made to ascertain the functional form 
J. » f(v). Seven different functions which are frequently quoted as
possible relationships between the current and the voltage applied to 
a non-crystalline material were considered. Each of the functions has 
two parameters; the value of the parameters was determined by using the 
least squares method to fit the set of experimental data. The results 
of least squares fit to the I-V characteristic taken at T = 285°K are given 
in Table 5.1 together with the results of fitting tho same functions to the 
data which is known to result from heating effects (they were generated by 
a computer calculation based on the thermal model discussed in section J.1).
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Table 5.1 Summary of Curve Fitting Results.
Index Function 
of
Function I=f(V)
Mechanism
of
Conduction
Experimental 
Bata x
*o B
Thermal
Data +
I B o
1 T x BV1=1 e 0 2.0*10 2.?*10~2 —
l • V>i _k O
1 ro 7.5*10-2
2 T T „b Yv 1=1 e 0
Poole-Frenkel or 
Schottlcy emission 7.0”10-8 3.9*10-1 2.2*10“5 8.0‘*10-1
3 I-I Vs 0 Space charge 9.9*1o-9 1.2*10° 3.4*10"3 1.1*10°
4 i=i0(v+3)b v Limited current 8.9*10-9 2.7*10_1 2.4*10-5 2.2*10_1
5 I=Iosinh(BV) Conduction in 
inho"’ogene ous 
semiconductor
1.2*10~6 1.7*10-2 2.2*10"2 8.7*10-2
6 1.1 eBV\  o
Poole-Prenkel or 
Schottky emission 1.5*10-8 7.6*10"2 1.4*10“^ 8.3*10“1
7 I-I eBVV o 1.9*10-8 5.4*10-5 7.3*10"'' 4.9*10"2
K
+
device thickness 
parameters assume
~ 30pn
as Eg/2 - 0.45C-V, cr - 3*103Ä' cm, K- 3':•10~^y deg-1 -1cm
The sum of least squares, which is a measure of how well the data 
is approximated by the particular function, is plotted in Pig. 5«3 against 
the index of the trial functions (ranging from 1 to 7). The results for 
both the experimental data and the theoretical thermal data are plotted 
out.
The best fit to the experimental data was obtained when the function 
I «. IQ exp (V/v0)v was used (function 6 in Table 5.1). The function 
I = i exp (V/Vq) fitted best to the thermal data but the fit was found 
to be poor (when plotted out). The fact that different functional
dependencies I = f(v) resulted in best fits to the experimental and 
theoretical thermal data indicates that the experimental I-V characteristic 
is not due to self-heating effects. This conclusion is also supported by 
the different behaviour of the graphs in Pig. 5«3*
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Temperature Dependence of the Threshold '/oltage
In order to define the threshold voltage rigorously, the corresponding 
switcning delay time t^ has to he specified and also the shape of the 
excitation pulses must he known. However, hy the threshold voltage, 
is usually meant the voltage which initiates switching after a quasistatic 
increase (i.e. the threshold voltage for an infinite delay time). A 
voltage V greater than the threshold voltage is referred to as an overvoltage. 
These definitions are adopted in this section.
In the previous work (references 1,2 quoted in Chapter 5) the temperature 
dependence of the threshold voltage was measured using an a.c. voltage of 
the frequency of 50 Hz. The voltage obtained from a variable transformer 
Vías applied to the switching device through a series resistor and was 
slowly increased until switching occurred. The effective voltage Vcrr 
(= peak voltage : ) on the switching device at the instant of initiation
of switching vías designated as the threshold voltage (this is shown later in 
this section to be inaccurate). This operation vías repeated at various 
temperatures to determine the dependence of the threshold voltage on 
temperature.
The use of an a.c. voltage is experimentally convenient because it 
does not necessitate the use of an auxiliary circuitry to protect the 
svi it cliing device against damage by the "on"-state current. However, it 
is more difficult to interpret the results when using an a.c. voltage.
This is because the character of the isotherms t^ -- t^(V) changes with 
temperature : the decrease of the delay time with increasing overvoltage 
becomes much faster as the ambient temperature decreases (references 1,2 
quoted in Chapter 5)*
Let us illustrate the difficulties in interpretation of the results 
of a measurement using an a.c. voltage by considering the response of a 
switching device to an a.c. sinusoidal voltage of frequency V T  in two
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extreme regions of ambient temperature:
(i) At high temperatures the delay time only slowly deci-eases 
with overvoltage, the switching device can withstand large overvoltages V 
for a long tine tJt and therefore a sinewave with a peak value considerably 
in excess of tho threshold voltage does not cause switching. Provided 
that the condition T «  t^(v) is fulfilled, the switching device does not 
respond to individual a.c. cycles, but sees the a.c. voltage as a d.c. 
voltage of a magnitude lower than the peak a.c. voltage. In the case of
a thermal mechanism of switching the equivalent value of the d.c. voltage
is V i.e. the threshold voltage is correctly expressed in terms of the si i
effective value of the a.c. voltage.
(ii) At lo" temperatures the delay time sharply decreases with 
overvoltage and thus the threshold voltage can be exceeded by a sinewave 
only by a small amount V-V^ , given implicitly by the condition t^(v) 4 T. 
Therefore the -peak value of an a.c. voltage just initiating switching is 
very closely equal to the threshold voltage.
These two examples show that at high temperatures the threshold 
voltage is given by the effective value of the applied a.c. voltage whereas 
at low temperatures it is given by the peak value. At intermediate 
temperatures the true threshold voltage lies between the effective and 
peak values of the a.c. voltage which just initiates switching and cannot 
be accurately determined without an additional information about the 
function tj(V).
To eliminate this ambiguity, the experiment was carried out using a 
d.c. voltage. The circuit diagram of the experimental arrangement is in 
Pig. 5.4. The damage to the switching device which would result during 
the "on"-state (low value of series resistor was used) was prevented by 
using a thyristor connected in parallel to the switching device. The 
thyristor switches on a few microseconds after the switching device and 
shunts the switching device.
Cryosto-t
F i g . 5 .4 .
THE CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OR THE EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT  
FOR THE M E ASU REM EN T OF THRESHOLD VOLTAGES USING 
A  d.C. VOLTAGE.
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A measurement of the threshold voltage was carried out by slowly 
increasing the voltage of the d.c. supply (rates of about 6 V/s were 
employed) until the switching occurred - signalled by a drop in the 
voltmeter reading. The threshold voltage was taken as the maximum 
voltage registered on the voltmeter before the drop. The voltage of 
the supply was Then decreased until the thyristor switched off (to ~15V 
in the arrangement in Fig. 5*4) and the measurement could be then repeated.
The switching device was placed into a cryostat whose temperature 
could be varied in a broad temperature range +200°C to -19o°G. The 
cryostat was a closed silica container with a copper sheet housing for 
the switching device and a copper-constantan thermocouple. Helium gas 
was admitted into the cryostat during measurements to facilitate heat 
conduction.
The results of a measurement of the variation of threshold voltage 
of a sandwich device of Si^ q As_q Te ^  glass of thickness 150um are 
given in Fig. 5*5 and also re-plotted in Fig. 3•2 to provide a comparison 
with the theoretical prediction. It is seen that the logarithm of the 
threshold voltage plotted against the reciprocal temperature follows a 
straight line in a temperature region from 150°C to about -20°C. The 
slope of the straight line is very nearly equal to one half of the activation 
energy for electrical conductivity and thus a good agreement with the 
prediction of the thermal model is obtained. At temperatures above 150°C 
the switching transition is not well defined and it was difficult to obtain 
accurate data with the experimental arrangement in Fig. 5*5; it seems, 
however, that the switching voltage decreases in this region rather faster 
than predicted by the thermal model. It is not clear, if the threshold 
voltage extrapolates to zero at the glass transition temperature T^ of 
230°C as is observed for some glasses.
200 130 60 20 -20 -50 -70 T[°C]
F i g . 5 .5 ,
TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OP" THRESHOLD VOLTAGE 
f o r  s i ia <3e10  s a n d w i c h  d e v ic e  i50/_im thick
CNote. •' Lopa.ri.thnni.c. onci. rec'.proc.a.l s c a le s  a r e  aseoO .
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At temperatures lower than about -20°C a dramatic departure from 
the s tra ig h t line behaviour occurs. The logarithm of the threshold 
voltage sharply levels off and seems to saturate at the value corresponding 
to the switching field of 8 x 10^ V/era. This behaviour is in qualitative 
agreement with the results reported in references 1 and 2 in Chapter 3» 
which were obtained using an a.c. voltage. The differences in the 
intermediate temperature region seem to be explicable in terms of the 
difference between the d.c. and a.c. method of measurement which were 
discussed at the begining of this section.
A more detailed discussion of the results follows in the next Chapter.
Sii Initiation of Swj telling by light and Electron Beams
Experiments in which light or electron beams interact with a switching 
device should contribute to the theoretical insight into the mechanism of 
switching because different models of switching predict different influence 
of the light or electron beams on the switching process. In particular, 
the thermal mechanism of switching is not expected to be influenced by light 
or electrons as long as the heat dissipated by the beams per unit time is 
kept sufficiently small.
On the practical side, there would be an indisputable oportunity for 
technical applications if the switching parameters (e.g. the threshold 
voltage) could be varied by means of light or electron illumination.
There has been a considerable amount of work done and reported in 
the literature on the changes that light (laser) or electron beams can 
induce in the structure of chalcogenide glasses, i.e. on the aspects of 
memory switching (for review see section 2.1 .2). liuch loss is known
about the influence of light or electron beans on threshold switching.
(1)Shakovtseva' ' observed that the threshold voltage in CdS, CdSe devices 
is a function of light illumination and that light also influenced the
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shape of the I-V characteristics. The fact that electrical breakdown
in various substances can be activated by light was discussed by Klein' '.
In'the present work two pilot experiments were carried out in order
to ascertain whether switching in the threshold glass Si Ge... As,n Te.Q
*j 2 IU j \j  40
can be influenced by light and electron beams. The experiments are 
described in the following two sections.
5.3.1 Experiment with Light
Two basic geometries of devices were used: the sandwich and coplanar 
geometries. In the first case transparent tin oxide electrodes were used.
The tin oxide layer was prepared by evaporating tin onto a silica window 
and oxidizing the tin in air at 400°C. The silica window was then placed 
in contact with a slice of polished chalcogenide glass which had a non­
transparent counterelectrode prepared by evaporation of gold. In the 
coplanar arrangenent zinc and silver electrodes were evaporated onto a 
polished surface of chalcogenide glass; the spacing between the electrodes 
was <-> 5pra . Platinum wires closely spaced (~> 0.1 mm) and touching the 
polished and lightly etched surface of the glass were also used as electrodes.
The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 5«6. Two kinds of 
experiments were carried out. In the first experiment a d.c. voltage 
supply connected between EB was set to give voltages just below the threshold 
voltage (onset of switching monitored by the voltneter) and the shutter was 
then open to allow the light to shine on the device. Only a small increase 
in the "off-state current was observed due to photoconductivity of the glass, 
however, and no evidence of the initiation of switching by the light was 
obtained. In the second experiment points A, B were connected to the 
vertical and horizontal inputs of an oscilloscope and an a.c. voltage 
supply was used. This enabled observation of the I-V characteristic of 
the switching device as a function of illumination, but similarly to the 
first experiment, no definite influence was observed.
(2)
Aperture
Switching
device
Detector
Voltage source 
_B_j  (d e. or a .c)
F i g , 5 .6 .
EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT TOR ASCERTAINING THE 
INFLUENCE Or LIGHT ON SWITCHING.
D iffu s io n  pum p
F i g _ 5 J 7
EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENTT FOR ASCERTAINING THE  
INFLUENCE OF ELECTRONS ON SWITCHING.
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If there exists any influence at all of the light illunination on 
threshold switching in the Si^^ Ge^^ A s^q T e ^  material, a much more 
sensitive or sophisticated experimental set up than that described would 
have to be used to obtain a positive result.
5.3.2 Jlxperimont with Electrons
The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 5*7« Devices of 
coplanar geometry were used in this experiment. The d.c. voltage in 
the device circuit was increased just below the threshold voltage and 
then the electron current was switched on. Initiation of switching was 
observed only when the power dissipated in the electron beam circuit 
P = I V v/as 2 - 5 W and heating of the switching device resulted.cl ct
The experiment was later repeated in the specimen chamber of a 
scanning electron microscope (section 5*5) but no evidence of the electron 
beam influencing the switching mechanism could be found.
In conclusion it is possible to say that the electron beam initiated 
or influenced switching only when the power dissipated by the electron 
beam in the switching'device was sufficient to initiate thermal switching.
5.4 Forming Process
The term "forming process" has so far been used only in section 
3.4.4; therefore a brief account is given in this section together with 
the experimental results.
The forming process can be defined phenomenologically as a 
stabilisation of switching parameters of a new (unswitched or virgin) 
switching device. The forming process always takes place in thin oxide 
film devices prior to the occurrence of the voltage-controlled negative 
resistance ("¡{"-shaped I-V characteristic). It also seems to be a 
general requirement for the occurrence of the current-controlled negative 
resistance and switching ("S" - shaped I-V characteristic) in amorphous
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semiconductors. Chopra''" reviews some of the known aspects of the 
forming process.
The forming process in chalcogenide switching devices has not 
received very much attention in the literature so far, but it becomes 
increasingly apparent that the failure to explain switching effects 
satisfactorily by any of a number of theories may be due to not taking 
into account important changes in the device after the forming took place. 
(It is often observed that the thermal model correctly predicts thickness 
dependence of the threshold voltage only for the "first-fire" operations.)
The forming takes place in both memory and threshold devices. It 
is widely accepted that structural changes are responsible for the 
stabilization of switching parameters in the case of memory switching.
This hypothesis has been extended in section 3•4-4 to the case of threshold 
switching. Fig. 3*12 depicts schematically how the volume fraction of 
the assumed highly conductive crystals developed during the forming process 
stabilizes and shows that the temperature inside the device during its 
operation is unable to rise when the crystals are fully developed. The 
discussion is taken up again in Chapter 6.
Let us now turn to the experimental results. Fig. 5.8 shows the 
changes in the threshold voltage of chalcogenide glass switching devices 
with the number of operations. An a.c. voltage of SOiTz was used to 
switch the devices and by one operation is meant the application of a 
voltage causing switching for a number of cycles of the a.c. voltage 
(nomenclature of section 5.5 applies here).
It is seen from Fig. 5*8 that the threshold voltage of a sandwich 
device decreases from an initial high value and stabilizes after about 
15 operations. The resistance of the device was measured after each 
operation and was found to decrease in a similar way as the threshold 
voltage. l!o damage of electrodes vas observable on the device.
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The behaviour of the coplanar device differs somewhat from that 
of a sandwich device. The initial drop of the threshold voltage is not 
as pronounced as in the case of the sandwich device and after about 10 
operations the voltage rises again to a stable value. This is 
attributed to the changes in morphology of the coplanar devices which 
are discussed in the next section 5«5« The electrodes of the device 
were observed to "b u m  out" which resulted in the increase of the threshold 
voltage. Thus Fig. 5*0 shows two competing mechanisms: structural 
changes inside the material and changes in the electrodes.- The measure­
ments of the threshold voltage were again complemented by measurements of 
the resistance of the device after each operation; this was found to 
correlate with the changes in the threshold voltage.
After the stabilization of the threshold voltage there are still 
•some seemingly random fluctuations in the voltage present from operation 
to operation. This aspect of variability is discussed in section 5*7i 
where additional evidence in favour of the interpretation of the forming 
process in terms of the structural changes is presented.
This section is concluded by a short description of an experiment 
in which a low resistance memory state vías induced in a switching device 
employing the STAG material. The device used was of sandwich geometry 
(thickness of 140 Jim). After having been connected to a d.c. voltage of 4007 
through a resistor of 82 kfi, switching occurred after a few seconds. The 
voltage appearing across the switching device was then recorded. It is 
seen from the record (Fig. 5«9) that the voltage was of the order of 6 V 
and was fluctuating for about 7 minutes. Thereafter the voltage suddenly 
decreased to 4 V and the fluctuations decreased markedly. The resistance 
of the switching device was found at the end of this experiment to be 660 Si 
(the initial resistance was 5*7 H £  ). This low resistance state was 
erased by an a.c. current of 6 mA (50 Hz) applied to the device through
P ig .5.9.
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9 k Q  resistor. The whole experiments could then be repeated several 
times with similar results.
This experiment provides additional evidence of structural changes 
in the STAG material. Its significance is discussed in section 6.3«2.
« 5.5 Scanning Electron Microscope Observations
The Scanning Electron Microscope (SEIl) is a very powerful tool for 
investigation of semiconductor devices; it has been widely used for 
study of conventional crystalline semiconductor devices and in industrial 
laboratories for solving problems associated with the design of integrated 
circuits^^.
In SEI-I the specimen under study is scanned by a focused beam of
(5)electrons with energies up to several tens of keV' In' the emissive
mode of operation the back-scattered electrons (here a further selection 
between reflected and secondary electrons is possible) are collected by a 
luminiscent target which in conjunction with a photomultiplier facilitates 
the measurement of the flux of the back-scattered electrons (Fig. 5«10a).
The flux is a function of the properties of the specimen at the point of 
impact of the incident electron beam (e.g. topography, composition) and 
therefore by displaying the magnitude of the flux on a cathode ray tube (CRT 
(e.g. in the way of modulating brightness) whose electron beam moves in 
synchronism with the beam directed at the specimen a "map" of the specimen 
is displayed on the CRT.
Apart from this emissive mode other modes of operation are possible 
depending on which physical quantity (a function of the position of the 
electron beam on the specimen surface) is used for display on the CRT.
In the cathodoluminiscent mode the physical quantity is the flux of photons 
generated by the electron beam impinging on the specimen (Fig. 5.10b).
If the current between the specimen and earth is used for display then the
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specimen current mode is effected (Fig, 5« 10c). In the case where the 
specimen under study is a solid state electronic device, further modes 
of operation in which the current (s) between the terminals of the device 
are used for modulation can be utilized with advantage and are usually 
referred to as "electron generated current" modes'^ (Fig. 5.10d).
In the present work switching devices of coplanar geometry were 
studied by SEM techniques (the S2M used was a Cambridge Instruments 
Stereoscan). The coplanar geometry has the advantage over the sandwich 
geometry of rendering any changes in morphology of the switching device 
more readily observable and also penetration of the electron beam into 
the switching region is possible without necessitating the use of thin 
electron-transparent electrodes.
The changes in morphology of the devices were investigated using 
the enissive mode of operation. The switching devices could be operated 
inside the specimen cliariber of the SEI and thus the process of damage to 
the switching device could be observed after each operation without 
removing the device from the specimen chamber. In the experiment carried 
out an a.c. voltage (variable between 0 and 500 V in the case of 50Hz 
sine-wave and between 0 and 400? ’n the case of rectangular pulses with 
frequency of 25 Hz - ^ kHz) was used to switch the device. Hie voltage 
was increased up to the switching threshold voltage and the device was 
then allowed to switch for some time (order of tens of seconds) until the 
voltage was removed; this cycle is hereafter in tills section referred to 
as one operation.
Fig. 5*11 illustrated the changes in morphology of a coplanar 
switching device after a number of operations. The active region of 
the device is the step on the surface between its adjacent metal stripes 
clearly visible in the virgin device (there are several devices on one 
piece of c’nalcogenide glass). However, after only one or two operations
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of the device it could be observed that some changes in the morphology 
of the switc'ning active region were talcing place, apparently due to 
Tw-r+.ial local melting of the chalcogenide glass in the active region.
After the device had been operated for several times the initial sharp 
step on the surface between the adjacent electrode stripes was virtually 
smoothed out (Fig. 5«11b). The metal stripes were also affected by the
operation of the device; in the vicinity of the switching region marks 
of "burning out" were apparent, probably due to alloying of the electrode 
metal with the chalcogenide glass or due to evaporation of the metal.
It was observed that the extent of the damage was related basically 
to the number of operations; the length of the operations was relatively 
unimportant. The progress of damage gradually slowed down after the first 
several operations during which most of the apparent change in morphology 
took place. The appearance of the active region v/as that of a smooth 
surface which resulted from the melting of the glass and was easily 
distinguished from the polished surface of the rest of the specimen 
(scratches caused by polishing disappeared after melting of the glass).
In the initial stages of the work with the SHH it was .intended to 
stuoy the conducting "on"-state of the switching device, particularly to 
search for the conducting channel which is expected to be present in the 
"on"-state according to the theoretical considerations (Chapter 2). The 
flux of the backscattered electrons is a strong function of the electrical 
conductivity of the material (the same applies to the specimen current) 
and therefore the SEM seemed to be an ideal instrument for monitoring 
and mapping conductivity changes in the switching device during its operation. 
However, several technical difficulties became immediately apparent.
The a.c. voltage appearing across the switching device during its operation 
was sufficient to produce electric fields in the vicinity of the device 
vhich were high enough to disturb the flow of the electrons in the SEII;
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this was manifested by stripes of changed contrast running across the 
CRT. (in this respect the eoplanar geometry of the switching device 
is less suitable than the sandwich geometry).
The use of a d.c. voltage for the operation of the switching device 
was considered in order to achieve steady state electric fields around 
the device and eliminate the distracting changes in the contrast of the 
image. It was found, however, that if the "on"-s+ate was sustained 
using a d.c. voltage for a period of even a short time (seconds) then 
the switching devices changed their properties markedly (the I-V 
characteristics degenerated into a non-linear resistance type of 
characteristics (no region of negative differential resistance)) and also 
pronounced changes in morphology occurred. The material between the 
electrodes became completely flattened, became black in appearance and 
at a magnification of 2000X droplets, presumed to be of dispersed metal, 
were clearly visible.
It would be possible to devise a method of a.c. operation of the 
device which would effectively be equivalent to the d.c. operation.
This method would involve a suitable synchronization of the a.c. excitation 
waveform with the movement of the S3M electron beam (either a "stroboscopic" 
method or a method using advance of the SSM electron beam by finite 
increments) in conjunction with gating pulses applied to the modulation 
system (blanking pulses). In this way the SEI! could be made to "see" 
the specimen only at short instances when the a.c. voltage appearing 
across the device were identical and steady (in the first approximation).
A simple calculation shows that this method would necessitate the use of 
a long exposure photography (e.g. 10^ dots per frame at 10^ Hz a.c. 
excitation frequency gives 10^s exposure). Another disadvantage is the 
need for alterations to the SEM circuitry. As the preliminary experiments
F ig . 5.12.
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(employing emissive, specimen current and electron generated current 
modes) showed that the contrast associated with the formation of the 
"on"-stat'e channel is very small (if observable at all without using a 
special detection system^"' suppressing compositional and topological 
contrast) it vías decided to abandon further experimentation in this 
respect.
A phenomenon which was investigated experimentally and which is 
discussed in some detail in the following section 5-6 vías first discovered 
during experimentation with the SEN. In this effect, a large signal is 
detected by the SE2I at the begining of a switching operation and for 
some tine afterwards. This is illustrated in Pig. 5*12 where the upper 
trace represents the current through the switching device and the lower 
trace is the record of the photomultiplier signal. At first this signal 
was thought to be due to spurious interaction between the circuit of the 
switching device and the sensitive photomultiplier amplifier input circuit 
at the instant of the onset of switching. Almost identical signals (signal 
levels of similar strength) were obtained in the emissive and in the 
cathodoluminiscent modes; in the latter case when the photomultiplier 
window v/as covered by an opaque lid the interception of the signal ceased 
thereby eliminating the possibility of a parasitic coupling between the 
circuits. The signals were also observed irrespective v/hether or not 
the SEM electron beam was incident on the switching device. It therefore 
became apparent that charged particles are produced by the switching device 
at the onset of switching, presumably resulting from the ionization of 
vapours of chalcogenide glass, electrode metal or residual atmosphere in 
the SEM and that at the same time a certain amount of light is also emitted. 
The quality of the vacuum inside the SHI specimen chamber ( 4 x 10 ^ torr) 
vías not sufficient to eliminate the possibility of ionization of the
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residual gas by the high electric fields applied to the switching device. 
Therefore separate experiments were conducted using specially constructed 
device chambers and a good quality vacuum system; they are described in 
the following section.
Phenomena of Hnission from the Switching Device
The preliminary experiments using the SHI which were described in 
the preceding section indicated that light quanta and charged particles 
were emitted from the switching device at the begining of its operation.
In an attempt to ascertain the nature of these phenomena further experiments 
and observations were carried out; they are described in the following 
four sections.
5.6,1 Optical Mcroscono Observations
The switching devices of coplanar geometry were positioned on the 
table of an optical microscope and observed using a small magnification 
(x 10). The mode of operation of +he devices was the same as described 
in section 5«5-
At the begining of each operation blue flashes of light were 
observed at various places across the active region. The duration of 
the flashes was too short to be estimated by a human observer (the SHI 
observations indicated a duration of ~ 0.2 s ). During observations at 
atmospheric pressure it was noticeable that the shape of the flashes was 
needle-like (elongated) and that they started and ended at points on the 
electrodes a certain distance away from the edges (Fig. 5»13)*
The flashes were still present when the device was housed in an
enclosure which was evacuated to 2 x 10 torr or filled with argon under 
-2a pressure of 3 x 10 torr. The colour of the flashes was assessed as 
blue in all cases. If the flashes were due to the discharge in the 
surrounding gas, their colour would be expected to change from pin): (or
■
■
operated device
rig. 5.13.
SCHEMATIC SITUATION! DRAWIMG OP- THE OBSERVED LIGHT FLASHES.
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blue) at low pressures in air, to violet - red in argon'1 '. This was
*not observed and one reason for this could be the Purkinje effect 
(the shift of the sensitivity of human eye towards shorter wavelength 
at small illumination levels). However, the experiments described in 
the following sections support the hypothesis that the flashes observed 
are essentially independent of the surrounding atmosphere.
5.6.2 Observation of Acoustic affects
During the observations carried out in air at atmospheric pressure
a short sound whose occurrence coincided with the appearance of the light
flash could be heard. The sound was similar to that produced by a
capacitor discharge through a short circuit and its intensity at the
distance of 50 cm from the switching device v/as assessed to be 10 dB.
1(From this follows a rough estimate of 10 W for the power dissipated 
by sound waves during the air impulse sound, which is negligible in
( ° ) \comparison with the powers dissipated through light and heat emission'-' ).
Acoustic effects of a similar description were observed by Stocker^^ 
during formation of a conducting path on the surface of a chalcogeniae 
glass memory device. Stocker reports that a sharp click can often be 
heard as the path forms. It is not submitted that the effects described 
here are necessarily of the same nature as those observed by Stocker.
A tentative explanation of the former is given in Chapter 6.
5.6.5 First Ki~h Vacuum Experiment
The aim of this experiment was to study the effect of the emission 
of charged particles from the switching device, which v/as first encountered 
during the SEM observations described in section 5*5* In order to obtain 
more reliable information about the. effect it was necessary to carry out 
the experiment in high vacuum. An apparatus v/as designed which would
J. E. Purkyn£, Csech biologist.
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enable
(i) analysis of the energy of the emitted charged particles
(ii) estimation of the location and the size of the emitting 
region of the switching device.
A photograph of the apparatus is given in Pig. 5«14« It comprises a
cylindrical glass envelope with a flat window which is coated on its
inner surface with a fluorescent substance. There is an electric
connection to the fluorescent coating. The switching device is mounted
on a base with lead-throughs (Pig. 4*3) and the base is sealed with low
melting point wax (picein) to the end of the glass envelope opposite to
the screen. A tungsten grid is provided above the switching device;
the grid connection to an outside circuit is made also through the base
leads. The envelope is evacuated through the side outlet. The minimum
pressure obtained in the apparatus was 2 x 10**^  torr. This not very
satisfactory pressure is partially due to the lack of a proper bake-out
of the system. Only moderate heating to — 120°0 coxild he applied because
of the low melting point wax used in construction; the switching device
itself would tolerate temperature:! up to 230°C (T of the swi tching
S
material).
With respect to the point (i) above, an experimental set up was 
tried out, the essence of which is the retarding potential method shown 
in Pig. 5»15» In the initial version of the equipment a negative ramp 
generator wa3 used to produce the retarding potential (0 to -18 V) and 
a linear amplifier (Brookdeal LA350) as the current detector; a successful 
test run was made with a commercial diode (KZ80) substituted for the 
system switching device-grid in Pig. 5.15* The use of the analysing 
circuitry for the study of the emission from the chalcogenide switching 
device proved, however, to ho much more difficult.
Oscilloscope
Fig. 5.15.
THE PRINCIPLE OF THE A N A L Y SIS  OF THE ENERGY OF CHARGED 
EMITTED P A R T IC L E S.
a b
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This was due to:
short duration of the emission phenomenon 
need for synchronization
mutual capacitance between the grid and the switching device 
circuit.
The analysing circuitry was gradually reduced to mere detection 
circuits shown in Fig. 5»l6a, h. In the first case the grid current 
developed a voltage drop on the resistor Rg which was observed on an 
oscilloscope; in the second case the detection was facilitated by a 
moving coil galvanometer. In both cases grid currents were detected if 
the grid was positively biased with respect to earth but only for a short 
time following the onset of switching. A voltage peak of less than 1 ms 
in' duration was observed on the resistor and similarly a ballistico
deflection occurred on the galvanometer. When the polarity of the grid 
bias was reversed (negatively biased grid) no current was; detected by the 
galvanometer in some cases, but in other cases deflections similar to 
those observed with positively biased grid were observed. Hie polarity 
reversal of the grid bias did not seem to affect systematically the 
polarity of the voltage peaks across the resistor H„; both negatively 
and positively going pulses were observed. Their occurrence could in 
most cases be explained in terms of the change in the grid potential with 
respect to earth at the instant of switching; if the switching transition 
occurred when the grid potential was positive (negative) then the voltage 
peak was negative (positive).
The vacuum in the tube was maintained at 5*5 x 10 torr during 
these experiments. Later the experiments were repeated using an all-glass 
enclosure (Fig. 5.10) in which a better vacuum of 5 x 10 torr was 
achieved. The findings ..ere similar to those obtained in the first
experimental set up but with perhaps less ambiguity
In summary it can be said that all the observed changes in the 
grid current at the onset of switching could be explained in terms of 
the changes in the mutual capacitance between the grid and the switching 
device and tliat no tangible evidence of charged particles being emitted 
from the switching device was produced by these experiments. The mutual 
capacitance could, in principle, be eliminated by including a second grid 
between the switching device and the existing grid and connecting it to a 
suitable potential; this v;as not, however, pursued at the time.
Another way of by-passing the unwanted influence of the mutual 
capacitances between the collecting electrode and the switching device is 
the use of the fluorescent screen which should convincingly show any 
genuine current of charged particles falling on it (no fluorescence is 
produced by displacement currents). \Jhen the fluorescent screen was 
connected in the circuit shovm in Fig. 5.17 with R = 10 M2, there vas 
no fluorescence observed, but with Rg_ = 1 1:2 an intense fluorescence of 
the screen took place at the begining of a switching operation. However 
the switching device was destroyed by this, showed an open circuit failure 
The fluorescence of the screen was not localized but overall, so that this 
experiment did not yield information about the location of the emitting 
region and its size (point (ii) at the begining of this section).
It is possible that the fields between the collecting electrodes 
(grid and fluorescent screen) in the experiments above described were not 
sufficiently high to overcome the fields appearing across the switching 
device and thus failed to influence the flow of any charged particles 
which may be present.
The extent of experimentation was limited by the lifetime of the 
devices enclosed in the vacuum tubes and therefore a definite conclusion 
regarding various point mentioned in this section could not be reached.
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The grid and screen currents registered during the onset of 
switching decreased with the age of the device; this trend correlates 
with the decrease of intensity of the emitted light. The experiments 
concerning this are described in the following section.
5.6.4 The Second High Vacuum Ibcnerinent
The aim of this experiment was to establish the temporal relation 
between the appearance of the spark across the switching device and the 
switching "off" - "on" transition. Assuming that the spark is caused 
by electric field excitation of vaporized material from the device at 
the begining of a switching operation, it should, in principle, be possible 
to ascertain at what instant of time the vaporization (i.e. the heating of 
the switching device) takes place by carrying out the present experiment.
There are two possible causes for the vaporization. It seemed 
most likely that an intense heating of the device could be due to the 
discharge of energy stored in the capacitance of the device and its leads 
('2'CV2 ) at the begining of the "off" - "on" transition. In such a case 
the vaporization would take place within a time comparable with the time 
constant of the discharging circuit following the "off" - "on" transition. 
This time would be less than a microsecond in most experimental situations 
(iton i  1 k2, C(device + leads) ^  1 n?) and there would be very little 
difference between the behaviour in cases of an electronic and a thermal 
mechanism of switching.
The second possibility is that the heat dissipated by the current 
through the device in the "on"-state causes the vaporization (the fact 
that the spark occurs only during the first switching cycle of a switching 
operation could be accounted for by a spread of the current channel during 
subsequent cycles). Referring to the remark in section 2.2.1 (p. 43) 
concerning the temporal relation between the switching current and the
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temperature distribution in the device it is expected in the case of a 
thermal mechanism of switching that the spark occurs during the increase 
of the device current. If the origin of the switching phenomenon is an 
electronic one then the heating and vaporisation due to the device "on"-state 
current take place after the voltage across the device has dropped to the 
"on"-state value (which also may be insufficient to excite the spark in 
the vapour). Thus the temporal relation between the occurrence of the 
spark and the switching transition is expected to be different in the 
cases of thermal and electronic switching (in the framework of the hypothesis). 
Pig. 5.18 shews the position of the switching device in a vacuum system and 
the principle of the method of measurement, is indicated in Fig. 5.19*
The current flowing through the switching device and the photometer signal 
are displayed simultaneously on the dual trace oscilloscope. The 
experimental accurracy with which the temporal relation between the two 
traces could be determined was about 1^ is. This limit was obtained by 
using a testing set-up in which the clialcogenide device was replaced by 
a neon tube operated by a voltage much greater than its ignition voltage.
The result of the experiment in which the appearance of the spark 
across the switching device v/as being measured against the occurrence of 
the switching transition is shown in Fig. 5*20; the oscillogram sets an 
upper limit of 4yus on the time between the "off"-"on" transition and 
occurrence of the spark. The variations in the performance of the reed 
relay and in the device delay time prevented improvement of the time 
resolution of the experiment. (it was difficult to capture the event 
on the screen v/hen the sweep time was much less than the variations in 
the delays). The result of this experiment is discussed further in 
section 6.3.
external, power supply anoL Low 
noise amplifier
Fig . 5.19.
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5.7 Analysis of Variation of Switching Parameters
The topic of variability of switching parameters has already been 
introduced in section 5*4 where some of the experimental resul+s were 
presented to complement the theoretical model which was put forward.
In the present section the remaining experimental observations and 
procedures relating to the analysis of variation of switching parameters 
are described.
5.7.1 Direct ilyidence for Two Phase Structure in Threshold Glass 
The theoretical model in section 3.4 relies on the presence of
highly conducting regions inside the semiconducting matrix of the 
switching material. These regions are most likely small crystallites 
which should be detectable by diffraction techniques.
X-ray diffraction, electron diffraction and transmission microscopy 
on the threshold type glass of composition S i ., Ge^„ A s,q T e ^  atomic 
per cent (Ovshinsky composition) were carried out and are described in 
the following two sections.
5.7.1.1 X-ray Diffraction
Samples for X-ray powder diffraction were prepared by the technique 
described in section 4«3«4 from
(i) as made chalcogenide glass
(ii) material removed from the active region of a switching 
device
The X-ray powder diffraction technique withCu K . filtered radiation 
(^ .*= 1-54 Â) did not reveal any crystallinity in cither of the two 
cases above, except when the as made material was obviously crystalline 
(detected by tests discussed in section 4.2.2). In that case analysis 
showed that the crystalline phase was As^ Te^; the diffraction pattern 
is in Pig. 2.4 (bottom).
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The Laue back-rcflection method was also employed, with the X-ray
beam directed onto the switched region of the device. The only
crystalline material detected was the electrode material. This was
probably due to the beam being incident on part of the electrodes and
not due to diffusion of the electrode material into the switching region;
removal of the electrodes by etching could decide between the two possibilities.
There may be two reasons why small crystallites we re not detected by
X-ray difraction. Firstly, as already mentioned in the review chapter
(section 2.1.1, p. 21) X-ray diffraction does not reveal very small
2 3crystallites of the size of the order 10 - 10 1. Secondly, the intensity
of the diffracted beam is proportional to the volume of the appropriate 
phase. Thus if the volume fraction of a crystalline phase in an amorphous 
matrix is very small then its diffraction pattern may not be resolved on 
the background resulting from the amorphous phase.
3 . 7 . 1 . 2  E l e c t r o n  D i f f r a c t i o n
Electron diffraction is superior to X-ray diffraction with respect
to the two points above. Electrons with energy of 200 keV have about
60 times shorter wavelength than the CuK^ line and also somewhat smaller
diffraction angles are used in electron diffraction than in X-ray diffraction;
therefore much smaller crystals can be detected. The cross-sectional area
of the electron beam can easily be made much smaller than that of an X-ray
beam and therefore much better spatial selectivity is achieved which also
facilitates detection of small crystallites.
One danger present in electron microscopy of ohalcogenide glasses
is the possibility of causing devitrification or even melting of the
(11 121material by the electron beanw ’ ‘. The observations described in this
section were made by using 200 keV electron microscope (JEM 200) and a 
"safe" level of the current density of the electron beam was determined
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by observing a diffraction pattern of an amorphous region (rings) of the
chalcogenide glass for about 15 minutes and determining that the diffraction 
pattern did not change.
structural changes in the chalcogenide glass and values less than this 
were used in the observations. For more energetic electrons the beam 
current density could be greater because less energy is dissipated by 
the electron beam.
Samples for electron microscopy were prepared by the method described 
in section 4.3»5* A transmission micrograph in Fig. 5-21 shows the 
distribution of fragments of the chalcogenide glass. The electron 
transparent fragment in the centre of the field shows regularity in its 
features - shadows running parallel, resembling a layer-like structure.
A selected area diffraction pattern given by the fragment is in Fig. 5*22, 
the pattern was identified as crystalline tellurium.
In other cases the diffraction patterns obtained from the fragments 
of material were rather sharply defined rings which sometimes contained 
spots resembling polycrystalline-like patterns. It was not possible to 
identify positively the phases present and only a limited degree of 
similarity with the electron diffraction patterns obtained from thin 
films of the same glass (11 - 1 '/) was found.
The microcrystallites were detected in both as made material and 
material removed from the switched region of a device. It was not possible 
to conclude whether the incidence of crystallinity differed in the two cases.
In summary, it can be concluded that a chalcogenide glass can be
considered as one not causing
stable in the sense that it exhibits threshold switching as distinct from 
memory switching, and at the same time contain microcrystallites.
F i g  , 5 . 2 2  ELECTRON d i f f r a c t i o n  p a t t e r n  f r o m  t h e  
FRAGM ENT s h o w n  im t h e  c e n t r e  o f  f i g . 5 .  Z \ ,
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5.7.2 Techniques for Analysis of Variability of Switching Parameters
5.7.2.1 The Distribution Function
directly by using a multichannel analyser (Northern Scientific with 
1024 channels). Hie block diagram of the experimental set up is in 
Fig. 5*23. The address advance of the multichannel analyser is initiated 
by a start pulse at t = 0 and stopped at the time t = t^ at an address 
N3 = k.t^ (nearest integer), where k is the rate of advance. The memory 
content of the -th channel is increased by 1 bit and then the advance 
scaler is reset to N •- 0. Thus if the whole cycle is repeated many times 
the memory content M  = Il(li) as a function of N gives directly a histogram 
approximating the distribution function p(t^) defined by (3.21).
The measurement of the distribution of the tlireshold voltages 
represented a slightly more difficult problem. The analyser used did 
not have a suitable digitizer and therefore a simple (but less efficient) 
method involving the use of an external discriminator was employed.
Fig. 5.24 shows the block diagram of the experimental arrangement in which 
the first order distribution function was directly displayed on the screen 
of the analyser. The second order distribution function ^(V^) was 
obtained by differentiating the memory content
this was carried out on a digital computer.
5.7.2.2 The A u t o c o r r e l a t i on C o e f f i c i e n t s
The basic requirement in the time series analysis is to record a
The distribution function of the delay times O (%) was obtained
sufficiently long series (preferably more than a thousand) of switching 
parameters for further processing. In the present work the time series
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F i g .5 . 2 5 .
METHOD or THE RECORDIMG OT THE TIME-SERIES
OP THRESHOLD VOLTAGES.
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of threshold voltages has been recorded by the method schematically
illustrated in Pig. 5«25. The periodic excitation waveform (a rectified
sine-wave) wa3 applied to the device through a series resistor and the
voltage appearing across the switching device was applied to the vertical
deflection system of an oscilloscope with no time-base operating. The
image of the resulting bright section of oscillating length was projected
on a moving film using an adapted oscilloscope camera. After the film
was developed and printed the sequence of threshold voltages V-j^n) was
obtained by measuring the maxima of the curve on the prin+. The data
were processed by a computer to obtain the autocorrelation coefficients
Ii(m) and their Fourier transform G(k). The mathematical procedures
(l B )involved are described in a book by Bendat and Piereol'' .
The computer program had 3 main parts
(i) Data transformation (including an optional trend 
removal by least square method)
(ii) Calculation -of the coefficients R(m)
(iii) Calculation of the spectral power density coefficients 
G(k).
and is given in the Appendix.
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CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION OF EXPERII-TSKTAL RESULTS
In this Chapter the experimental results reported in this thesis 
are discussed in the light of theoretical models presented in Chapter 3« 
Theoretical and experimental results of other investigators are also 
brought into the discussion.
The implications of this discussion and comparison are presented 
in a separate Chapter 7*
In the first section of the present Chapter the electrical 
conductivity of the switching material and its dependence on temperature 
and electric field is discussed before going on to consider experimental 
results more directly concerned with the switching effect.
6,1 Temperature and Field Dependence of Conductivity
The results of conductivity measurements on the Si^^ Ge^ As,q Te^g 
glass were given in section 5*1 • The central result concerning the 
temperature dependence of electrical conductivity is that the conduction 
process is thermally activated over a broad temperature range. The 
corresponding activation energy was found to vary slightly between different 
batches of glass (from 0.42 eV to 0.56 eV) and also a small decrease in the 
activation energy was observed on one glass after it was "switched".
These results suggest that the preparation of the chalcogenide glass 
influences its electrical conductivity to some extent. In the present 
method of preparation described in Chapter 4 certain difficulties were 
encountered in incorporating all of the silicon into the melt; this 
could be one reason for the variation in the activation energy. Another 
cause, which is thought to bo more likely, is the probable contamination 
of the chalcogenide glass with minute traces of oxygen. It is known that
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proportions less than 1 Ja of oxygen in chalcogenide glass can alter 
significantly its structural and other properties^.
It is appropriate to mention here also the dependence of properties 
of amorphous semiconductors on the rate of quenching during different 
methods of preparation (discussed in Chapter 4)* When comparing data 
on the Si^g Ge^ ^  As^q Te^g material quoted in the literature there are 
différencies found between the values of the activation energies of 
conduction in evaporated materials and in bulk (e.g. Croitoru et al 0.47 eV 
on filrcs^^, Phillips et al^^O.6 eV on bulk), which document the important 
différencies between evaporated films and glasses.
The change in the activation energy after "switching" the material 
which was observed is likely to be associated with the changes in structure 
of the glass induced by heating and possibly also electric field. The 
aspects of structural changes during switching are dealt with in a later 
section 6.3.2.
At low temperatures the conductivity exhibits an extrinsic-like 
character, which nay also be associated with the presence of structural 
changes in the material. It was observed that the temperature at which 
the extrinsic type of conduction sets in depends on the applied field and 
also changes after the switching device has been operated. These 
observations could be explained by assuming, for instar.ee, that the 
transport at low temperatures takes place by field emission from highly 
conducting r.icrocrystallites or phase separated regions in the semiconducting 
matrix. However, further investigations are required before drawing more 
specific conclusions.
The results on the field dependence of conductivity are summarized 
in a graphical form in Fig. 5»2. The field dependence of electrical 
conductivity is a difficult phenomenon to analyse because of the possibility 
of temperature rise in the sample due to Joule heating. The thinner the
H
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sample the greater the electric field that may be safely applied without 
causing the sample temperature to rise. The power dissipation levels 
in bulk samples were less than 120 mW (at this level of dissipation the 
thermal runaway commenced) and in switching devices used for measurement 
less than 1 mW.
The functional form of the I-V characteristics seems to be the 
same in both virgin and formed devices and also in a thick bulk sample 
at low fields. The independence of the I-V characteristic of forming 
is rather surprising in view of what has been said about the change of 
activation energy of conduction. However, it is possible that a difference 
in behaviour of virgin and formed devices could be detected at higher 
applied fields than those employed in the present measurements.
The computer analysis showed that several functional dependencies 
1 = f(V) fit the experimental data quite satisfactorily and it would have 
been extremely difficult to detect aifferencios between the laws merely 
by plotting the data. This can explain to some extent the "variety" of 
laws I = f(V) reported in the literature.
The best fit to the experimental daca was obtained using the lav 
I = I exp(v/v0) V. It was assumed that a single function can apply 
to the whole of the measuring interval, unlike, for instance, Hall^'^ 
who used the sum of two different functions to fit the data.
The best fit to the set of I-V values obtained by numerical 
solution of the problem of Joule heating in the switching device (see 
sections 5»1 and 3.2.1) was achieved for the law I = I exp (V/Vq) , 
i.e. a different law from that for the experimental data. This result 
therefore suggests that the experimentally observed I-V characteristics 
are not due to heating effects.
The possibility of space charge limited current is considered to
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be real in the thinner samples (i 30 Jim). Support is lent to this 
hypothesis by the apparent time dependence of the currents through the 
device observed during conductivity measurements. A slow decrease of 
current through the device was observed (when a constant d.c. voltage 
was applied), the decrease taking place over many minutes. The plot of
the logarithm of current against the logarithm of time was not linear as
(5)observed by Polanco et alw / .
The form of the law X = f(v) for the case of the space charge limited 
current depends on the assumed distribution of traps (density of traps at 
various energy levels) in the semiconductor.
Only the law corresponding to the exponential distribution of traps 
in energy was considered here and it is not ruled out that a better agreement 
could be found using a different law.
6.2 Threshold Voltage as a Function of Tsrwerature
The threshold voltage was found to be strongly dependent on the 
ambient temperature (section 5«2)i in the range of temperatures above 
room temperature and a little below, the logarithm of the threshold voltage 
plots linearly against the reciprocal temperature. The corresponding 
activation energy was found to be one half of that of electrical conduction, 
which result suggests that the switching is thermally initiated.
At lower temperatures than about -20°C the threshold voltage becomes 
much less dependent on the ambient temperature than expected on the basis 
of the thermal model. However, a semi-quantitative agreement with experiment 
can be achieved by modifying the thermal model by incorporating into it 
additional assumptions. Two different modifications of the thermal model 
were discussed in Chapter 3• In the first model the additional assumption 
was that the switching may be initiated by an electronic mechanism which 
becomes operative at a sufficiently high electric field. In the second
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model it was assumed that a highly conducting phase occurs in the 
switching material when a high electric field and/or elevated temperature 
are present in the material. T’he two models have a common feature in 
that a transition from a thermal to a non-thermal mechanism occurs at 
intermediate temperatures, providing thereby two possible phenomenological 
explanations for the experimental result.
There are other ways in which a qualitatively similar result could 
be obtained. One obvious suggestion is to include the field dependence 
of electrical conductivity in the equations of the thermal model (equations 
2.25 - 2.26). This in fact was carried out in the present work in the- 
one dimensional form of the model but it was found that even in one 
dimension it represents a considerable mathematical complication (the 
need for an inner iterative process associated with the redistribution 
of electric field due to the change in eiectrical conductivity). At 
that time the main interest was in the dynamical aspects of the electro­
thermal model, namely the dependence of the delay time on overvoltage at 
various temperatures and simulation of switching characteristics. The 
results of the model were not satisfactory on those counts and therefore 
it was concluded that if it. is possible to obtain an agreement with 
experiment by introducing the field dependence of conductivity into the 
thermal model then a more realistic spatial domain of the problem must 
be considered, possibly the two dimensional problem. This would be a 
major mathematical task in itself.
One objection to incorporating the field dependence of conductivity 
is that it is necessary to understand the cause of the field dependence 
before proceeding further; this is because the different spatial regions 
of the sample (or the switching device) may contribute differently to the 
tota.l conductivity which is measured and a simple phenomenological 
description is not possible. Several authors (for references see
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section 2.2.3) have used the field dependence of conductivity as a 
modification of the assumptions of the thermal model. This is 
speculative at the present stage of understanding of the transport 
processes in amorphous semiconductors.
/in example of a modification of the thermal model in which 
microscopic processes in designated spatial regions of the switching 
device are taken into consideration is the model of Kolomiets et a l ^ ,  
in which the thermal model is modified by taking into account the space 
charge limited current in order to explain the temperature dependence of 
threshold voltage in thin film devices.
This section has so far been concerned only with the aspects of 
the dependence of the threshold voltage on temperature. We conclude 
this section by discussing the dependence of threshold voltage on other 
experimental parameters which were considered, namely: illumination by 
light and electron beams (section 5»3)• ho dependence of the threshold 
voltage on these experimental parame lers was found in the devices employing 
the S i ^  ®eio Asjo ^e/,0 d ass, except in cases where the heat dissipation 
was sufficient to initiate switelling thermally. If such a dependence 
can r8 detected at all, it is likely to be manifested more strongly at low 
temperatures where switching may be electronic in character and heating is 
suppressed.
i s l  S t r u c t u r a l  Changes i n  th e  S w i t c h i n g  D e v ic e
6 , 3 . 1  i i a c r o s c o n i c  Phon~cs i n  l-'ornholo-'y
The observations made by the optical microscope and examination of 
the switched devices by the scanning electron microscope (section 5.5) 
reveal that coplanar switching devices change their morphology due to 
evaporation of the electrodes and melting of the chalcogenide glass 
during switching operations. It was observed that the extent of the
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damage depends on the number of switching operations (nomenclature of 
section 5.5 applies here) not on their length. It is therefore 
concluded that the damage to the switching device is caused by the 
discharge of the energy stored in the capacitance of the switching 
device and the associated circuit at the instant of switching. The 
"on"-state current which was limited by using a series resistor is not 
thought to contribute significantly to the damage.
The observations show that a coplanar switching device with
aluminium electrodes 0.4 71c Lhick operated at the threshold voltage of
-2  2400 V, sustains damage in an area of about 10 mm of the electrodes 
during one operation. A short calculation shows that the amount of 
energy needed to vaporize the aluminium from the area of the damage is 
compatible with the amount of energy stored in a capacitor of 100 pP 
charged at 400 V (latent heat of vaporization for aluminium is 68 kcal/mole). 
The capacitance of the switching devices used in these experiments was 
about 10 pP and that of the connecting coaxial cable was 60 pP which gives 
an order of magnitude agreement with the calculated value of 100 pP.
Vhen a parallel capacitance of 35 nP was connected to the switching device 
the damage rate was extremely high - the device was virtually destroyed 
during 5 switching operations; its resistance changed from 30 Mil to 170 lift.
The vaporization of the electrode material is accompanied by the 
vaporization of the chalcogenide glass. This is concluded from the 
change in appearance of the active region of the switching device, 
indicating some loss of material.
The effective discharge time of the capacitively stored energy is 
expected to be of the order of RQn Cd+1, where RQn »100 is the "on"-state 
resistance of the switching device and Cd+1 70 pP is the capacitance 
of the device and the associated circuit, which is of the order of
nanoseconds This agrees with the high temperature transients observed.
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The fact that the vaporization takes place in a very short tine interval 
is also demonstrated by the acoustic effects observed when the device is 
operated in air at atmospheric pressure (section 5*6) which are interpreted 
as a sound pulse produced by the expansion of hot vapours.
The emission of light from the switching device is interpreted as 
a spark discharge in the vaporized species, (similar sparks have been 
observed by other investigatorsu '). It would be extremely helpful to 
analyse the spectrum of the emitted light spectrographically. It is 
expected that the spectrum v:ould snow mainly lines belonging to aluminium 
used for electrodes because it lias the lowest ionization potential, but 
possibly some of the components of the chalcogenide glass (Te) would 
also be detected.
Damage in coplanar switelling devices was studied by Adam and Duchene^'
(9)and by Armitage et al . These authors associated the cause of damage 
also with the capacitive discharge. Armitage et al report that the 
damage was polarity dependent, the anode being more damaged than the 
cathode.
The sandwich devices seem to be much less affected by the capacitive 
discharge. This is apparently due to a much better heat conduction from 
the area of localized heating arising at the instant of switching; in 
the sandwich structures the heat is conducted away from a point inside 
the electrode area radially outwards across the electrodes, whereas in 
the coplanar devices the heating takes place at the edge of the electrodes 
and the solid angle in which the heat can be dissipated is effectively 
more than halved.
Although the external surface damage of sandwich devices is 
negligible it is possible that internal structural changes can be induced 
by the capacitive discharge in the sandwich devices. The next section 
deals with some aspects of the internal structural changes.
6.5.2 Hicrostructural Changes in the Switching Material
Direct experimental evidence for the existence of tellurium 
microcrystallites in the Si12 To A s ^  Ge^Q (STAG) material was obtained 
by electron diffraction (section 5.7.1.2). Indirect evidence for the
structural changes taking place in the switching devices is obtained by 
monitoring their switching parameters, in particular the threshold voltage. 
The changes in the threshold voltage have two components:
There is a gradual slow change in the threshold voltage observed 
throughout the life of the switching device. This change is illustrated 
by the shift in the maximum of the distribution of threshold voltages and 
change in the shape of the distribution curve (section 3*4.5). The 
threshold voltage generally decreases during prolonged periods of operation; 
an aged device can be temporarily revived by the application of suitable 
"curing" pulses. In this sense the slow change in the threshold voltage 
is semi-reversible.
The second component of the changes is a fast fluctuation of the
threshold voltage observed during a.c. operation. The theoretical model
presented in section 3.4.4 suggests that these fast fluctuations in the
switching parameters are associated with fluctuations in the size or
shape of the microscopic crystallites dispersed in the chalcogenide glass
matrix. The state of the crystallites is described in the model by a
single scalar variable, x, which is interpreted as the volume fraction
of the crystallites. The growth-rate dx of the crystallites is
dt
assumed to depend only on the effective temperature in the switching 
device and no explicit dependence on the electric field or other quantities 
which are likely to influence the growth, such as mechanical stress, was 
taken into account. In spite of these simplifications the model is 
capable of explaining the observed phenomena:
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(i) the fast fluctuations in the switching parameters are not 
random hut correlation exists between sequential fluctuations,
(ii) the degree of correlation depends on the operating regime; 
a decrease in correlation is observed when the applied voltage during 
a.c. operation is increased.
The correlation between sequential fluctuations of the threshold 
voltage is explained in terms of the interaction between the growth of 
the crystallites and the temperature which is reached in the switching 
device during operation. Mathematically this interaction leadb to an 
autoregressive process. In this connection it is possible to mention 
that a mathematically identical mechanism could be obtained by considering 
other physical models for the variability of switching parameters, which 
do not involve the assumption of the existence of highly conducting 
crystallites in the switching material. For example, the dependence 
of the properties of the glassy switching material on the rate of cooling 
of a molten channel after the end of a switching operation (expressed in 
terms of the glass transition temperature by the relation 2.2) can be 
shown to be a possible basis for an autoregressive process. A completely 
non-structural explanation for the variation of switching parameters has 
been put forward by Lee et al^'*\ They suggest that the variation of 
threshold voltage is caused by the variation in the quantity of the 
residual charges trapped in the switching material at the end of each 
operation. This model could also be developed into one having auto­
regressive properties. However, in the light of the experimental evidence 
in favour of the existence of the crystallites the last two models above 
are thought to be unrealistic and the model put forward in section 3.4*4 
is preferred.
By changing some of the assumptions of the present model (relaxing
the assumption of random perturbations in growth and introducing an
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assumption of a limiting mechanism for growth of the ciystallites) it 
would he possible to change the autoregressive nature of the model into 
an oscillatory one. This would then explain the unusual periodic 
variation in the threshold voltage reported by Suntola^'^.
The capability of the theoretical model to account semi-quantitatively 
for the correlation in the time-series of switching parameters and its 
changes with the regime of operation reinforces the argument that microscopic 
structural changes in the threshold switching material are an important 
factor in the switching mechanism. It can be fui’ther argued that there 
is no sharp division between threshold and memory switching materials; 
this is supported by the experiment described in section 5»4i in which a 
reversible memory state has been induced in a device employing the stable 
STAG material.
The forming process is interpreted in terms of the model as a stage
during which the microcrystallites develop to a state that is compatible
with the operating conditions (Fig. 3.12). The change of switching
parameters (threshold voltages) during the forning stage lias been discussed
in section 5.4» It was shown that in the case of coplanar switching
devices it is not possible to interpret the changes in switching parameters
solely in terns of the internal structural changes in the device because
changes in the properties of the electrodes make a significant contribution.
The decrease in the threshold voltage of sandwich devices after forming is
probably more directly associated with the internal changes in microstructure.
Experiments conducted by Coward'^ on the STAG material show that a
filament with a much higher conductivity than the as-deposited thin film
( 12 )is produced during the forming process. Bosnell and Thomas' showed, 
recently that this filament consists of small needle-shaped tellurium 
crystals embedded in a glassy matrix and oriented with their c-axis 
parallel to the direction of switching field.
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The ability of switching materials to precipitate a highly
conducting phase when an electric field is applied to them may be
considered to be the factor which distinguishes between switching and
destructive breakdown. (This view has been also expressed by Bosnell
(12)and Thomas' '). In this context it is possible to mention the result
(11 )of Yurlova who observed that the "on"-state can be withstood for 
long periods on d.c. operation of thin STAG film devices only when the 
forming stage is completed.
Another argument in favour of the general importance of the 
structural changes in switching materials is that the variability of 
switching parameters is observed in devices employing materials of 
different nature. The variability of switching parameters in chalcogenide
based devices^^ ” as well as in completely different transition metal
(18 - 20)oxide devices' has been reported. It is likely that the variability
is caused by structural changes in all cases. Thus in the light of the 
foregoing discussion it may be concluded that the structural changes in 
switching materials are an important and universal part of the switching
process
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CHAPTER 7
SUR'AHY Aim COHCLUSIOIIS
The initial work (Chap. 3, ref. 1 and Chap. 1, ref. 30), 
continuation of which is the work described in this thesis, was based 
on the thermal model of switching. The thermal model, however, was 
inadequate to explain some of the observed phenomena (e.g. variation of 
the threshold voltage with temperature, change of the character of t^  (V) 
isotherms with temperature) and therefore modifications of this model 
were necessary.
u .  ¡ e d i f i c a t i o n s  o f  th e  Thermal ¡Todel
The two different modifications which were considered have a 
common feature in that in"both models an independent condition for 
switching to occur is added to the purely thermal model.
In the first model (section 3*3«1) it was postulated that heating 
together with an electronic effect taking place at a critical electric 
field is causing the initiation of switching. The nature of the electronic 
effect was not specified in the model, however, in the light of further 
investigations (structural changes) it is thought that field emission of 
carriers from sharp microcrystallites could be operative.
In the second model the key assumption was that the switching 
"off"-"on" transition is caused by a structural relaxation which takes 
place at a critical temperature and/or a critical electric field 
(section 3*2.2). This relaxation results in a highly conducting phase 
and vanishes when the applied electric field is removed.
Both models explain qualitatively the observed variation of 
threshold voltage v/ith -temperature, i.e. lower values of the threshold 
voltage than those predicted by purely thermal model and also the fact
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that the threshold voltage tends to a constant value at low temperatures.
The models considered were one-aimensional. The restriction to 
one dimension is a realistic simplification only if the initiation of 
switching is modelled (this is the case in the present models) and the 
constriction of current into a channel does not take place (this assumes 
that no structural changes have taken place contrary to later experimental 
observations). If these conditions are not fulfilled then at least a 
two dimensional model is necessary and its predictions can be fundamentally 
different from those of a one-dimensional model and in better agreement 
with experiment. This was shown by solving the equations of the purely 
thermal model in two dimensions using a digital computer (section 3.3).
Moreover, the models considered did not include any modifications 
due to the presence of structural changes in the threshold switching 
material and therefore could not account for the observed variation in 
switching parameters. It was concluded that these structural changes 
have to be studied and understood before any attempt to develop a realistic 
quantitative model of the threshold switching.
Isi Structural. Chanres in the Threshold Switching devices
It was possible to classify the structural changes into macroscopic
and microscopic. The phenomenon of damage of the switching device which
was observed when coplanar geometry was used falls into the first category.
It was concluded that the damage (evaporation of electrode and switching
materials) is caused by the discharge of electrostatic energy stored in
the device and circuit capacitance.
The microscopic structural changes evidence of which was seen in
threshold devices of all geometries used are of fundamental importance.
The experimental evidence of the microstructural changes in the switching
material Si.- Ge. _ As-. Te.a was based upon the following experiments:14 lu pu 40
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(i) Direct observation of the microciystallites in threshold 
chalcogenide glass by the use of electron microscopy and electron 
diffraction. The crystals, identified as tellurium, were shown to 
be present already in the unswitched material,
(ii) Observation of the changes in the properties of the switching 
device during the forming process. The threshold voltage of the switching 
device and the resistance of the device change during the forming process 
and also the activation energy of conduction was found to decrease 
slightly after the first-fire operation.
(iii) Aged threshold switches which showed degenerate I-V characteristics 
with no negative differential resistance region could be regenerated by 
applying short high current pulses to them. A memory state could be 
induced in the threshold glass Si^  ^  Ge^  q As ,q T e ^  by the application
of a d.c. current of several tens of milliampères for a few minutes and 
erased by a short high current pulse.
(iv) Observation of the variation in switching parameters of 
formed devices with the number of operations. Experimental analysis 
revealed that the variation has two main components:
(a) Slow variation taking place throughout the life of 
the device,
(b) Fast fluctuations occurring from operation to operation.
It was further shown that the latter variation is not random but that 
correlation exists between sequential switching operations.
A semi-quantitative theoretical model v/as presented to explain the 
observed phenomena in terns of microstructural changes in the glass during 
threshold switching (section 5«4»4). This model incorporates some 
simplifying assumptions but nevertheless it is capable of satisfactorily 
predicting the experimental observations and of suggesting areas for
further research,
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Isl Mechanism of Switching
It was indicated in the preceding sections that the presence of 
structural changes in the switching material makes it difficult to 
elucidate the switching mechanism by comparing available theoretical 
models with experiment. Therefore direct experimental steps were taken 
towards the elucidation of the mechanism initiating switching.
In the first set of experiments light and electron beams were 
interacting with the switching device in an attempt to initiate the 
threshold switching. The results of these experiments were negative 
except in cases where the rower dissipation by the beam was causing a 
significant temperature rise in the switching device (section 5*5).
In the second experiment (described in section 5*6) a spark across 
the coplanar switching device was observed. The spark was interpreted 
as a discharge in the vaporized device material. The occurrence of the 
spark coincides (within the resolution of the experiment) with the 
switching "off"-"on" transition. This result means that a high 
temperature rise is associated with the switching transition and thus 
favours the thermal mechanism of switching.
No more definite conclusions with regard to the mechanism of 
switching could be drawn from these experimental results. However, 
the overall results indicate that the thermal model, when modified by 
the introduction of the aspects of structural changes and electric field 
enhanced conduction, is capable of explaining the observed features of 
the switching effect.
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CHAPTER 8
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURS WORK
The results of the present work indicate the major importance of 
structural changes in the threshold switching material and therefore the 
design of new experiments is seen mainly in the direction of more complete 
investigation of these changes.
The chalcogenide glass Si^ ^  Ge-jo AsJ0 ^e/]S use<* in Present vrork 
has two disadvantages: it is fairly complex and therefore the role of 
individual constituents in the structural changes may he difficult to 
follow; it is also relatively stable so that it does not exhibit a large 
amount of structural change. It is therefore suggested that future work 
on a simpler threshold material would be profitable, since this would be 
more prone to structural changes.
It is thought that the following aspects of the structural changes 
ought to be studied:
(i) Characterization of the switching material
(ii) Relationship between the structural changes and switching 
behaviour.
The experiments belonging into the first category could be concerned 
with ascertaining of the importance of the method of preparation with 
regard to the structural properties of chalcogenide glass (the role of 
oxygen impurities, speed of cooling and possible fundamental difference 
between thin film and bulk materials). The influence of the previous 
history of the switching material on its properties, in particular the 
influence of thermal treatment on the electrical conductivity and its 
temperature and field dependence should be investigated. A quantitative 
use of electron microscopy should be made to obtain fuller information 
about the phases in the switching material.
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The second, category comprises experiments v/hich are more closely 
concerned with the actual switching behaviour. In the light of the 
present research programme it is considered that the following aspects 
of the forming process are in need of further analysis:
(a) The dependence of the decrease in the threshold voltage with 
the number of switching operations on ambient temperature, switching 
regime and composition of the chalcogenide glass.
(b) The relationship (if any) between the decrease of threshold 
voltage during the forming stage and the decrease of the autocorrelation 
coefficients with the lag number, suggested in section 3.4.4.
The voltage appearing across the switching device in the "on"-state 
during d.c. operation before the memory state is set is very noisy. The 
relation between the spectrum of the noise and the spectrum of the discrete 
time-series of switching parameters obtained during a.c. operation could 
be investigated.
The character of the damage of switching devices should also be 
investigated more fully than in the present work, e.g. by spec trography 
of the light emitted from the switelling region or scanning electron 
microscopy of the damaged area. This would provide information for the 
construction of devices with improved damage resistance.
The range of scanning electron microscopy techniques could be 
extended by introducing a special detection system to yield more information 
about the temperature and electric potential distribution in coplanar 
switching devices. The distribution is likely to be modified by the 
microstructural changes and this aspect could also be investigated.
The results of the experiments from the categories (i) and (ii) above 
would enable the development of a realistic theoretical model of the switch­
ing effect
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In addition to the specific experiments outlined above it is 
clear that further research is necessary into the more fundamental 
properties of amorphous semiconductors, e. g. structure and aspects of 
disorder, thermodynamic properties, energy states and transport of 
charge carriers. Increased knowledge in these areas would provide 
a better basis for understanding the switching processes.
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VNLOR-3;79 "END" 1
80 «IF"PRINT"TREN" V NLOR-3?
81 "BEGIN I v n l o r -3;
62
83
84 "BEGIN
"PR|NT«<l|l5<'| "FOR»KI b O“ ST EP " 1" U" T I L" DI H" DO " " PR | ' IT "  ' ' S2 "  1 
SAMELlNE,TfcPR0ZCK3|
«»PRÌIlT« ' I l ' * 1 VNLOR-2!
85 "TOR ilH|»0"STEP"l "UNTI!. »1)1 N"nO"«PRINT»SAHELlNEi " S 2 "  ,''[»« 3 1 VNLOF-2!
86 "END"1 v n l o r -c :
87 «PR INTASAMELI! E, "SS'PVNLOR»', PVNLORI VNL0R-3J
88 «PRhlT»'UOB'iSAHELINE#UUI VNL0P-3J
89 •PRÌNT» SAMELINE,N| VNLOR-3'
90 "END"1 VNL0--3?
91 VNÌOR|*PVNUOR| VNLOR-3'
VNLOR-3-92 "END" OF VALORI
93 “INTFGER” IiNMAXI "ARRAY" VSTCRFC111031 ELCCTMEf
94 "ARRAY"TST3Rn,TSTORr.pSTORO,PSTOPDClll03l ELI CTR£?
95 "ARRAY" TTSC1110 3I ELf-cTHe;
96 "INTEGER"<0RS| ELCCTR£(
I
98
99
100
101102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109110 
111 
112
113
114
115
116 
117 110
119
120 
121 122
123
124
125126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135
136
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
9? KHÌX»«10OI 
KORSI«601 ELICTHS
P8ESW||»"TRJE"I ELECTuE
BRPPCR|«»TRUr"| ELfCTuE
"BRÌNT""l10"| ELtCT“C
"POR "NI «0 ”STKP " 1 " (NT 11.« l) I M" Ou" | «V'1/DIM/DXI ELI-C3M9
"FOP«N|«0”STEP"l»NNT!L"U|M»no" aSOLEN3|«To» MI
"POP" J»»l“STEp" 1 "UNTI L"9"no" VSTUPCC J] I suo » ELI CTRL
"POH » Jl «1"STEP"1"'JNT IL"9»!)0" ELICT9P
"BEGIN" TSTOROCJ31 * rSTORUCJ3l«TOI ELECTR9
RSTOROCJ3l>PSTnHDCJ)l«Uo/D!H/DXl ELECTH9
TTSfJ3l»OI ELICTH9
"END"1 ELECTH9
TTStlO3l»0l ELECTH9
H1 «Il M«
LI»
VOrY*GEl«VNLOR(ASOL.O>U | ELECTR8
VSTOREC li] 3 1 «VOLT*Gfc 1 ELICTHEi
TSTOR0ClO3l«ASOLC03l eletti;,
7STORDC103IbASOLCDIP3» ELICT101
PSTOR0E1O3|«aPOTE03| ELECT1C!
pSTORDC103|«APOTEUIM3» eli ctici
TTSCi03|«TTSE193*DT| ELFCTICi
"POP"J1»1"STEP"1"UNI IL" 9"DO" VSTOPCCJ3|«VSTOREtJ‘ l3l ELI CTHEI
"POP"Jl«1"STEP"1"UNT1L"9"D0" elf.cuc:
"BEGIN" TsroPoCj3i*TsrnRotj.i3i ELFCTICI
TSTOP'Jt J3I «TSTOHOCJ*1]| electic
PSTOROCJ31=PSTOROCJ*131 ELFCT1K
RSTORDCJ3l«PS»OHntJ*13lTTSCJ3l=TTSEj*13l electu:ELtCTli:
"END"1 electu;
" IF" (T3TDRDE93-TSTORD:83K.3"aN!>" R<1.2»-4 "aND" K>"0 "THEN" T 11 ECO1.;
"BEGIN" nTj»2«CTl tihecon;
RI«2*RI TIEECOf.3
A E 0 3 I «0 J BC03IU*R"(1*DX"UHHDa/TCOND)I Ct 03 1 «r 1 NI CI
» P OR » N1 « 1 « S TEP " 1 "UNT IL " [) H-l " Do» NIC)
"BEGIN" A CK 31«R1 N1 08
REO1«2*?«RI MC9
CCl31«R i NI 09
»END" pgr h i NUO
acMm3i*2«r» n[DiM3i«n«r!.Ri ccdim3i»oi Mll
•END"1 T1 FECOLA
"IF" (T3T0RDC93>TSTORDCB3)>10 "THFN" TIRECON5
"BEGIN" nn«nT/2i TIPECOf.6
R1«R/21 TPECON7
AEÒ3I«3I BCO)l'l,H"(l*BX*LAMI<DA/TCnND>l CCo3l«R| M 06
"rOKilNl*l»STEP"l"Ut,TIL"UlM-l"DO" M 07
"BEGIN" A C K31«R 1 Moa
RCN3l«2*2«RI NI 09
CEO 1 «R 1 NI 09
■ END" FOR N 1 MIO
Atr(M3l«2«R» RE 0 | "*3 1 «2*2*RI CCDIM3I*0I Mll
"END"» Tp'ECOf.e
"RECÌN" VrI-M —  •
APPO 1 «TGT«(l-EHl*APo',E03)/ASOLE03i ELI.CT153
"PRÌNT"''l''«SAMEL1NEiKi''Sr,,1aSPLCc''<'';’ ''>a50LED!M3-ASOL[o3i 
"S3 " , APDTE03, " S ' ', APOTEuItO , < '«2>'.SCALEi;<4)»TTSEinj,
elictir a
ELFcT155
F R P F P 0 I N T ( 4 )  i "S2* *, AEFO, "S" ,TGT«(1-EM1«AP0TEDIM3 ) / ASOLCDIN3» Eli CTUe,
"lF> AEP0<1 "THEN""GOTO" EMDDELT1 ELECT157
•END"| VRI-M»*-*
1ST
136«59
ióu
161
1«
163
164
163 
166 
19? 
16«
169
170
171
172
173
174 
173
176
177
178
179180 
161 
162 lw3
164
CG | ¿TOCO C A SOI. , APOT > I
currenti "U o » rs » c a /c rG » c s > i
CC6 3l»ll"ASni.tl3-<l-p»(l-nX»LAMRDA/TcONDl )»ASOLt0 3*2»R«DX« LÀMHl)A»TÙ/T nìNij*tJT»AR;ii[0j«2«r(C)/2| 
•roR*NI«l«STEP»l"'JNTIL«DI>t»l"DO<'
Ctn3t«R«»S3L:H-.i3* (7-2»R)«ASOl(N3*R»ASOUS«i3 
♦ I3T»AP0TCN3"2»FCN>|
nt'fH3t«2»i»«ASOLCD|M-lJ*(2-2.R>.»SOltUlM3«DT»APOTCniH3«2»r(DIM)l 
PACSS(A.B,C.D,DJN>I 
4l*K*1I
•tr‘K<K“AX»THEt!"*eoTO"Ll:
,70H,iN!«0«STEP«lB'/NTiL»li|Hlino""RRlHT* ASOLCN3,
I IS3'l,SAHELtNE,TC,T»(t-EHl»AHOTtN3>/ASOlCN3l 
•IF* K»i50 «THEM*
•BEGIN* SW}P0SI«"FALS£"|• PRlNTM.SANELINE.i'SSU.UO,'* S3 “ .TO," S3“ , LAMBDA," S3‘RUNOUT*
"END*
•RISE"
• PRlNToKSKfSS , CAMEL INE, “ S3 “ ,UO, << S3“ , TO," S3“ .» RESULT *| 
DTikRTImRII RI.CT^ TCOND/SHuV/OX/DXi
At63l«0l Bt03t°l*R,U*nX»LAM«DA/TCOND)l CC03I4RI 
«FOR*N|«i"STEP“l"UNTIL»UiN-i»DO*
"BEGIN" ACA3t"Rf
RU3t»2*?»RI 
CCR3IPRI 
»END" FOR N |
A Cf1H3la?*R| BCDIMJI,2»2»R| CCDIH]|«01
ENDDELTt
EUCT67IELECT«T-«LlCTUi
fUC11I6tLfcIHC
fLICTtClELfCTloZ
tu c u c ì
til •• 
C G a  j
elfCT149 
ELECTMKO 
LT.. 
ELECTHKOL"i»*
ELFC:T1?<
t uf curi 
ILFCU5Ì 
ElEcUET 
ei icTiry
E l 'C U E T  
F-L'CUBT 
ELfCTir7 
ELLCT157 
ELECT157
163 »END" OF DFiTl 166
167 »RFÀC’RECTFNPl18« "REAL"0nKU0,KR04»4AM|
189 *RE»C” ac.SOBULKl electhck
190 "REAL" THICKNESS) Eli CU57
191 •»EaL'EOAPI ELECT15S
192 THÌ0KN8S51 »»,-21 eli cure
193 J0f1=0» ELECT!?»
194 DXI.THICKNESS/DIHI ELI CU60
195 LAMBDA 1"«31 ttt.t,,,
196 BOAPI«O.A5»i;6--12l Eli CU63
197 THeTA|«E0AP/1,38».16I ELECU64
190 CS 1 »*.71 M.llltl
199 SOPULK)»3n3) ELECT173
200 SMLVI«2»-2I ElFCTOat
201 RC|i2»2l ELI OTHER
202 TCCNDI»3«.3| ELI CU7 6
203 ARFAI.il ELECT174
204 RT'IHEI l»„-7l
205 ELECTHER
206 DT!ePTlMFI1 ELECT 173
207 RlipT.TOND/SHUV/px/DXI ELICT174
208 «Cl.RCI elicti??
20» SOl»aoOULK/DXI ElC CT134
210 A C 0 3 1 ■ 0 1 nr 0 3 l»l»R»!l«DX»LAMfll)A/TcRNB)l Ct 0 31"Q1 III 06
211 «FOP*N|»l“STEP«i<UNTIL"D|Hil«DOi NI 07
212 "BEGIN" AU3UM Nice
213 RtL3l»J-2"RI Nl 09
214 Ct* 31 *9 i NIC»
213 "END" FOR N 1 Nili
216 Atf.(M]l»2»R| BCE|H3l*2*2"Rl CCD I M31*C 1 Mil
i
W, .
‘ PRINT* < SICMA.'S* ',S ANELINE. SO, /•*. "E*PI ( V/*, WC ..THETA, M/T) *1 
■ PRINT» «/C 1E5AP««S“ ,ScALED<3),SA"ELlHe,E0AP/l,6.-12l 
*PRiHT»'<C'TCO(lS«'S",S*MEL!NE.TCPIlOl 
■ PRÌ NT« "L l THICKNESS»' , Samel I-If, SCALED! 3), THICKNESS I 
•PRINT* »>L»0|M»<S“ ,SAM6LlNG,D|M|
*PRlHT»*<CtOX»‘ ,SAMELlNE,DXI 
«PRÌ NT* « 1C I0T»‘ , SCALEU(3),SAMeC|HE,DT|
•PRjNT"</l»R«*, SAMEL ine,Rl 
«BRINT*"l'4C»*, sane LINE, WCl 
•»RÌNT*»/r »AREA»',SAmElINE,ArEAI 
"PR|NT*Ul'S0BUL K'.SA^ ELINE,SOBULPI 
•PR¡NT«'11ICS*>,SAMfcLiNB.CSI
•PRINT" UC 'LAMBDA» ».SAMEL INE, SCALED (31, LAMBDA I 
■ BRI NT"* Ft » TOT« *,SAMELlNfc,TOT I 
•RRINT»'Fi»6Ml»‘ ,SAMElINE.EMl|
RErTPMPI«1000/2701
"READ" TO.VOINITIALI
234 •BEOIN""PRiNT*'<illO'*l PKESWlI»"TRUE"I 
233 "PRÌNT»UC "0.‘.SAMELINE,TOl
236 SWlPOSt«"TRUE"l
237 KROKI«VOINITIiL*¡1,47-1/1.471/41
238 «FCR«VC|»VOIiITIAL/1.47«STEp»KROK»UNTIL»VOINITIAL»l,A7"DO"
239 DElTCVO»!
240 "END" TOP pECTBM**]
241 "END"I”END“ OF PROORAMNwI 
6So NC
2182 CODE 
2032 TOTAL
21* 
f.a r ? io 220 
r  221 222 
r i23
224 
C 223 
226 
r 227 
228 
Z 229
230
231
232
233
ELPCTU3 ELrCTli'3 , 
ELCCT1C3 
CLECU83 
ELfCUBA 
ELECT!05 
ELICTIS3 
ELECTlci
ELtOTHER Ilectmer 
ELECT190 
ELECTm 
ELCCU92 
ttt t ♦ ♦ ft
EUCT2C5
ELrCT206EurcT— c
tttMttt• i « • • « 11
•• ick 4130 DES2 SYSTEM I SLAVE BaOK | CORE 4«K I VOL 9
4JOB|FH/R002/73l
4T|MEllO|
4ALCOL ILILIBRARY
ALGOL
4L I LES I 25001
DATE 14 05 ’3 I
CPU T|ME • 0000
CPU TIME • 0000
TI ME 13,05.
CPU TIME • 0000 03,769
OLISTI CPU t i m e
& s t u d y  or c c r r e C a t i o n  e p f f c t s i
2 "BEGIN"
3 "PRCCEDGRE* CCRF(A,N,i||
4 ”V aC u E"M|
5 •tNTEGER"N.'1l "ARPAVAl
6 •BEGIN""INTEGER"*,LAG|
7 "REAL"MeAN,MEANSQUARE,SGUARFDMEAN, PI|
8 "REAL"Sl)M,M| -INTEGER-LI
9 "ASRAVAR,AC,D,0C0|MJ|
10 ■ARP AV*T 11 1N 3 I
11 "PROCEDURE" PL0TU,N1,N2II "Va LUE"N1,N2I "a R°AY"a I ■ INTEGER"
12 Nj,N2i
13 •BEOIN""!NtEGER*<l
14 MOVEPENIO,60001 1 SETORIGIN<1500,M)| DRAWL INE<0,50«(n 2 - M ) )  I
15 m o ^EPEu I-1000,0) I DRAWL!UE(1000,0) ! M0VEPEN(-1000a A£ ‘¡t3,0) |
16 MOiEPEN(0,0)l "FOR" K | eNl"STEP" 1" U*IT IL" N2 "DO"
17 "BEGIN" ORAWLlNE(20, 50*<K-N1)|) m o v EPE"C0,60*(k *1-n 1) > l
18 "END"I MOVEPEN(-1000*ACN13,0||
19 "r0S»K|iNl*l"S*eP"l"U-JTlL"N2"D0* DRAWL IRE (•&008*ACK 3,50"<K*Ml)) |
20 "END" OF PtOTI
21 "REAL"SO.Sl.S2,S3,S4,PO,Pl,P2l
22 "REAL"B?,DS,B0,R1I
23 "REAL" WI
24 "REAC""PR0CEDURR"03(A,B,C.D,E,F.G, >I,I)|
25 "R EA L”A.B,C,D,E,r,G,H,||
26 03l»A*<E"|-F*H)»P«(D-l»r"G)*CMU*H>E*G)|
27 RI•1 / 9 6 t
28  PI  M l  ,  {4159265351
29 «EANiaOl
30 "FOA»K|il"STEP"l"UNTlL"N"DO" MEAN I*WEAN*ACK3 I
31 MEANI«MEAN/NI 90UAREDMEAN|»MEAN*PI
32 •PR1n T"I<L.5‘MEA‘I»»,SA1ELINEiMEa N. * <L3‘'|
SOCfc-OOO
SOCtrOOl
CORFp -CO
CORFp -CI
c o « r - - 0 2
COP|>-03
C0RFp ~04
CORFp -03
CORFp -04
COPFp -04
PLOTp -.OO
PLCTp -01
PLOTp -02
PL0T--04
PLCTp *C5
PLCTp OS
PLCTp -05
PLDTp -05
PLOTp -06
PLCT--07
TRENOp OO
TREND-C1
TRFND-01
TRFNDp C2
TRFNDp OS
TRfNDp 04
COPF--05 CoRFp«05 
CORF — 06 
COPFp -07 
COPFp -08
0000 03,801
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
50
51 
5?
53
54
55
5657 
56
59
60 
61 
6? 
03
64
6566
6768
69
70
71
72
73
74
80
81
• 3 
84
iSAMEl INF, SQUARED ME A‘i I
■BEO ir 
■END"I
•PRINT"1<l 2 ’S0UAREDMEAN"*
P0l«Plt»P2l»0l 
•FOA*K|4l"STEP"l"UNTlL"N"DO"
RO I"POp ACK 3 I P1I"P1*K«ACK3I P2I»P2*K«K"ACK3I
P l l a P i O H l  
P 2 l a P 2 * M » H |
WI i NI 
SOiaNI
SiIaN* CN*1 ) /2*WI 
S2laW*(V/*l )"(2aW"l)/6"M"M|
S3iaWaua(W*l)*(W*i>/4*M*H*H|
S 4 | a W * I W * l > " < 2 * W * l ) * ( 3 " W " W " 3 * W - l > / 3 0 " M * M # H * H l  
n s l - O 3 ( S 0 , S l , S 2 , S l , S 2 , S 3 , S 2 , S 3 . S 4 ) |  
R 0 i a D 3 I P 0 , S l , S 2 , P l , S 2 | S J , P 2 , S 3 , S 4 ) / r S |  
R l l a D 3 I S 3 , P 0 , S 2 , S l , P l , S 3 , S 2 , P 2 . S 4 ) / D S |
R 2 » a D 3 I S 0 , S 1 , P 0 , S 1 , S 2 , P 1 , S 2 , S 3 . P7 J /D S»
■PRINT" i <l '30",,SARELINE,B0,"S5*R1"'.B1,"S3*P2«»,,î2»
• r O A « K » i l " S T E P " l " U N T ! L » N " ^ 0 " T C K 3 l » A C K ) - B O - 8 1 " M " K " ' « 2 " M " H ' K " K I
R Î 0 3 I »0  I
L A G l a O l  * r O R " K | a l " S T E P " i " U N T l L " N " M O " R f 0 3 l a R t 0 5 * T [ K 3 » 2 l  
R C C j | a R C 0 3 / N i  ME*NSOUA«M»RC0 3 l  " P R I N T " '  '  L ‘ MEANS') JAREa »,  SAMEL INE 
, N P A ‘ : S 3 U A R E , " L 3 * » I  
A * t L A G 3 i a R C L A 0 3 /R E A N S Q U A R 6 l
• r O R " L A 3 l » l " S T f c P " l " U N T l L " M " D O "
*BE°l'<".J^i5}!J®JTEp.1B,,NTIL"N-LAG"D0"RtLAG)|aRtLAG)"?C1<J"T'’4"LAG)l
R C Ì A G 3 | a R C L A G 3 / ( N - L A r , ) |
A e C L A r . 3 i a 4 t L A G l / P E A l S 0 U A R F l
■END" LAGl ■(1*C0S(PI*R/M >)/2l• r 0 P ' , K | è 0 " S T E P " l " u N T l L " M " n 0 " D C K 3  I 
" F C R " K | * 0 " S T E P " 1 " U N T I L " M " D D "
""FOB 4 " I■l"STEP"l"UNTIL"M"l*DO"SUM|aSUM»DtL3*ACtL3 "COMPI"L*K/M) I
•END"I
OCR 3 I  « 2 * -4* < ACC 0 3 " 2 " S  JM) I
->FOMK|*0"STEP"1"UNTIL"M"DO"
"PB I N T *  » '  L »LAG* '  #SAmF:L I n E , K ,  '  » S3 »R« 
♦ ' S 3 * G » » , C C K 3 l
PLOTI a CTO. 50)1 PLOT(G,0, 5")l
■ P R I N T " !  < l 5» ' ,  SAMEL I L E ,  W , " S »  * , M |
* S3 * AC* *, ACCK3,
446
1200
1646
•END" OF C C R F I
■ A R B A Y " t C T )  JO 0 0 3 I 
"INTEGER" N,NO|
*| I a C I
RETI M|ÌN*ll "READ" X[N)i
" I F *  A a s ( * C N 3 - 3 3 3 » - 8  " T mEM" " COTf>" RET 
NO I * N « t  I
'»OVEPEn ( 0,6000 ) i SETORIGIN 40^, «I 
■ r o c 4 N M l MSTtP"lrJNT|L" NO "DO"
"B EG I  N " ’JRAfcL I NF < 20  0 * 5 *  XCN3,  l O * N ) l  M O V F P E N ( 0 ,1 0 * < N * 1 )  )  I 
■END"I
"END" OF PROGRAMME STUOTI 
MC
C O R F U , N«,200) I
CODE
TOTAL
CO»-Fp 007 
TRIND-19 
TRIND-05 
HfcNO-O 
TR( ND-C7 
TR)ND-08 
TRfND-C9 
TRI ND-09 
TRI ND-1 0 
TRtND-11 
TRINO-12 
TRfND-13 
TRf ND-14 
TRf ND*l5 
TREND-16 
TRFND*17 
TRF ND-16 
TREND-20 
TRf.ND-21 
COFF-007 
CORF-107 
C0RF-2C7 
CGEf-J07 
CORF-437 
COFF--10 
CORF-11 COfF--12 
COEF--12 
COP»-407 
CQRF--15 
COP» p-16 
COPF--17 
C0FF--18 
C0PF--19 
C0PF--2Ö 
C0PF--21 
C0PF--22 
COPF--22 
--24 
PLCT1NG" 
CORF--16 
C0PF--17 
SOCE-0C2 
SOCfc-002 
MOL'LfcTOO 
POPPATOI 
POPDAT02 
P0DDAT03 
SOCE-OIO 
SOCE-012 
SOCE-012
s o r t - 012
BLOCK!
BLOCK2
BLOCKS
BLOCK ELD
BL0CK4 
BLOCK ELD
BLOCK ELD
BLOCK ELD
CPU TIME ■ 0000 12,011
•• ICL 4130 DGS2 SYSTCN | 1L*VT HACK I CORE 46K | VOL « OATE 1J 0« >3 I H " F  U
4 JOB| P M /R 0 2 2 / 2 «  I LE4ST SQUA1E* F | T |
4 L IN E S I  24 001 CPU TIME •  1399 * ' 0 . 0 * 2
«A IC 0 L I
LIBRARY
*LOOL
9309 ‘> 0 .0 0 3
C*L'  T | H§  •  P0 "0  C 3 .3 01
LEAST S3LARKS P t T|
•aeoiN-
•REAL»*P' t lCfcDUR3» '. ’ET ? (  * l , A 2 . - J i , i ' ? ) |
• O O A L ' A l . 4 2 . h l . i 2 l  t i F T 2 i .A l«  ) 2 - A 2 » i J l l
■» E a l ’ a . h *
• P ? c r c D L 3 e '  L £ F | Y < N » x , v , n >|
•VA Lt 'E" *  , “  r . T f . G E W ' f V H  ,,ADr i \ V « X ,  Y |
•BE GI N -
•REAL»«PTOC6DURE-F«X) l  
4 L “ XI
• M O M "
’, ' i v i T C H " S r i « r i , r 2 . r 3 i r 4 . f 5 , r 6 , r T # r 6 i
• l O T C ’ S F t ' O I
r i i  i i h . i «p ( | . . x ) i  »g o t c e f i
P 2 i  r n A * x * e i  ' t o T O ' m
F 3 1 r i • * • * • <  x » l ) * f c» • f i oTO'FFI
P 4 |  n m U K O I ' B I  »G'J*0»EF|
F 5 | ' r i * A » F X P ( B » S > R T < X ) ) * X |  »GP*0»FF|
F 6 i  r » « A » f < p ( e * y > * x i  «GnYO-r r i
F 7 |  r |« A » €X P < M S 'J R T <X )  » I •GPTO'FF l
F # |  r i « A / 2 « < F X P I > * X ) » F X P ( - n * A ) l l
e r i « « M O " P i
■R FAL "« PR OC 6D LR P" rA l X) |
•R C 4L -X I
• B E O H - " S w l T C M - s r A M r A i , r A ? , r A J , r A * , r A 0 . r A f c . r A 7 , r A * i  - C C T o -s r A T H J i  
F A l  I F * I »I  XP( l '«X > i  »G0*0»FF4I
FA3 I r * l » X » B l  »GOTO'ETAI
Fa ? I  r « l a X * ( X * t ) * 6 l  *GOTO»FFAI
F A4 I  r 4 M X * ( X * . 1 ) * M  * go* c * f f  AI
Fa ;  I  F 4 l » r x p i f c » s  J K T ( X ) ) * X I  •Gf>TC»FFAl
FAAI  r * I a F  XPCfeaX >«XI »G 0*0» fFA I
F A ? I r » l » F < P ( F » S  J R T I X ) ) |  • G G T O T r A l
F A M  r *  i • l / 2« ( E x ‘, ( h * x  > - t x F ' - ( ' • * ) > »
EPA I " E N D *  r  a i
•RFAL*"PP '>CEDLPP,,rb< X> I
• R C A L 'X i
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